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But up ro now sscialists have lacked a source of frequent and reliable
information about events in Eastern Europe. Coverage in the papers of the
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Staterrwmt of Aims
A growing nurnber of socialists and communists are taking a stand against
the suppression of democratic rights in the Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe. The labour movement has international responsibilities in this

oppression in Chile or Southern efiica or Northern lreland.

while reports in the bourgeois press

to help fill this
and

in that part of the world.

The mass media give ample space to Tory politicians and to some from the

the labour
victims in Eastern Europe are largely

aim of this bulletin therefore is to
about the activities of socialists and labour

organisations that are taking up this issue.

on the Left that take up these Our to

currents carnpaignin3 for working class, democratic and
national rights.
::',ln r, { .

$sheqqever possible we will quote the sources of our information. Unless
otherwise stated, all the material in Labour Focus may be reproduced, with
Acknowledgement. Signed articles do not necessarily represent the views of
the editoriit collective.
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EDITORIAL

Poland: Why Socialist Support for Solidarity Can,t Wait :

since last August' rerentress'pressurc rrom the soviet' East '-',Ji'llil"ffifi,$"lfJlTJi'"'i"a;HH[tfiT.uHf-ii",'lGerman and Czechoslovak Party leaderships has enabled th
reactionaryelementsinPoland'sCommunistPartytosurviveand split the movement or destroy its discipllne as a prelude to.'n
drag the countra to the brink of civil war. The Prague and East crackdown on the movement as a whole. But so far they havi
Berlin governments and at least a part of the Soviet leadership been thwsrted ,i
seem to prefer a Polish blood-bath, which would inevitably boost In the piocess, however, it has been nocess&rT for the mthd
the Reagan'Thatcher Cold. War drive, to any chance that the population to rally around Solidarity and learn the methods of
Polish example might encourage their own workelr to struggle for mass political struggle. In the difficult conditions of a countr$
political rights. under constant threat of Soviet mititary intervention, there is.an

\ absolulely inevitable tendency for struggle to acquire an rcutel;l
The 4-hour general strike on 27 March over the Bydgoszcz affair political chlracter and in conditions where general democratic
demonstrated where the rank-and-fite of the Polish Communist Iiberties do not obtain any independent organisation, whether.i
Partystand.Defyingtheleadership'sbanontheirparticipationin church or s trade union inevitably becomes a vehicle for a vast
lhe strike, the Prrty's base rallied to the side of Soliilarity and the range of social and political aspirations. Vt/hen these conditio$
working class. More than a million members of the Party are in are added to the efforts of the confrontationist element in,the
Solidarity, and since last August the rank-snd-file have been Party to turn every dispute into an all or nothing struggle for
.demanding an extraordinary Party Congress to throw out the power, the idea that Solidarity could remain a simple trade union
anti-working class elements on the Central Committee, elect a is utopian. The workers have been pushed inio a full-Scaia
leadership that will respect the will of Solidarity, and democratise poltical battle and in the absence of political parties of their own,thePartystatutes.theyhavenooptionbuttouseSolidarityasihelrlever.

But thanks to external pressure, the Party Congress has not been
held, Gierek's Central Committee remains in power, and the
corrupt and reactionary elements inside the Party apparatus have
been able to stage one provocation after another against the new
working class movement. First, in November, the Narozniak
Affair showed that the Public Prosecutor's Office was preparing
a wave of arrests of Solidarity activists and supporters. Then, in
December the Politburo set a course of trying to renege on the
August Agreements by rejecting the right to a five-day week, by
failing to reform the trade union law and censorship law, and by
failing to give Solidarity access to the mass media. Then, after the
great strikes over Free Saturdays, the Party leadership tried to
prevent the remoyal of officials shown by government
investigations to have been engaged in widespread corruption in
Bielsko Biala and Jelenia Gora; and at the same time it refused to
register Rural Solidarity and the Independent Student
Association. Fianlly, after a breather for the Soviet Party
Congress, the provocationist wing of the regiine started tegal
harassment of KOR leaders Jacek Kuron and Adam Michnik,
then sent the political police to beat up and severely injure
Solidarity leaders in Bydgos zcz, And meanwhile, the government
has been without any economic policy whatsoever since last
August: it has simply been letting the crisis deepen.

The great hope of socialists in the West after the government
agreed to the workers' main demands last August \ilas that the
rhetoric from Party leaders about renewal, democratisation and
co-op€ration with the new working class movement would be
translated into practice, that Poland would evolve swiftly and
relatively smoothly towards socialist democracy and genuine
working class control over its own destiny. Such an outcome
would be a gigantic gain for the entire international socialist
movement. Poland would become a powdiful example of the way
in which economic crisis can be overcome in the interests of
working people, (without the mass unemployment, militarism
and repressive policies gaining momentum in the West). It would
also demonstrate the enormous superiority of t nationalised
economy combined with working class politicil power over the
capitalist system in the West. And it would show a way forward
out of political and social stagnation for the other countries of
Eastern Europe. The trend towards Cold War in Europe could be
reversed.

This is the promise of Solidarity, and it is what the Party rank-
and-file is striving for. But every step towards its realisation has
required mass mobilisation by Solidarity to wring the necessary
concessions out of the Government. Only the disciplined
militancy ahd unity of Solidarity has been able to guarantle the

As we go to press, it seems that the cbnfrontationist wing of the
Party leadership has been temporarily checked. If the governmeni
carries out the March 30 Agreement on the Bydgoszcz Affair,
Solidarity will have won a real victory. Furthermor;, the ranks of
the Party have swung more firmly to the side of Solidarity during
the latest crisis. '

But there is no reason to conclude from this that the
confrontationists will change their spots. On the contrary, as thd
crisis of the government deepens, the tendency to provoke u
showdown will increase. These elements will need a new upheaval
if they are to prevent their own positions being jeopardised by thp"
Party Congress now scheduled for July. , :i.

If this analysis is correct then Poland is approaching a new Gross-

roads on the road from Gdansk. Increasingly, stark alternatives
loom before the Polish people: either itre emergence of a
government that bases itself on respecting the will of Solidarity
and guarantees to defend the movement against provocation and,

attack; or a slide from stale-mate to civil war and military
confrontation.

If preparations for the Party Congress were to be managed in e
democratic spirit, we could expect a genuine partnership between
Solidarity and the Party leadership to emerge from it. But with
Stefan Olszowski in charge of conference preparations that
perspective seems excluded- The struggle for a pro-working clasS

governtlentwillthereforebeanimmenselydifficuttone.

In these conditions the tabour movement in Britain must urgently
be alerted to the threat facing the Polish workers. All British
socialists who appreciate the significance of the internatlbnal
struggle for socialism must bring Poland into the centre of labour
movement concerns. Our task is to do all that-we can to ensunei
that the Polish people are able to move as calmly and peacefully
as possible towards democratic socialism and the restoration of
the planned economy.

Two crucial tasks face us. First we must do all in our power to
make the Soviet leadership aware of the strength of our support
for Solidarity's battle for democratic and working class' rights,
and the depth of our opposition to Soviet interference in Polish
affairs. Secondly, we should demand in present conditions where
the Soviet army has not intervened that the British goyernment
immediately release Poland from its debts to British banks - the
money used for missiles targeted on Warsaw should be spent on
easing the debt burden which the Polish workers face through no
responsibility of their own.

With this in mind the demonstration on 12 April to the Soviet
Embassy could not be more timely.



you can do to help HANDS
In this issue
exclusion of

we have focussed on one task, to the
almost everything else: trying to give

here as detailed a picture as possible of
the nature of Solidarity and of the thinking of
some of its leaders in different parts of Poland.
We very much regret not having had the space to
cAver many other extremely important problems
and movements: above all the economic crisis
facing the Polish people and such movements as

Originally called for March 15th,

because of the ban on marches

will now take place on

Rural Solidarity, the Student Movement and the
various trends of political thought within the

But we.made the choice for a reason: we hope

From this conclusion must come socialist and
trade union support for Solidarity.

The first and most direct task is to support the
London Labour Movement demonstration on 12

April. This is the first broadly-based labour
movement march in support of the Polish
workers and it comes at a crucial time.

All Socialists and Labour Movement organisations
No Cold War slogatls.

welcome.

Meeting before the march to be addressed by:
Frank Dobson MP (to convey message of support from Labour Party NEC)

Tariq Ali Reg Race MP Phillip Whitehead MP

Secondly, material and moral support from can only be established by consent. The struggle in
and local trade union bodies is real hope for a peaceful Europe free from
important. The TUC, after some

delay, has come out in full support
and has promised f,20,000 worth of

especially in the form of
printing It has also offered training

drawing
by the TUC should open the door to a flood of

silch issues as negotiating
up claims, etc. These moves

SPONSORS:

Tony Benn MP
Bernard Dix (NUPE)
Frank Dobson MP
Martin Flannery MP
Eric Heffer MP
Ron Keating (NUPE)
Ken LiYingstone
Reg Race MP
Jo Richardson MP
Phillip Whitehead MP

(Telef. in, front of number meons telephone
number instead af a telex numb{tr.)

Bes k idy - B ie ls k o- B ia I a
Bydgoszcz
Bialystok
Bytom
Czes(ochowo
Gorzow Wtelkopolski
Grudziadz
Katowice
Kalisz
Krakow
Kielce
Legnica
Lodz
Mazowsze (Warsow)
Gdansk

the Polish trade union
into'Poland.

, 15 February 1981

The Labour Party
Brent East CLP
Eastern European Sotidarity Campaign
Hendon South CLP
I lford .South C LP
I nternational Campaign against

Repression
I nternational Marxist Group
Labour Focus on Eastern Europe
Labou r-Poland Sol idarity Committee
Potish Solidarity Gampaign
Socialist Campaign for Labour Victory

facilities
methods,

tackle

silrow your solidarity with our Potish brothers and sisters by ioining in the
marct. Get your Labour Party or other socialist organisations and your
trade union to sponsor this demonstration.

9ontad: Hands Off The Polish Workers Campaign
158 Thorold Rd, llford.

Tel: 01-514 0060

Solidarity Telex Numbenq

0352-r0
0562 r 97

852 r22
033250
037248
044202
0552 I 2

03 ts292
telef72744
telef24997
061 22004

0787320
telef34062

I I 6077
05t2184

Opote
Olsztyn
Opoczno
Plock
Poznan
Przemysl
Ptla
Rzeszow
Radom
Szczecin
Suwulki
Stalowa Wola
Slupsk
Torun
Walbrzych
Wroclaw

073 2386
0s22r5
886080
83640

06334 r 3
tetef4l44
0633320

067455
0425490

822548
062 r 04

0534307
0ss30t
074557

077 t 5 500
or 07 I 2678
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reading this issue
movement Solidarity is

steps towards the

Sunday, April 12th
Assembte: Speakers Corne r, 2pm.

welcomes duplicating machines that can be used
for producing factory bulletins and newsletters.
Solidarity branches are able to receive these
through the normal channels for shipping goods.

Auother important form of action is to estahlish
birlateral links between Sotidarity members and
British trade unionists in the same industries and
types of factories. Invitations can be sent to
Sblidarity provincial organisations by trades
councils to exchange visits.

t.,i

You can receive advice and information on how "

to go about these tasks by contacting socialist
organisations involved in defence work. There is
a broad measure of unity in the 'Hands Off the
Polish lVorkers Campaign' whose address is
given on the leaflet. But you can also contact
either, the Eastern Europe Solidarity Campaign,
with which Labour Focus is associated, or the
Polish Solidarity Campaign which has been very
attive in seeking to gain support for Solidarity
ahd was first in the field with a duplicator for
shipment to Poland. The EESC is exclusively
open to socialists, .Labour and trade union
onganisations. The PSC is open to 'all
deEtocrats'.

0n another a fairly full

organisations. You can use these numhers

regional Solidarity leaderships. If you
know how telex works, dial 100 and find

Eastern Europe Solidarity Campaign,
c/'o vladimir Derer,
10 Park Drive, London NWII.

ff

out!
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In December 1970, the Polish Communist Party leadership under
Gomulka decided to raise prices by over 3090 and to use force
against working class protests. A strike began in the Lenin
shipyard, Gdansk, spread to the whole city and to nearby Gdynia.
Workers were shot down by the police and army. The strikes
spread in a few days to Szczecin, Elblag, Slupsk and many other
towns. Police and army units killed hundreds of workers, before
Gomulka was replaced by Gierek. New strikes took place in

GDANSK

Anna Walentynowicz
There was an increase in prices on Saturday. On Monday the
people went to the head office. There they discovered that the
director tiad no influence over price rises and could only possibly
raise the bonus by about 5Vo. So, 300 people from the shipyard
went to the Regional Committee building to ask for an
explanation. When they didn't come back for a long time, a
second group was organised to see what was happening. I was
with them. Going there we met some friends who were on their
way back. They hadn't found out anything. They were pushing a
radio car in front of them and broadcariing an announcement
with their dem.ands.

Afterwards we went to the polytechnic to apologise for not
helping the students during their March 1968 demonstrations for
bread and freedom. The rector came out and said that the
decision to raise prices was correct, but nobody listened to him.
The students talked to us and prornised help. But when we went
again at 7 p.m., hardly anybody was there. It turned out that they
were shut up in the student hostels. However, many of them
jumped through the windows and joined us later.

January with the wokrers demanding democratic unions outside
political control. But the government managed to avoid granting,
the demand. The 197A experience has been of fundamentai,
importance for the Solidarity movement. lVe publish memoirs of
1970 all taken from a special commemorative issue of Robotnik,
except the article by S. Wadolowski, Vice-Chairperson of
Szczecin Solidarity, which is taken from, JednoS6 No.17, the
newspaper of Szczecin Solidarity. '",

(

A cordon of police was standing near the bridge, and now things
began. The firSt police canister burst, spreading tear gas around.

on December 1970 '
J.*".11

. 1.'l{

A crowd was massing near Party headquarters, and there was a,

call through a loudhailer for the people to go back to work. I,,
remember a shipyard worker climbing on to the roof of a tramcar1,,
ripping off his shirt to bare his breast and shouting: 'Shoot! What,,

, have we got to live for?' But at that time there had not yet been
any shooting.

On my way back, I met some colleagues who were coming out of ,

the rows of shipyards, dressed in asbestos overalls and safety.
helmets. I raised my hands in the air and called: 'Wait a minute.'
You've got to think it over'. But nobody heard me. The people
shouted, 'The army's here.'

Someone made an appeal through a megaphone that the women
should go to prepare food in the kitchen. I was already there.

From all sides came the sound of volleys. A helicopter was firing
into the shipyard. Policemen disguised as soldiers were firing at
people coming into the shipyard. The first dead fell. From the
hospital hung white sheets on which red crosses had been drawn
in the blood of those murdered. There were very many sheets, so
many had fallen.

'!'I
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*'I found 'myself on the list of those to be dismissed. Howevet',' I
was selected for the delegation to go to Warsaw for a meeting

'''l,luitfr the authorities. Thi; was in January lg7l. Three coachei
i,i'ivere brought up and off we went - not to Warsaw, however, but
f'only to the nearby offices of the Regional National Council. I
::'i;eally don't know why at a time when a period of speaking the
rtruth should have begun, one more lie was added to the already
slong list. We wanted to inform our colleagues that we weren't in
.{rV/arsaw,. but the blockade,yas tight.

At one point the meeting with representatives from the highest

',,guthorities 
entered a very sharp discussion. And this certainly

"gonvinced us. Just like the others I shouted to Gierek:'We will
'help', 

Just like the others I believed that they were real tears that
"1[,&n down the gentleman's cheeks as he spoke: and that while he

, remained Minister of Internal Affairs there would be no
bloodshed in Poland. I felt that I was being recharged with hope
and faith like a battery. But disillusion wai quick io follow.

nnonth stop. In
where a

of the causes of the

rumour was going
Police/

disregarding the December troubles, and a
round that he was working for the UB. /Secret

I went up to the microphone, composed and thoughtful, I
managed to convince the staff that they should go back to work,
after forcing the management to transmit our demands to the
authorities. And the people listened to me. My speech turned out
to be very unfortunate for me. Thereafter there were as rnany as

four foremen who followed my every movement at work. It was

also said that i t uO collected money for the victims of December.
At at the time this was not true.

'My activities in organising the commemoration of December, my

$e-rsecution by the police and the security police, my activities in

Fragments of Recollections

The Shipyard Delegation at the Regional Committee (KWl

May l97l a
crowd had

i

$e, appointed a delegation from our shipyard to go to the
rcgitinal com'mittee. The earlier one, from the Lenin Shipyard,
hadn't returned. The director Gryglewski, who
was with us, had to guarantee that we would return. The regional
committee building had already burned down, so we went to the
R,egional National Council (RN) building. It was surrounded by
the, army. We wanted to talk to the soldiers, but it was as if they
had lost their tongues. We then knew for certain that they were
soldiers from a neighbouring county

', ,. Tadeusz Beim received us in the lobby. He told us to wait a little
,, 
, while and we would talk. We were led from room to roorn. I don't

: know whether they were looking for a place to eavesdrop on us or
' , whether they wanted to wear us down psychologically. 

- 
Our

r' " . demands we[e simply: for withdrawal of the price rise; for release
: 6f the delegation that had been detained and of those taken to the

, , Goncentration camp at Wejherow. There were 3,500 people held

The police in action against the in Gdansk.

the Free Coastal Unions these all belong to the years that
followed.

Who would have thought that this road, so full of suffering,
would have led to 'Solidarity'?

('
The strikers to the soldiers.

They fired at those trying to.leave the shipyard by gate no. 2.

They hit them near the hospital. This wasn't done by the army.
The police had been taken to Pruszcz where they changed into
army uniforms in a little wood

I said: 'Attention ! A special bulletin for the Polish Army.
Soldiers! They are ordering you to shoot. Who are you shooting
at? Your brothers. They told you that the Germans want to
overthrow the system. These are not Germans.'I told them how
they have to fight, how to defend Poland. Just like Kosciuszko
and Pulaski, Iike Mickiewicz who was also a soldier. They all
fought hof Poland. And then even if you die you won't stain your
uniform, you won't die like a traitor. And when you get such an

order to shoot your brothers, kill your officer and choose one of
your own. We are struggling to prevent the red bourgeoisie from
ruling here.

I spoke to them about the economic situation. How sausage costs

150 zlotys a kilo, and earnings are 100 zl. daily, which is not even

enough to buy a ctrild sweets.

(Taken from a,n account by Kazimierz Szotoch, q member of the
strike committee.)

7

t *:."

exploded. I ran to the head office
gathered. It turned out that one.,

t

3

was a new system of dividing bonuses. People still
Jaroszewicz's promise that we ourselves decide how

allocate them. V/hy, once again, had nobody asked us our
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A :lorry-load of workers flying the Polish flag during the struggle in
Gdansk.

ring of the Regional Committee buildihg, 15The burn
December.

The burning of the regional committee building lasted a good few
hours, for the police drove us back a few times. We caught some
,tear , gas grenades dropped from helicopters and threw
them into the windows. The building was burning slugglishly,
pouring out smoke. In the end, petrol was poured through
the bars of the entrance doors into the hal[. Something
started to burn, probably the stairs or the carpets. Then a white
curtain was hung from a window, and just over a dozen police
came on to the first-floor balcony with their hands up. A slim
young man in overalls climbed the window bars, tore down the

red flag and raised a red and white one. The people intoned a

hymn, stood to attention and took off their helmets.

Next the police standing on the balcony were ordered to throw
down'their arms, helmets, clubs and jackets. Opinions were
divided as to whether they should also take off their trouseis.
Some in trousers, others in underpants, climbed down the
window bars to a lorry below and were taken to the shipyard
under guard

The people started to wander about in a relaxed mood. I was at
the Blednik when I heard some loud engings. At first I thought
they were aeroplanes, but in fact they were tanks and armoured
vehicles. The fact that they had come so far made me angry so I
went off in the direction of the Regional Cornmittee. I thought I
would be returning alone, but it turned out that.I was in a crowd
which, with heavy steps and determined faces, was moving
towards the tanks.

GDYI{IA

Reminiscences
On the Gdynia Shipyard Viaduct

I listened to Kocistek's speech in the evening. He called on
everybody to resume work the following day.

There was no trouble on the journey. After arriving at the station
for Gdynia Shipyard, the train stopped and everyone poured out
onto the platform, frorn where the steps lead directly to a

gangway across the railway-line. Youngsters of 18-20 always
dashed up the steps first and this probably saved the lives of older
people. Without any warning a burst of fire from a machine-gun

tore into those who were half-way up the steps afid three young
shipyard workers fell on the gangway. At that moment a large
group of people had reached the steps. Now two rather than one
machine-guns opened fire, later a third joined in. People turned
back to the train.

Those that were on the platform and succeeded in jumping into
the train probably saved their lives by doing so. The train goes

slowly along the street which runs from Gdynia shipyard to the
town. There were already circles gathering in the street. And then

a helicopter which had been tracking our train plowed down to a
hoveq and began to fire on the unarmed people. I saw them
falling, although I cannot say if they were killed or wounded.

ln Gdynia Hospital , 17 December.

Just as we arrived at admissions a howl of ambulance sirens broke
out and almost in an instant, stretchers of severely wounded
people were coming in from a whole fleet of ambulances.

Operations, dressings, transfusions, drip feeds all went on
without cease. It was different from normal hospital work.which
does,not vary day in, day out; it has stayed alive in the mind as an
(unrepeatable) human drama. I cannot forget the deaths of the
young 18-20 year olds, nor a death caused by shooting in the
back

Shot in the back! What an answer to the workers'response to
Kocistek's appeal for a return to work. Nor is it surprising
therefore that the wounded MO functionaries who were brought
in straight from the shipyards had to be hidden from the summary
justice of the workers (such are medical ethics)

Several hours that day I spent dealing with people who came to
give blood. I cannot say how many there were. Carload arrived
after'carload. There were several dozen people waiting for hours
at a time completely silent like a wall. Each wanted to give ad

much as possible,'but the majority demanded an undertaking that
their blood should not be given to militiamen. ,:r

Almost all of us stayed at the hospital two or three days; the,
pressure of the work acted almost as a relief in those tragic hours,'
but it was awful to hear the shooting shatter the nocturnal calrn,
andtowaitforthenextterribleeventstooccur.

Remembered Fragments

l

Looting the Stores

lt was the ORHO and MO officers who broke the window-pares,!;,
Since they were broken and the bits were lying around on the
pavements, people-vandal-types-came and took things. There
were several tens of thousands of people around ffi€, workerg
these were, and I did not see any of them touch anything. Bottles
were needed for the petrol, the wine from the stores was poure{

lway, but nobody stole anything. ,

Street-fighting

Tank after tank came. On the flatforffis, by gates nos.2 and 3,

there was not even a fingers-breadth of space. Tanks don't make

the grade in street-fighting. A 'Stara' car appearS, & tank moves,

and smashes throqgh it, but the catenpillar tracks fold up and

L
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both the tank and car catch alight. Then the tanks are engulfed in
smoke and everyone falls upon them and sets them alight.

If you put a lighted wick into a bottle filled with petrol, and throw
it at a tank, the tank catches fire.

People-shipyard workers who had served on tanks in the
war-jumped onto the tanks. If someone failed to jump
................ .... They took ropes from the hooks and threw them
under the tracks and pulled out the gears, so that the tank went
round and round on one track. It was also possible to throw the
wick from the lantern under the other. Then the tank comes to a
stop and out fly the birds.

The Capitulation of Gdynia Shipyard

The Chief Director; Zaczek, called in the army and gave us four

Ten years ago in December 1970 when the Gdansk and
Gdynia shipyards went on strike, work also stopped at the
Szczecin shipyard. It was Thursday. At 10.00 they shipyard
workers went out into the town. They went in the direction of
Grunwald Square. There the militia was already waiting for them
with water cannons and tear gas. The militia blocked the way and
dispersed the workers, but nonetheless about 500 of them
managed to reach the Chrobry Ramparts and from there the
shipyard.

Here however the shipyard workers were again split up and the
drawbridge w4s raised. The trains stopped running making
communication between enterprises more difficult. The dispersed
groups of workers were chased back to the shipyard escorted by
the militia.

This, however, did not scare the workers off! Workers from all
the enterprises marched on the Provincial Party Committee
building and set it on fire. This was a practical demonstration of
the 'trust' between workers, because at the time the Party also
represented workers and nearby stood the militia. Next the
workers went to the Provincfal Militia Headquarters and set to
burning down the door and entering the building. They di.d not
manage to get inside, shots were fired and the first victims fell.

Proof of how well the Trade Unions were then functioning is the
fact that its megnbers went next to burn down the Central Trade
Union Council building. This was achieved to a certain extent and
the workers then marched on the prison in Kaszubska Street. The
bravest of their colleagues attmepted to rdscue the workers who
had been brought there. (Many workers had been taken to the
prison and other detention centres and militia stations.) Here too
shots were fired. A curfew was declared from 1800, announced on
radio and TV by Jozef Cyrankiewicz.

The following day we returned to work to the Szczecin
shipyard. Outside our shipyard outside the gate - stood tanks.
whose tanks? The workers' tanks, of course, because it is the
workers who pay for the tanks to be built and accordingly they
were not turned on the workers .. However, they did not open fire
and even began to withdraw as the shipyard workers advanced
metre by metre, pouring petrol and setting it alight. Part of the
workforce went to the Shipyard Director's Office to protest
against the tanks being at the shipyard. And then the most tragic
thing happened. On the shipyard premises - inside the perimeter
of the shipyard - fire was opened on the shipyard workers. The
militia shot at random into the dense crowd, The workers' milita
was shooting workers! Two people were killed: a young boy of l9
who was about to complete his training at the Shipbuilding
Technical College and an older man. They began tatcing th;
wounded away, and from that moment I became a union activist.

hours after which force would be used, w€ would be bombarded,
destroyed. The demands were not met, but we had to end the
strike. The strike committee signed the capitulation. I run to the
BHP the workers are in tears, this is treachery. I hear the
communiquE: to come out, then the demands will be met. Many
people were shattered, they said: it will be better like that; they
cannot kill so many of us. When we came out the army and MO
were standing on the side. They were told that there were 6000 of
us and 20,000 to come.

In January l97l our strike committee was revived. A delegation
went to Gierek. I was there. We wanted lists of those who had
been killed to be handed over. We did not know whether to laugh
or cry, when we heard that only 45 had been killed. We *ere
aware that some officers had not wanted to give the order to open
fire and that there had been revolts amongit them

I could not bear to watch as they carried off the wounded. I
remember it as if it was today, an unconscious young man with his
knee shattered being carried away. He was my colleague from
work. One after another they were carried off. I was at the time a
technical workers and I returned to my post. Naturally I couldn't
remain indifferent, quite simply, I cried. I didn't know what to do

Stasek Wadolowski, Vice-Chairperson of Szczecin Solidarity.

with myself. It was at this very time that talk began of forming a
strike committee and organising a strike in the shipyard. I didn't
believe that talking would achieve anything here. I thought we
should go out, stop the shooting, rescue those taken and end this
macabre spectacle as quickly as possible to prevent further
bloodshed and more people being killed

SZCZF,CIN

From that moment I became an activist
By Stanislaw Wadolowski
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A police vehicle in Szczecin burning.

Some of the workers followed us. Starting in May lst Street there
was a smoke screen and the army and militia were shooting
blindly into the crowd which they couldn't see for the smoke. We

on 17 December - and we walked shouting: don't shoot, we are
coming to negotiate ...

The people shipyard workers and others from the town
stopped where the No.1 doesn't turn and we continued down May
lst Street. In the street there were tanks and the commanding
officer, Colonel Urbanowicz. We went up to him and demanded

' that they stop shooting at the workers and withdraw the troops.
,, , We told him that we could manage on our onw, that we could

settle the matter ourselves, that the workers were not a threat and
that'the sons of workers and militiamen who were also workers
should not shoot at fellow-worekrs. In view of this Colonel
Urbanowicz ordered the tanks to withdraw and allowed contact
to be made with the shipyard workers.

I witnessed an incident. A young boy, maybe 18-19 years old,
thre* a petrol bomb into a tank irt i.t 

'set 
on fire. A ybung man

with severe burns was taken from the tank and an officer.shot the
boy who had thrown the bomb in the forehead. He simply lost
control. I don''t know what I would have done, but scenes like this
are horrible to watch. It,is a horrific sight to see people shooting
at one another.

The troops withdrew. 'We joined with the repair shipyard and the
other shipyards. We then returned outside the main building of
the- Szczecin shipyard. There everyone had something to say.
Some: said that we should go and 

'burn down those workers'
premises which had aimed arms at the workers. Others * myself
included - considered it pointless to have people getting shot at.

myself.) We left the shipyard, I forced the Party secretary to come
with us saying that I would not be able to make the army

: withdraw, but if the Party secretary whorn they must know was
with me ... they-had caused trouble so they can now help us make

I thought that we had self-resp@t, that sacrifices were pointless,
that there should be a strike of occupation. Then togelher with
the people from outside the shipyard we gathered in the main hall
to appoint a strike committee.

I was appointed to the newly formed strike committee as a
representative of the three-person team in my section. During the
first two days we were fed. Then :- w€ were still green then - we
allowed ourselves to be taken in. They said thai they wanted to
negotiate. A three-person delegation led by"Mielek tiopierata -the chairperson of the Strike Committee in 1970 left the,
shipyard to go and talk and negotiate with the Szczecin
authorities. The delegation did not return to the shipyard and the
strike was called off over loudspeakers. Panic ens.red.

We left the shipyard having won nothing. Our only victory was
that they did not put us inside and we were able to return to work,. ,

But there were no other changes. AU that changed were the
authorities at the top. Gierek replaced Gomulka and the'second
Edward's team came to power. Our Walaszek who had run
Szczecin is most likely ruling somewhere else, he had not wanted'
to leave. In effect, everything remained the same. New strikes
started and in January l97l again a strike committee was formed.
Once again vehicles leaving the shipyard bore the sign 'the strike
cpntinues!'. This did not last long. Kaim came with numerous
officials. Again discussions began in the main hall. Literally

mud at Walaszek, the authorities, the official trade unions. And
then Kaim announced that Comrade Walaszek had asked to be
allowed to resign from his post. Everyone heaved a sigh of relief.
But nothing further happened, the'authorities did not change
their course of action.

And on 17 January l97l the strike began. The strike was headed
by Edmund Baluka, somewhat similar to Lech Walesa in his
attitude and personality. Brave, aggressive, wise, a fantastic bloke
and colleagUe. Again we formed a strike committee and the strike

Party
extreme right, part of the crowd standing on top of a tank.

continued, so much the more menacing because it was not
recognised by the authorities. And then Mieczyslaw F. Rakowski
read out what he again read out this year during the s-trike: owhat

do they want, there is a threat of intervention'. At the end of
August 1980 Rakowski made exactly the same statement he'd
made 10 years earlier changing only the dates and conditions (we,
compared the tapes)

of the way of the tank caterpillars, jumped up onto the tanks,
painted over the view-finders, ruined the antennae and carbines.
The tanks retreated. Evidently this time the purpose of their ac-
tion was to shield the movements of the infantry. The soldiers put
on their masks and behind the tanks, which began to advance
again, threw smoke bombs. But the wind was blowing towards
them.

They shot at us .oo

of 18 December, I went to the shipyard. Nobody
were waiting around, considering what-

a.m. we were inforrned that near the main
was a mass meeting. I rarr'-'there quickly People were

shouting about unjust price increases, demands were being made

that behind our backs, near the gate stood tanks and armed infan-
try. Out of the shouting crowd i group was .t or.n for discussion

: with management. Others followJd th; group. They had to go out
of the gates in order to reach the manug.*.nt building. A part
went to the top and the crowd stayed by the gate. The tanks mov-

I ,, ed towards them, however nob-ndy was frighGned, People ran gut

: . . : ,. l.:" :

The infantry opened fire. I threw back the last smoke bomb. It -t,

wasthenthatfr'u.IvIyfriendsrushedtowardSme'grabbedmy
arms and legs and carried me out of the firing line. I didn't wait
long for the operation. They took.ttre bullet out of my shoulder., ,r ,,

-l
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I regained consciousness, a boy next to me, who had been
in the head, died. Later I found out

rThis could not have been done by the infantry, because then the
bullet'would,have entered by. his back in a herizontal direction.
There must have been a sniper on the roof who was aiming afor

lthe head but missed. I wanted to look at the bullet which had hit
,fn€, but it was already gone sorne functionary had taken it
away the day after the operation. I received a disability pension
from my place of work.

The pension was for ... 'an accident at work'. The People's
Council paid me compensation of 40,000 zl. In December 1970 I

.jwas twenty years old and had been one of the best athletes in the
,,shipyard. For ten years now I have been able to move around only
' in a wheelchair.

'.

,'1This was written up on the basis of a discussioin with a porticipant
in the strike whose name was Z. Nagorki./

Edmund Baluka Must be
'allowed to Return to Szczecin
The August Agreements pledged that all those
victimised as a result of the l97O-71 strikes
should be able to return to work in the shipyards.

''One of the foremost of such people is Edmund
r";Baluka, the leader of the Warski shipyard
' workers durirtg the Baltic crisis of 1970-71 .

''Harassed and forced into exile after the strikes
Baluka has campaigned tirelessly on behalf of
Polish workers' interests during his exile in the

.'West in the 1970s. Pictured recently in Paris, he
"'has written to the Polish authorities and to the
"Szczecin Solidarity seeking to. return. His case
' has been taken up ,by Solidarity in Szczecin.
; Letters should be sent to the Polish Embassy
'demanding that he be allowed to return to his
homeland. (On the 1970-71 strike in Szczecin and

. ,that earlier aitempt to form genuine trade
unions, see the interview with Edmund Baluka in

';Labour Focus Vol.l No.2, May 1977).
:

Police emerging from lorries and doing battle with workers near the
Warski shipyard

SZYMON KOBYLINSKI
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A Brief Guide to the PartY, Solidarity and Catholic Organisations
"' (Socialis/s confronting the problem of trying to

understand the complexities of developments in
'"Poland can be discouraged by the biwitdering
' orray of names ond initials in this issue it

" I-abour Focus and in the press. we are thereforl
:' offering this brief Suide.f,:
.] {. OFTICIAL POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS

: PRL: The Polish people,s Republic.
;, The Wojewoda and Vyojewodship: The names of
','the Provincial Governor and the province; there
, '&re 49 provinces in poland and they are the main
.:'odrrinistrative units within the state. Each
:,jprovince has a Governor and a provincial First

Party Secretary, both of whom, especially the
second, wield considerable power at i local ievel.

,,PUWP: Thb pofish United Workers, party,
: ,official name of the Communist party.
.'':The Party Central Committee: This is the
"'' governing council of the communist party which
"uleets every few months and has the sole power

million members. In the 1970s, for the first time
since the late 1950s, working class membership
grew, from 400/o to 460/o of'the party. Of these
working class members (bearing in mind that the
term is a very broad one),27u/o are in 168 of the

Secretariat are split on important issues. A CC
Plenum is a full meeting of the Committee.
Politburo and Secretariat: The former has the
task of taking the key political decisions on the
problems coming before the regime. The
Secretariat has the task of managing the day-to-
day running of the Party leadership; tasks within
the secretariat are divided up between various
Central Committee Secretaries, eg. the one for
propaganda, or for economic affairs or for
defence and security. The most powerful figures
in the Party leadership. are those who have
membership 'of both the Politburo and the
Secretariat. The Party leader is formally titled,
the First Secretary of the Central Committee.
The Party Apparatus: These are the professional
officials working for the Party itself as opposed.
to the government or one of the Party's satellite
organisations. Central, Provincial, city and
factory secretaries are such apparatus members,
while a meriber of the Politburo, the Central
Committee or a Provincial Committee need not
necessarily be part of this professional Party
apparatus: s/he could be in theory a worker
given time off to attend the relevant meetings.
The Party apparatus at present numbers some
I 0,000 (roughly) officials.
Party membership: It now stands at about 3.2

The -map below shows the 49 provinces of
Poland. we have numbered those piovinces that
have figured prominently in the ivents of last
year. The dots indicate the provincial capitals, of
the same name as the prorince.

I wh"t's where?

I

1.

4. Katowice (including
Zubnal 6. Jelenia Gora
Krosno (including
Lodz 12. Bydgosczc

3.

Nowy Sacz 9.
Rzeszow 11.

H

10.



largest factories - precisely the area where

Solidarity is strongest. Somewhere between
800,000 and lYz million Party members are in
Solidarity, and overwhelmingly defied a ban by
the Party leadership on their involvement in the
27 March 4-hour general strike over the

Bydgosz cz affair.
The Party Congress: Normally held every 5
years, it adopts policy resolutions and elects the
Central Committee. Its composition and
decisions are normally firmly controlled from

' above. Since August agitation at the base of the
Party has pushed the leadership to call an
Extraordinary Congress (the last one was only
trast y"T in February 1980). + congress
commission has been set up to organise the event
but the congress's date has been repeatedly
postponed while the crisis between the leadership
&rd base and within the leadership continues.
The Nomenklatura: A key institution because it
is the means by which the Party leadership
nationally and locally ensures its administrative
grip on all the key institutions in the society: the
system involves 'the relevant Party comrnittee
having the right to appoint without election
whoever it wishes (Party member or non-Party
member) to given posts in society. Anyone with
career ambitions in any important field must win
a place on the nomenklatura list, meaning that
s/he is acceptable to the Party apparatus (which
guards the list). The size of the list in Poland
today is estimated to be about 200,000.
Party leadership factions: These are never stable
and have much more to do with tactical issues
and bureaucratic interests than with ideologies or
political principles another reason for their
shifting character. At the present time within the
leadership it is thought that there are two
principal antagonistic groups: that around
Kania, Jaruzelski and Barcikowski wishing to
regain Party control over Solidarity without
head-on confrontations; and that led by
Olszowski and Grabski favouring a
confrontationist line.
The Democratic Party and the United Peasants
Party: These are satellite parties of the PUWp,
without any independent life of their own. The
first is supposed to represent private artisans and
small traders; the second, peasants.
The United National Front: This is an entirely
decorative body, uniting all the recognised
political groupings in tn'e state; its only function
is a negative one: you have to be a member of a
group involved in the Front in order to be a
candidate on the single electoral list at election
times.
The Sejm: The Polish Parliament. The Deputies
are elected from a single slate approved by the
United National Front which is in turn controlled
by the Party leadership. The list does contain
more candidates than Sejm places so to this
extent a choice is possible. '

The Council of State: This is a collective
presidency of the state and its Chairperson is the
titular head of state. It has 'largely ceremonial
functions, given that the real locus of power is
the Party leadership.
The Milicja: The ordinary police
SZSP: Socialist Union of Polish Students.

SOLIDARITY

NSZZ: The.se initials stand for 'Independent
Self-Governing Trade Union'. They are part of
the organisation's official title.
MKS: Inter-factory Strike Committee.
MKZ and MKR; Inter-factory Trade Union
Committee and Inter-Factory Workers'
Committee. The two groups of initials are
interchangeable: in most regions, }4KZ is used
but in some, such as Szczecin, MKR is used.
These bodies are the key organisatiqns of
'solidarity, the ones that take the crucial
decisions oq policy and strike action. They

a

conslst of a delegate plenurir, made up of
delegates from each of the factories affiliated to
Solidarity, and a Presidium which runs the day-
ty-day business of the organisation between each
plenum. The Presidium has a chairperson who is
the main spokesperson for the organisation. The
MKZ plenum or delegate assembly meets at
varying intervals in different regions. In the
autumn of 1980, for example, the plenum in
Walbrzych was meeting weekly on a Thursday
evening, whereas in Szczecin it was meeting
roughly monthly. At the start of the movement
there were over 80 MKZs, but as a result of
mergers the number is down to about 50. Lech
Walesa declared his intention of reducing the
number of MKZs in the country to about 13, but
this would be very difficult to achieve.-At present
the MKZs correspond to the administrative
division of the country into provinces and they
negotiate with the prdvincial governors, or, less
frequently; with the real power in the province,
the Party First Secretary.
The Factory Committee: This is the body from
which delegates go to the MKZ meetings. The
Factory Committee, sometimes known as a
Workers' Committee, has delegates from the
different departments in the plant, meeting in a
delegate assembly. But there are also presidia
and a chairperson carrying out the same types of
functions as at the regional level. By the erid of
February elections for the factory committees
had been held throughout the country. (Elections
on a regional level had been scheduled to have
taken place by'now, but have not as yet been held
in most places. Thus the regional leaderships'
largely remain those who played a key role in
initiating Solidarity on the regional level.)
The KKP: The National Co-ordinating
Committee. This is the national leadership of
Solidarity, but as its name suggests it does not
have power to do more than co-ordinate
regionally instigated policies and to use its moral
authority to give advice to regional leaderships.
At first the Gdansk and Szczecin leaderships
were reluctant to have any national
organisational structure, but they were r

persuaded of its necessity to help the weaker
centres of the movement. Today the trend of the
Gdansk leadership is to seek to enhance the
power of the KKP in order to strengthen
discipline within the movement and thereby
provide greater flexibility. The KKP is attended
by two delegates from each MKZ, one of whom
would normally be the MKZ chairperson. The
two delegates dre in principle mandated by their
regional organisation on the various issues up for
decision: they are thus regional delegates, not
representatives. The KKP meets at irregular
intervals but often at least once a week if a crisis
is on. Since 12 February, the KKP has had a
national Presidium, which runs the national
organisation between meetings, and it has also
had an administrative secretariat since late
November.
Branch Commission3: Solidarity is organised
on a regional and factory basis, not according to
branches of industry.and trades on a national
scale. This makes it different from the miin

.- institutions of the British trade unions, andmuch
more like a national structure of. Trades
Couniils. It is, indeed, striking that in a period
of acute class conflict with a strong political edge
in Britain during the 1920-26 period the trades
councils became powerful centres of working
class organisation. So also in Solidarity the class
principle predominates over the sectional one in
organisational matters. But Solidarity does have
what it calls Branch Commissions on a national
and regional level. These organise workers in
particular occupations and industries. But they.
ate very much subordinated to the regional
MKZs: only the latter can take strike decisions
for example. The branch bodies are thus co-
ordinating and advisory bodies.. They grew up
first out of such struggles as those of the health
workers, printing workers, teachers and railway
workers.in late 1980.

3. THE CATHOLIC CHURCH 
:

Resources: The bulk of the Church's income
derives from donations from its congregations.
The rest comes from some small farms it has
been allowed to keep and from'the Vatican.
Church personnel in the 1970s:
Number of priests: 11,239 (1937) and l8,l5l
(1e72)
Number of Churches and Chapels: 7,257 (1937)
and I 3,392 (1972)
Number of Monks and Nuns: 24,000'(1937) and
30,000 (t972)
Ordinations of priests in the 1970s were running
at double the pre-war level. They are trained in
24 diocesan seminaries and 23 monastic
seminaries (since last August the government has
given the Church two more seminaries, in
Szczecin and Koszalin). The Church also has
17,000 religious education centres, a Catholic
University in Lublin and a Theology College in
Warsaw
Church leadership: Since the late 1940s, the
Church has been led by Cardinal Wyszynski,
now in his eighties. The aged Primate now
delegates a great deal of practical responsibility
to the Secretary to the Episcopate, Mgr.
Dabrowski who has playqd a prominent political
role since the August crisis. Under Dabrowski is
the Episcopate's official spokesperson, Abbot
Orszulik. The Archbishop of Krakow, Mgr
Macharski is also a Cardinal - he took over
from Cardinal Wojtyla when the latter became
Pope in 1978. Cardinal Wyszynski rules through
the Episcopal Conference which meets several
times a year.

The Politics of the Hierarchye During the 1970s,
the Episcopate has sought to defend its'rural base
while seeking to appeal to the growing young
urban population through developing the themes
of defence of civil liberties and also through a
drive against 'immorality' - against abortion,
contraception, divorce, alcoholism,'decadent'
attitudes qtc. It always seeks to present itself as f
the voice of the entire population and as the
symbol of the nation's unity, above politics. At
the same time, it has used its popular influence to
seek concessions from the regime, offering the
latter in return political support against mass
popular movements: in 1956 it strongly backed
Gomulka and raised no voice against the
suppression of the radical workers' and
inieilectuals afterwards, In 1968 it took no clear
stand in defence of the students and in
opposition to the anti-semitic campaign; in
1970-71 it called on the workers to end their
strikes and pray for calm and it did the same at
the height of the August strike with Cardinal
Wyszynski's famous televised Epeech cn ).6

August. (Following the workers'' hostile reaction
to the speech, the hierarchy said it had been
censored, but when Rome published the full text
this charge of censorship turned out to have been
false.) This was followed by Abbot Orszulik's
attack on the KOR in December (see section on
that incident in this issue). The hierarchy appears
to have toyed with the idea of seeking to turn
Solidarity into a Church-controlled union while
at the same time diluting its class'consciousness
and militancy as well as its radically democratic
thrust. At the same time, its usefulness for the
Government has bgen hampered by the Soviet
leadership's strong hostility to Rural Solidarity
and by the fact that the Episcopate must back
that organisation to preserve its rural base.
During recent weeks the Episcopate's adviser to
Solidarity has argued, against the Union's other
advisors, that the crucial issue is not defence of
militants under attack from the police (such ras

Kuron and Michnik and the victims of police
violence in Byd goszcz) but the battle for Rural
Solidarity. A trade-off between the Church and
Party hierarchies along these lines cannot be
ruled out.



Solid ari ty Across Poland

GDANSK
The entire movement began in Gdansk and was prepared
by the activity 'of a small group of independent trade
unionists who co-operation a bulletin called The Coastal
Worker, which had links with the KOR (on which see the
guide in the front of this issuel. Lech Walesa, a veteran of
the Lenin Shipyard workers' strike committee in 1970, was
in this group, but in some ways the moving spirit was
Andrzej Gwiazda Solidarity's Vice-President, a worker in
the Elmor factory in Gdansk who created a core of activists
there which included Bogdan Lis, a28-year-old Communist
Party member now number 3 in the Solidarity leadership,
and Alina Pienkowska another young Solidarity national
leader. We begin this section with an interview with

Have you heard any sign of dissatisfaction with Solidarity on the part of
the workers?

Virtually none at all. In fact, the people who do report such views come
from the outside, and they are not borne out in our own relations with the

,. workers. I would not like to make any categorical judgment. But I am
sure of one thing: that during these last two-and-a-half months, society
has made an enormous advance towards self-awareness that is
undoubtedly linked to the great social expectations.

Do these expectations not feed the growth of radicalism among the
workers?

You know, I'd have preferred to dampen down an excess of radicalism
rather than arouse people from slumber. But it must be said that both
here in Gdansk and in other inter-factory committees around the country,
we mainly hear the voices of people who are alarmed at the continuation
of strikes. We move around, we calm people down, we explain things. But
to those whose hair stands on end in fear, I would say: 'Keep cool, don't
panic: if there is an unofficial strike somewhere, that means someone has
been wronged, or at least has been wronged in the eyes of the workers,
and that they are protesting as best they can. The thing to do is either to
explain that there is no reason for going on strike, ar else to support them
in their action.'For they are on strike not because they don't want to
work, but because in most cases they have a concrete reason to strike. If
the director shows up and says: 'I don't give a damn if you go on strike, I
won't sort anything out for you,'then the only solution is an immediate
stnike leading to dismissal of the director.

You also mentioned cases of passiyity...

My own definition is very imprecise. Most often passivity is bound up
with fear resulting from a severe clampdown by the local authorities on
the new trade unions. That's exactly *t at happened in the well-known
case at Czestochowa, where the provincial authorities tried to
outmanoeuvre the strike call for 12 November by calling on union
militants to make a declaration of loyalty. They confiscated union
materials and provoked a state of tension and agitation in society. The
situation was also difficult in Olsztyn, but there too Solidarity's
organisation and activities were eventually authorised.

What kind of problems do you have with the elections now beginning in
Solidarity?

We say to people: don't be shy of taking positions of responsibility; we
want to have a genuine trade union apparatus, not for our own use but in
order to achieve concrete things; and so you have to say, 'Yes, I want to
be elected'. And if someone doesn't have the courage to say this,.he must
at least state: I want to achieve this or that. And such a statement is
already an electoral programme. People will no longer be voting for
Franek or Fenek but for a programme: that protective clothing should
always be provided, for example, or that proper cupboards should be
fitted in the changing-rooms. And after six months people can say to,
Franek: ,'What's hafpened about the cupboards then?- You ,rnud. a
promise, and we voted for you so that you would sort out the cupboards.
But you haven't done anything, you creep. We're going to get rid of you.'
Or they might say: 'Get stuck into it; we didn't vote for you but for what

Leading the Union:
lnterview with National Viee-President Andrzej Gwiazda

Gwiazda published in the official Polish journal, Literatura
and translated here from the French journal L'Alternative.
We secondly publish an account by one of the experts
involved in negotiating the Gdansk Agreement of what
happened over the crucial 'Leading role of the party'
formula in the final text: it throws a dramatic new light on
the role of the experts in the strike. Finalty we publish an
interview with a group of Gdansk leaders which first
appeared in the local official magazine called Czas. The
interview focuses on the relationship between Solidarity
and the KOR. lt is translated here f rom the Austrian
socialist magazine, Gegenstimme.

you were going to do.'Another time people might say: 'So, you're in the
union and you're doing nothing,' and they might get the answer. 'If only I
knew what can be done! But I told you I didn't know.'And it's true, you

Okay, but courage is one thing, the will to act something else....

And the third thing is that people should participate, and that the need for
an electoral programme should be clear to them. The way in which people
think is changing: they can't vote any more for Malinowski btcause he's a
great guy, or because he can Stay on his feet after a half-litre of vodka, or
be.uui. he can tell good jokes. No, Malinowski should have an action
programme; he should know what he wants to do in the union. Of course
i'm orer-simplifying. But if such a way of thinking took root, then the
activity and sensitiveness that has recently made such a powerful
appearance in society would be considerably strengthened. It is very
important, indeed, that these should not be weakened. In any case, I
know from my contacts with workers that this idea is finding a positive
echo.

Hasn't anyone expressed doubts to you? Hasn't anyone asked, for
example: 'What will this lead to?' 'Is it all worth the effort?'

No. At the moment people are convinced that they will really achieve
something if they all set their minds on it. 'I

But so far there' has been an elusive, unstable situation which won't
disappear overnight. It is itself bound up with a feeling of anxiety. Let's
hope that the situation will gradually becorne more stable in a positive
sense. But aren't you afraid that these social attitutes will grow much
weaker as there is a gradual normalisation of life?
*

Andrzej Gwiazda
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We can't rule it out. But even if that were to happen, things would not go
so far th4t all activity ceased. There is such great negligence that we'll
have things to do for a long time to come! And then, none of us talks
about immediate results and rapid success; both t and my comrades say
that a huge task, full of interest and hard work, lies ahead of us. We have
to get down to this task, giving a lot of help to union militants. Such
activity will encompass a wide range of problelnlr from the simplest to the
most complicated. There will certainly be a place for a financial study of
.the enterprise, and also for the centralisation of information about job
safety and living conditions. Although we have set up specialised working
groups at central level, the main information should come from the
workers themselves. In every enterprise, town and region, there are plenty
of things to do that no one will do in our place.

And are such ideas catching on?

Yes, they are. For people's needs, including mental needs, have been
piling up for a long time. There was a lot of discontent, for example,
about the fact that work had to be sabotaged, that a load of crap was
being produced, that work was being performed in breach of the
elementary rules. There was a violent hatred of work that could have
only such shoddy results. It's curious that this will to do a good job is
reappearing among young people - a will that used to be alive in the
generation of old foremen who would get stomach ulcers and heart
attacks because someone ordered them to produce any old rubbish as long
as it was produced quickly and in large quantity. Young people earning as

much as 14,000 zlotys a month have come to join the union simply
because they couldn't do a good job, and because the guidelines and
rhythms imposed from above forced them to botch up their work

You have been attacked on the ground that you don't want to hear of
joint responsibility and co-management but only of some control
function ...

Concepts are often mixed up in our discussions, and in certain cases, at
least, we ought to define each concept before the discussion takes place.
Co-management of an enterprise? It may be that we'll be forced into it.

If the management provided by the economic administrative apparatus is
inefficient?

First there has to be a management, and the(l we can talk about co-
'management. If there is no real enterprise management, it is hard to agree
to co-management. Enterprises have not been managed in the past - if
by management we understand a rational mode of organisation.
According to that definition, it is really difficult to give the term
'management' to the economic disorder we have known so far.

lVhat you have just said contains the positive suggestion that enterprise
management will become more rational.

That has to be done. If this trade union and'social movement is not
-'broken; then rationalisation is inevitable. Just think that, up until now,
the authorities could treat a manager as a punching-ball, and that he had
to hold his tongue and applaud in order-to retain his post. At the moment,
managers faced with pressure from the workers may come out in favour
of a genuine rationalisation of the economy. And these people do have a.'

real influence over the economy.

Okay, bht in my view such a rationalisation cannot take place only at the
level of an industrial enterprise; it also has to go from the top to the
bottom. And we won't achieve that without a profound economic
reform.

As long as it's clear that we won't achieve it either without a profound
political reform. For only a profound political reform can restore
people's confidence.

Does Solidardity intend to participate in the drafting, and later in the
application, of the economic reform?

If Solidarity is to do something, if it is to co-participate in the economic
reform, it must have concrete information at its disposal. So long as your
hands are empty, you can't just dream up a reform over a glass of drink

- not even if you're paid for it.

Have you discussed such matters with the government?

I have raised them at every meeting, ID a nutshell, unless the new unions
have concrete information, they can make no practical contribution to the
development-of the economic reform. That's what I think. I can't see how
I could correct something that I don't know about.

And if you had the information? I mean that aparl from this condition,
there must still be a headquarters of people who can give a competent
opinion.

Obviously. I am completely in favour of such a group, provided that
before it begins activity, ? study group is first established to draw up a
kind of inventory of what exists in our econorny' - an inventory
independent of official control mechanisms. Besides, in my view the very
functioning of the trade unions has.a positive influence on the economy.

Apart from your function in mobilising and leading workers, you should
as Solidarity militants also have a certain educative function in assisting
the common apprenticeship in democracy. As things stand, do you think
that this group of union leaders, formed spontaneously at every tevel, is
really suffic'ient to direct this process?

Certainly not. We simply have to teach our militants a number of new
things. Did you notice the silence in the hall at Pruszcz when I spoke of
elections? And yet these were militants of the new sugar industry unions.
It was clear that several of them, hearing talk of this question foi the first
time in their life, were just about beginning to think of the way in which
workers'representatives should be elected. A genuine election is an
interesting experience - I went through one at the booksellers' congress.
There I could see with my own eyes how a workers' assembly, divided into
groups and grouplets, terrified by the presence of the manager and other
official figures, and with absolutely no faith in the possibilities of success
(the point was to organise Solidarity among themselves), transformed
itself into a' fighting democratic organisation after four hours of
discussion.

How did that happen?

I explained a number of things to them. I called things by their nanle,
calmly but without hiding anything. They listened to me; fearfully at first,
but when they saw that nothing would happen to them, that thoofficials
were also listening and not even saying what they had prepared in
advance, well then, they set up their own Solidarity. They stopped asking
themselves: 'Is it possible?,, ,Will they allow it?r

Does this idea still have a rnassive resonance in society?
Yes, indisputably. For example, one of the things which people like the
most, and ask the most questions about, is the recallability oi d.l.gates.
The Solidarity statutes affirm that the same principles apply to ,..ali-as to
elections: if there is a majority for such .u *oiion, ir,rn anyone in u
position of responsibility may be dismissed from office. At any iirn.. And
this is precisely what people regard as a guarantee of demociacy.

Do you have many disputes?

we don't have any disputes - not so far at any rate.. In Gdansk, for
example, there is very good co-operation with thi authorities: the party
Secretary Fiszbach is regarded as a firm supporter of reforms. The same is
true of Kolodziej, the provincial governor. This is probably wlry ii *ut
easier to find common ground for quarrel-free discussion.

You ,are probably all pondering whether it is realistic to write the new
unions once and for all into the future reformed model of economy and
society. Do you personally think that this is realistic?

In what system? With the existence of independent, self-managed trade
unions, the system today differs from the former system in which the
unions effectively depended on the administration. Up until now,
whenever the Prime Minister spoke to a delegation of workers, the scene
was typical of so-called 'top-quality activity'. The workers would listen to
the'prime minister's speech and applaud. But now the prime minister is
faced not with a flatterer, but with a partner who tells him what the
workers really think. Not a few extremists, a few radicals, but the workers
plain and simple. And nowadays awareness is becoming very widespread. ,

So, the change of system depends first on the position taken by the'
workers, and secondly on the skill and flexibility of the authorities with
regard to the introduction of reforms and the self-regulation of activity.
Changes since August demonstrate that, with or without violent
disturbances, this process has some chance of success.

Yes, there is some chance. But I don't know if the process will be
successful. For such chances have already existed several times before,
only to be 'stifled' by the ruling apparatus at intermediary and lower
levels. Perhaps it is necessary to attract new people to the apparatus
although that would provoke resistance on the part of its former
members. Here, then, is the problem. Even the most enlightened Central
Committee initiativeq may encounter such resistance and get bogged
down.

If *e literally took that view, there would be no point in doing anything at
all.

[t wouid just prove that our system is very difficult to reform. And this is
a crucial problem in our country.

Do you remember our discussion in the Gdansk shipyards on the sixth 4av
of the August strike? You said then that even if you lost this time round,
yriu would win in the end. I agreed with you: this judgement referred
above all to ethical and moral values, the realm of conscience. After those
six,days, it was already clear that something would be inscribed for
ever in the consciousness of society, and that it would therefore bear fruit.
Several months have passed since then, and whereas this summer you
gave the independent unions a 5 per cent chance of success, it would be
possible today to give the democratisation process a 50 to 60Yo chance...
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E$en rnore! As I see it, the greatest danger now threatening the unions is We are looking for it all the time. It's hard to say what we will find; since
we are indeed going through an epoch of 'things never before seen'.but attrition. Defeat in itself is not dangerous, so long as one

in a manner that is understandable to public opinion.

this danger o'f attrition?

experts, Jadwigo Staniszkis, a distinguished
subsequently explained the reql context tn
the whole agreement, was negotiated. At the

'making role of the Experts, and in particulor of the Cstholic Mazowieckt. Staniszkis's account

Experts and the 'Leading Role':
A ParticiPant's Account

Agreemenls a battle raged between Solidarity and the overridden, and shows how an alternctive ideologicalformula would haye
been possible.

When we remember that every phrase in the Gdansk Agreements become
o battle line between gigontic social forcei inside and outside Poland in
the subsequent months, it is difficutt to over-esttmote the importance of

deseribes. The other three expirtsthe events whtch Jadwiga Staniszkis
with a dtrect experience of these events - Mazowiecki, Kowslik and
Geremek - have not to our knowledge placed their own version of what

os the legitimate basis for opposing every political struggle happened on public record.
that Soltdarity took up on the grounds thst, it chollenged the Party's
'leading One final point should be remembered. The dtscussions between the MKS

experts and the government stde were not toped on broadcasl +' some
indeed have suggested that this wos the government's reason for
fovouring the creation of teoms of experts. So all these negotiations took
place behind closed doors.

not contsined tn the Szczecin Agreement of the day before. The text below ts an edited extract from a long interview given by Jadwiga

Bat one of the Gdansk MKS
Staniszkis to the Austrian socialist journalist, Michael Seigert
pubtished in the West Berlin lgft-wing daily, Tageszeitung

Seigert's reportage from Poland in
on 17, 2l

22 October. (Michael Tageszeitung
lsst qutumn wos o tour de force of socialist journalism.) For the sake of

same time, she reveols the extraordinartly important political, decision- readobility we have removed the original questions
with phrases in brackets. We

and connected Ms
hove checked the

She also reveals the woy in whtch the democracy of the MKS was English text: with the outhor.)

(It has been said that if Walesa had faced the government officials alone,
the results might have been worse, and the workers might have iallen into
traps.) But there is only dne thing which might have become more
difficult - and that is the legal registration of the new union ... But none

nor Kowalik nor I.of us were aware of such matters, neither Mazowiecki
I had never before been interested in the trade unions.

The clause (on the 'leading role of the Party', point I of the Agreernent)
was manipulated through, without a vote in the large hall, The rules
clearly stated that all fundamental questions, and all questions on which
there was dispute in the Presidium, should be put to a vote. But there was
no vote on the matter, even though some peopte in the Presidium were
against the clause.

It was an interesting situation from the point of view of the workers' class
consciousness. I was in the small working-group when the Government
initially formulated this demand on the second or third day of
negotiations. There were twelve people present - three negotiators and
three'experts on each side. On the third day the government people said
that independent trade unions would constitute an ideological precedent,

their demand for suchand that the workers' side should withdraw
independent unions.

Now, the workers didn't see thiirgs in
creation, fulfilling

these terms. They saw the MKS as a
purely pragmatic the role of technical co-ordination.
They didn't think in terms of class representatives on both sides, and they i

didn't really have a model. And so, precisely because they didn't really
grasp the significance of this point, it wasn't so easy to get them to accept

all thisthe 'leading role' formula. The government should have explained' in advance, but it wanted to avoid doing so because this would give the
workers a new way of looking at power.

Instead, they used the intellectuals, and we immediately understood what
experts and the workers' trust inall this meant. They wanted to use the

the experts as a means of introducing this
had been alone vis-d-vis the workers, it
introduce it in that way

I saw the workers'reaction. 'Why bring that in here?', 'That will all be
worked out in practice'. For them it was only a practical question. There
was a difference in imagination. Radicalism is a problem of imagination.

For the the 'leading role' formula is absolutely fundamental, But
introduc.d, r..*ed unfair toworkers. The way in which it wasnot for
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aver the organisation's legal registration. The key tssue in
the government's insistence that Sotidarity's Stotutes should

'the leading role of the Communist Porty' which

to Sotidarity's registrotion on. I I Novernber, still left the regtme
allies in neighbouring countries able to cite the Gdansk

On 2l or 22 August, Mazowiecki and Geremek decided to travel to
Gdansk to give the MKS a list of intellectuals who had signed a resolution
supporting the MKS and the idea of negotiations. They stayed in the yard
for a day, and . it then became clear that there were going to be
negotiations with Jagielski. Either Walesa or the regional leader then said
it wo'uld be a good idea to have a few specialists, and Mazowiecki was
asked if he would invite some economists, sociologists, legal experts, and
so on. He phoned all kinds of people, and I was one of those on his list.
However, an economist from Gdansk,, who had personal contact with the
yard, had already called me the day before. I had been there a number of
times since 1970, interviewing people about their experiences for a book
on'which I was working at th; iimi. Anyway, I had atready arrived there
on Saturday the 23rd

(It wasn't just Catholics like Mazowiecki and Wielowieski who were in
this group of experts.) There were also sorne people from the 'Flying
University' like Geremek and Kuczynski. Kowalik was also connected
with the Flying University, as well as with the group of ntrue communists'.

(There was a very special atmosphere in the discussions between the two
sets of experts.) I had strange, surreal feelings. Since critically-minded
people had had rather an ambivalent position in the Poland of the 1970s,
pven an official like the government planning expert Paj'estka was critical
to a slight degree. And even though Kowalih, Mazowiecki and myself
w€re slightly more critical, all of us belonged to the same Warsaw
establishment, met at the same conferences, and so on. This is why the
talks went so fast. The atmosphere was very pleasant. But it was also very
dangerous, creating inner loyalties (among experts on both sides) in
relation to the negotiations

Mazowiecki decided not tp release any information about conflict in the
negotiations to the plenary meeting of workers' delegates, thinking that
such information would disturb the proceedings. But this was the first
;step on a road that eventually led to the abolition of the twice-daily
.rn0eting of voting delegates. This happened partly because the
atmosphere was so pleasant: one didn't really have the feeling that there
'were two sides involved. The talks went very smoothly - the same wave-
ltength, the same world of ideas. i

In ,rny opinion, the presence of experts was not very beneficial to the
workers. It led to a packaging of their demands, but it also distorted the
authentic expression of the movement. They were really so much against
the system that they didn't even want to touch it. And that was distorted.
They were somehow'liberalised'in the manner of the intelligentsia...
There was a certain over-articultion in the direction of liberalism, and at
th-e same time less and less direct, p-ractical democrzey.



the government side on this question. They weren't pressing hard; At
worst, they would have accepted sorne formulation,which accepted the
Constitution, as happened in Szczecin. In fact, the Szczecin formulation
was introduced by the government and not negotiated ypon. It was

it. The Party didn't entercongenial to them, and they readily accepted
into the matter.

I think it was Mazowiecki's fault. They wanted to show the Party how
loyal they were, and to present an argument in favour of their Catholic
movement which has already been used in Parliament and in certain
informal items of information. They yrrant more Sejm delegates, greater
freedom of movement for the opposition, more newspapers, antl so on.
They use the argument that they make a strong input into the mass

movement, and that they can tame the movement. But they are mistaken.
For some of these workers, now radicalised, will probably refuse to
accept the formula, and a much greater problem will have been created
through this open workers' rebellion.

Mazowiecki and all the experts knew that the government slde was in a

panic because of the miners' strike and they would probably have agreed
to a formula involving a non-institutional definition of socialism - for
instance, nationalisation of tlie means of production and popular power.
One could have negotiated on that. But there was no negotiation over the
substance, just refinement of the form. The government side got more
than they expected

On Saturday 30 August the last day before the negotiations were
completed and after point one had been signed - the workers decided to
negotiate all the other points themselves because they were unhappy with
the political formula in point one (on the leading role of the Party). That
whole night from Saturday to Sunday they pregotiated on their own and,
wjth the exception of point 8 (wage increase's) ttrey achieved more radical
s6lutions. There *er. three *ork.rr - Gwia zda, Lis and Koblinski -doing all the negotiating themselves, on all the clauses after the first three,

o taking the government side through them twice over during the Saturday
night. They were very skilful and did it all without the experts.

At the end of the negotiations, it was a dramatic moment when Jagielski
spoke and paraphrased point one: he spoke of what it meant to him, how
happy he was that we had given our approval to his Party, and so on. It
was at this moment that the workers understood what this formula, that
had been so neatly packaged for them, really meant. They were so upset
that Walesa said afterwards: our only chance now is if the Central
Committee refubes to accept it, But on Saturday afternoon the Party
leadership accepted it.

.

From that moment oR, they wanted to throw all the experts out of the
shipyard. That didn't hit me very hard, because I did not collaborate on
this formula. I had been.against it.

When the government put forward this demand and I realised that the
workers did not see the significance, I refused to negotiate on it: first of
all because the form of the formula was not important, and on the other
hand, because it should have been discussed with all the workers, all the
delegates. I was against the discreet way of proceeding. At stake was an
'ideological decision that should have been taken by the workers

So on Thursda y 28 August,. I told the Presidium: I think this should be
decided by the workers and we experts should withdraw for a while. The,
other experts said they would stay'on and co-operate in the elaboration,of
the formula. t withdrew from the group of three experts and Gerem'bk,

took my place. Later on, when they worked on practical matters like the
Health Service, work-tirne and so on, I returned.

tr have a feeling that this business with the formula was so much againgt,
the true feelings of the workers that at least one should have discussed it
with them. But it was only lead to them without explanation as a formula
that had been accepted definitively by the Presidium and the experts. The ,

(No regular plenary meetings of the shipyard workers and delegates that

party system, it
of society, with

has nothing to do with a party but with
(socialised)
was that it

ownership of the means of
on. My attitude was arrogant on the part

behalf of the workers.to phrase the formula on
discussed with all the delegates. Of course, that was
knew how radical they were. But it was their movement and they had th,g,
right to express their attitude.

;

(As to my own relations with the various opposition trends). my present ,

position of 'get-rid-of-the-influence-of-the-clergy' is very unpopular.
That's why I have not got equally good relations with everybody. I have i
visited Gdansk and made speeches and I am doing research on the strikes
and on the situation after the strike. I'm not even a real Marxist, hut I war;
critical of Mazowiecki because I thought it was a distortion, of th€-o

movement if he made use of it. Manipulation, even if well-intentioned,:-:
should be avoided in such a situation. It only brings small succe$ses. It's,,,
not worth it.

Solidaritv and KOR: An Interview with Gdansk Leadens

Walesa: Your statements &re very dangerous. The whole *
interview is very dangerous. Leave me

'!

, ,. 1'

ore Are you afraid?
Solidarity leaders.)

We wanted to know how you interpret the leading role of
the party?

- what is it? What movement do you stand for?Walesa: 'Csas'

out of this.

13.r.i( i\.:iri:1,

themselves, not by the experts. It was a rnatter for decisionrr.not. r$ori

Delegates of the lnter-factory Strike Gommittee
Lenin Shipyard during the August strike.

in th0
,,:t"lr

although one third of them were Pa.rty members,,The
them from holding

such meetings. So radical was the mood that the workers didn't even lvant
Party memblrs to be in the trade unions. Their protest could have beeq
used as an argument in the negotiations. In my view, it would have been
better to show the government the true opinions of the workersr, to
articulate them. For this was an ideological precedent of rebellion against
the institutionalised definition of socialism. For me socialism

'. '':l

'.i
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Walesa: I'm not afraid. There are many problems which you
have got to put up with and the question of the leading role of the '

party .., we could talk about this for q long time, bu! sui-h tali has- :

many snags, and there are' plenty of those alreadV. EvelV
addiiional iiny snag will breed additional mistrust.
You ire aware of our situation, aren't you?i, ,, .,,r :
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It's quite simple, the leading role of the party ...

Oh, Bogdan, that's dangerous.

Why dangerous? The party has a
The trade unions, however, are an

and independence.
t_-

'fl-is; It would not be ipdependent, if tlrere was such a thing as the
r.rleading role of ttre darty' in the trade unions... Then, it would
*hlso be more difficult to understand the fact that party officials
'hre not hllowed to hold a position in the trade unions.

{
;"Walesa:'Leave me out of such questions. We've got plenty of
problems organising the trade unions.

ru
:6:

NamelyT
tL\

lwrl"ra: Well, everything you write up from this interview will be
censored anyway.

hi]

tr,tffe are not going to chat about the weather. The
.fiovernment assert that they have kept the agreement
{after the strikes in the summer of 1980} to the full extent.
And you disagree with this.

. .,!

tt'\

,.,tlValesa: People look upon some of our demands as being trifling
' 'or not corresponding to the political situation. We do not refer to
:€apitalism, we know that the present social situation is good for
dus. That is what reality is like, and we want to help to improve it.
r-We must have a frank talk about this topic with Premier
Pinkowski.

1'':

.,Gwiazda: You're absolutely wrong. You Can talk about all sorts
of things to the people, but about very little to the premier.

!s

,*Wrl**r, The premier must be a realist and must know what's
going on.

i*ln your executive commission you back people who have

''l1S

,.{
i!,|

.:3{iwiazda: Especially if you wear on your
badge of 'solidaritY'.

events. And it was owing to these groups that the strikes took a
peaceful course, that no one went out into the streets.

Gwiazda: KOR taught the people that there are other means of
arguing with the authorities than molotov cocktails.

Borusewicz: The lessons of history are independent of"KOR.
December l97O provided such a lesson. As a matter of fact, it was
by no means so clear that this situation was not going to arise
again. But since those new groups found themselves in the very
centre of the strikes, they were able to see to it that the principles
which had been worked out were really put into practice. Our
experience turned out to be profitable. We stuck to the principle
of not risking total confrontation. The idea of the occupation of
the factories was the idea of the free trade unions.

What did the trade unions' dependence on IO* 
Iook like?

Borusewicz: The authorities considered the free trade unions as

one of the rnost dangerous kinds of opposition movements,
because they wele'active among the workers.

Walentynowicz: Kuron told us what we had to do was to form
committees, not to set fire to them, as was the case in 1970. That
was taken up by our workers here on the Baltic coast in 1978.
Eventually the free trade unions were founded, and Borusewicz
made the most important contribution to that: he invited the
people who taught us to defend our rights.

Andrzei Gwiazda, Lech Walesa, Bogdan Lis, Bogdan Borusewicz,
Alina Pienkowska.

What was the relationship of KOR to the free trade unions?

Borusewicz: Oppositional activities in the different circles and
areas were completely autonomous and independent. I didn't
organise the free trade unions on the instructions of KOR, but
there were those initiatives coming from the base.

Kecik: KOR assisted those who organised themselves.

immense. The fact that the strike could be ended in this'and not
any other possible-wa! is due to them, after all.

Kecik: The demands that by now have come to be recognised as
justified have been put forward bV I(OR for years.

Gwiazda: The whole of our economic and political foundation
and superstructure was established as a war-structure and make
an opposition necessary.

Borusewicz: I don't think the results of the latest events were

lapel something like the exclusively the work of KOR. It was also based on an imnrense
social discontent that had been growing for years. The peaceful
development of the strike - thatls due to KOR.

Do you hpve your own concept of socialism?

social change which is currently going on ls

to the people in KOR. As a worker I am Borusewicz: KOR does not have any political concept, because

it. First their representatives defended us it is not a potritical organisation. The majority of our people have

1976 strikesl. Then they extended their
defend the workers,

a socialist background, but some don't want to be classed at all

to other places. TheY didn't,only They have joined our movement on a social basis. In general there

taught them how to defend themselves against any political

tension began to grow had already been are against
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Kecik: So do I. Politicising KOR would be its end.. For the
political ideas of the people united within it are too
heterogeneous.

Borusewicz: It seems to me that it is time to engender a political
concept. At this moment, people expect more of us than we can
possibly do. Normally; so-iety focuses on the party. In Poland
nowadays, howgver, society gathers round the free trade unions.
That's a bad thing. Thus, there is an increasing necessity to
formulate a political programme. It would be good if the party
took the lead and removed people's social expectations from our
shoulders. But will it do so? In the eyes of the people the new
trade unions should do everything: they should fill'the role of
trade unions, participate in the administration of the country, be
a political party, and act as a militi a, that is confine drunkards
and thieves, they should teach morals - and that's a great
problem for us.

Basically, KOR might as well cease to exist.

Kecik: Of course, yes.

Borusewicz: You don't know how things will turn out. you
should not precipitate any abolition.

Kecik: If we could be sure there would be an end to political
reprisals ...

Borusewicz: In any case, Leszek Moczuiski is in prison.

Kecik: Although nobody in KOR identifies with his ideas and
activities, we have, decided to defend him. KoR said' so
immediately after he'd been arrested.

Borusewicz: The point was that, in an interview with Der
_Spi9eol, he had said that he did not recognise our government.
He is free to do so, that is his business, and people mustntt lock
him up for that.

Gwiazda: It is just that he has got to submit to certain laws.

Kecik: Our constitution doesn't require uniformity of opinion. It
does, however, require that people don't try and use force to

destroy social order. Moczulski does not appear to have organised
any movement of that sort.

Borusewicz: Coming back to KoR - it was simply that a new
awareness began to take shape. In KOR, there were about 30
people, 15 of which were more than 7A years old.

Kecik: What can 30 people really achieve among 35 million
people ...

Pienkowska: .. unless they find support in society?

Kecik: We were simply obliged to act in some way or another

Borusewicz: ... to propbgate the slogans .

Pienkowska: The press, when attacking Kuron and Michnik,
was trying to discourage KOR. But the result was that the
foundation committees /of Solidarity/ came to us and asked us
what kind of organisation it was.

Borusewicz: What the authorities want to happen is that, while
this movement is being legalised, KOR has to continue existing in
the underground. For years people didn't talk about this, but now
many of them want to see an ideolbgist of the party or some such
guy from the ZK and a representative of KOR enter into an open
clash of ideas.

Pienkowska: During that night of the strike, when the 2l
demands were established, the delegates of all the firms concerned
wanted to incorporate the abolition of censorship and free
elections. A representative of KOR was the only one to plead for
them to be reasonable. He told them that in 1968 such activities
had led to the intervention in Czechoslovakia and he managed to
convince them.

Borusewicz: We must keep to the democratic mechanisms, as
they are described in the statutes. Of course, in front of
flashlights and microphones, you can easily stumble into
something - we are human, after all. a

szczEclN
Szczecin was the second main centre of the August strikes
and is a key pillar of solidarity. we have attempted to give
a fairly detailed account of the movement in Szczecin U"oth
because very little has been written about it in the West
and also because its story is illustrative of many of the
more general features of ' the movement across the
country. \ile have also included some articles from the

Szczecin MKR paper, JednoS6 (Unity), Solidarity,s most
substantial newspaper. Some of the articles should be of
special interest to socialists since they exemplify some of
the left-wing trends of thought inside Solidarity. We are
very grateful to the NATFHE actirist who supplied much of th6
material in this section, including many of the pictures.

On a hill, near the mouth of the Odra river,
with its back to the East German border,
the weather-beaten hulk of St. Jacob's
Cathedral dominates the.'' sky-line for
visitors entering the North Western port of
Szczecin. The Church's rough, rust-
coloured exterior, resembling a capsized
ship that has taken a hammering on the
Baltic, seems to sum up the atmosphere in
this city of 400,000 people so closely
connected to the sea. The city's other
notable artistic features the fine art
nouveau facades on some of the older
buildings is less expressive of Szczecin
life than the huge tower-blocks that brutally
interrupt the horizon at evgry turn.

The Town

Szczecin has a reputation as a tough city. In
German hands before the war, it was
resettled after 1945 by Poles - and other
nationalities such as Ukrainians ancl
BeloruEsians - drawn mainly from pre-war
Poland's Eastern territories. One foreign
visitor who knows it well likened it to an
American frontier town or Chicago in the
1930s, saying it lacked the sort of informal
social networks and ties that make life run
more smoothly in longer-established.
communities. Its militia has a special
reputation for brutality, and some say that
organised crime is stronger than anywhere
outside Warsaw's Praga d.istrict.

industries - the shipyards, docks ancl
chemical plants are very harsh.
Dockworkers suffer from lung diseases and
bone diseases dockers working on the
conveyor belt are like broken old men by
45. The welders and other workers in the
shipyards are prone to terrible inclustrial
acciclents through non-enforcement of
safety standards and the pressure to earn
extra money on overtime. The chemical
workers also face serious health hazards.

Szczecin is not one of Poland,s major
intellectual centres. There is no university,
but 5 higher educational institutions: a
polytechnic (the equivalent of a
technological university), a pedagogicalWorking conditions in Szczecin's main
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this time. The Party leadership thus hoped to estuarY as a PrecautionarY measure. There

create divisions between the shipyard was a sit-down strike in the Gryfia shipyard
workers ancl the rest of the city's working at this time, but no other incident was

class, which had come out in a general strike reported.
along with in December. The
police also social calm to hunt In the late 1970s, open political opposition

key leaders of the strike groups emergeel in Szczecin. There was a

Robotnik circle, and ROPCiO and later the
KPN were Prominent" Leszek Moczulski,
the leader of the KPN, addressed a
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'ffiany ": small subsidiary enterprises,
respecially those supplying components for
fhe Shipyarc{s. The city's second focus of

is chemicals: the Police Plant
dmploys some 10,000 workers, and a second

further 3,000. There is
ernploying some 4,000

's recent history hinges around the
and around the terrible
which so many Warski

Despite the ,

Warski yard r

to lead the workers' struggle for
rights in rJanuary and February 1971,

the Etrike movement afteir
Gierek had replaced Gomulka as

Party leader. The historic confrontation
Gierek and the Warski workers on
1971 has become famous through

the publication in the West of . tape-
iecorctings of the discussion. In the struggles
tff' 1.970 -71, a bond was forged between the
Shipyarcl workers of Szczecin ancl their

- ftlllow-workers in Gclansk that has remained

iil,
i,:,

..

Iffhe Gdansk strike began on 14 August. The
;ffibxt day, one big enterprise in Szczecin
$tfuck briefly, settling for a wage increase.
rBut: the strike movement in Szczecin really
'began on the following Monday 18 August
:iwthe Warski shipyard.
;-'

Jacek, a worker in the shipyard, explained
how everything began. Before the Gdansk
tstrike, Jacek and his friends had known
about the stoppages in various parts of the

q-country following the price increases of 1

afuly. They,also knew of the Lublin general
rbtrike in mid-July. On Friday, 15 August,
'some people from Gdansk arrived at the
Warski yard with news from their city' But

,the full scope of the crisis yas o-nly revealed
iiin the Saturday, a working day, when a
,Wlte unprecedented event occurred: with
'*io apparent reason, the entire work-force
' was given a l0Vo pay rise. 'This made us

realise that something very big was
tfiappening in Gdansk, something unique.
ffihere was a very unusual atmosphere in the

'shipyard. Everybody remembered 1970 and
jfelt that the time had come to settle
,asGounts over what had been going on in

movement . Edmund Baluka, the
of the Warski strike committee, was
hounded into exile. Others died in similan
circumstances.

In 1976, before the price increases that led to
mass strikes around the country, a group of
young shipyard workers was drafted into the
army and deposited on an island in the Odra

;. ' meeting in a church,in attended by'
sorne hundreds of people. A group of
workers even , established 'an independent
trade union cornmittee in a small town
outside the eity. But these groups seem to
have remained completely isolated from the
workers in the big plants both before and
after the events of 1980.

Brych, the Szczecin PartY
the late 1970s, appears to

secretary during
have a very low

reputation as a colourless bureaucrat with an

autocratic and petty style of work. FIe -did,
however, manage to keep afloat during the

shortages, Brych ordered the director of the
plant to work the factory at

that the delicate
by such an

asicle. As a result very

upon&
charge was

Brych, safe in
the director was

between
&trike'in

The August Strike

country. The time had come for great

And we wondered
in Gdansk.'

what could be the MKS demands. The other two MKS.

,t:"'.,,,.' '

r!+1,::,il

*nstitute, a School of Seamanship, a School
, &f 

'Agriculture ancl a School of Medicine.
f-t' ;

." " Snme 55,000 workers are involved in
inclustries connected to the sea. These are

Edward

commemoration service for
1970.

tn
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i, ' Jacek and his family went out of Szczecin easily arrested. And w€ knew what
on the Sunday, and on the way back pic\ed happened in 1970.

yard would strike the next day. People 'Then a w9l\et came forward and said it

, ixnected the shipyard workers toact. [?rffi:f'f:":1#-;:r*t'i"rffj 
n;

''rl,. 
Jacek then explained what happened on delegates from each department to meFt

' , .Work began as usual. At l0 a.m. we had frorn the ZSA-Mera company, onq of th9
: our usuafbreak, and a gxoup of woikdrs plalls tJhat su-pply componentslo -the ry1d' from one of the Kadlub departments - and keep workers there to handlethem. He
., . tnogf,, burtiUlotes-ui Vo" c"n imagine * said tle de!9g4es shorld assemble at 4 p.m.

-' ',.What shall we do? Gdansk is on strike, we be in the hall on the first floor of the

must help.,, They urged people to meeJ at production management building inside the
: the gate, and teiweeir f i anA 12 workers shipyard, to the right of the main gate near

begi to gather inside the main gate. 1ryhst1 the river-side. (Ihe same.halt had_been used

I arrived at I p.m., there were 2,0(X) or for the delegate assemblies in 190-71.)
more people demanding that the director

to speak with them at"the yard. 'I wasn't a delegate. But the meeting in the
hall Was broadcast over the shipyard's
loudspeaker system. When the delegate
meeting start€d, each delegation read out
their department's demands covering all the
problerns we face in everyday life. Then a
Presidium was elected which brought
everything togeJher in 36 general demands
on all the key issues.

'Marian Jurczyk was chosen as chairman of
the strike committee. Of course, no one was
known to everybody: after all, there are
some 12,000 workers in the shipyard, But
we knew that Marian Jurczyk had been a
mdmber of the strike Committee in 1970,
that he had not changed his ideas since
then, and that he would give his life for the
workers' movement and the workers'
struggle. What mattered for us was to have
completely trustworthy leaders. Trust and
confidence were much more important than
ability.

'We also immediately elected a guard for
the shipyards, made up of workers. The
loudspeakers broadcast the 36 demands.
The Warski director accepted those
demands which could be granted by the
shipyard management, but said that many
could be dealt with gnly by higher, national
authorities. So the Presidium declared that
we were on strike and would wait for a
government negotiating commission to
arrive at the yard.

and solidarising ourselves with
the Szczecin shipyard' says the

at the gates of the Bumar works.

'The first evening of. the strike was
unforgettable. It was a warm summer
evening, and there was a wonderful
atmosphere. We were not afraid to occupy
the shipyard. You must, remember that,
living in a socialist country; we feel the

make these words a reality. So we were no{
afraid. But it was still extraordinary to'
think of what we had done.' : : 

,,!, "

That evening, the strike committee closd
the yard. Everyone had the right to'leavg;
but only the women workers were allowed
to corne and go. The rank-and=file Par,&y

members in the yard - 3,Zm according t@

official statistics - also joined the strike;
But not the directors, the heads o. f
departments, or the First Party Secretary..
(Not only were all these people Pa{fy
members, but they had been appointed Qy
higher Party echelons under thg
nomenklatura system.) During the strike
between 5,000 and 6,000 workers stayed
the yards all the time. At the main
sign was put up: 'We express our
with the shipyard workers in
wooden cross was erected,
picture of the Madonha of
loudspeaker urged the large
join the strike, while declaring that
essential to the population
maintained.

On that first day, the Parnica shipyard ;;
the Gryfia repair yard also came out on
strike, immediately establishing contact
with 

' 
the Presidium of th; Warski

committee, and six local factories sent
delegations of solidarity. On the second diiy
about a score of large factories in , the
province were on striki; and on the thiid
day, with 53 enterprises out, the movement
had become a general strike, The number of
plants on strike continued to rise every ddr;
until by the end the number had reached
more than 300, employing about t50,mi
people in the Szczecin province. ServiceS
considered essential, such as hospitals,
shops, banks and restaurants, as well as
theatres, museums and higher educational
institutions, put up signs saying 'Working,
we support the demands of the strikir,qg
workers'. The teachers' council at thp
Polytechnic sacked their rector, an in-
competent Party official. The plants
on strike put up two Polish flags at the
entrance along with a notice saying: 'strike:
We support the Demands of the shipyard
workers'. :

- 
',')

During the strike, life in the city remaingd
calm. Supplies of food were quite adequate,
so there was no hoarding. Crime is said to
have fallen by 80% even the criminais
were out! The only inconvenience to ,th,b
population was the halting of public

Many shipyard workers on holiday returned
to Szczecin to join the occupation. Jacek
described his own experience of tlie
struggle:

family reunion railings of the
Warski yard. The on the left says: Free
Trade Unions Defend Workers' Rights

'Eventually ttae directorarrived with the
Szczecin First Secretary, Brych. A platform
and loudspeakers were fixed up, and then
they asked what was going on and what
people wanted. A worker shouted: "What's
the news from Gdansk?"

'The Director didn't want to tell us. He just
said that there were negotiations between
the workers and the authorities. We asked:
"What do the Gdansk workers want?" We
had no hard information, just that
something big was happening. People
shouted: "Why is it so difficult to get a new
flat?" Another person shouted: "What
about the people thrown out in l9?0?"
Brych said there were no political prisoners
in Poland, and this provoked whistles from
the shipyard workers.

i

'The Party Secretary, Brych, proposed that
we should delegate one person from each

, department' to go to the Administration
building for discussions.'We refused, of
course, because, the building is outside the

-t.

' i ",: l

'At first I thought that economic presqurp
from the strike'would force the gouernni,eut
to give in within 3 or 5 days. But,we soon
saw that the government was not concerned
with the economic effects. Economics
didn't matter to the government. " 

:

li'

'During the days of 'occupition,rlrr€-:,talked

'There were problems. with the
microphones. The platform was too far
from the loudspeaker system and the
workers had to push it closer. (Later, there
were clairns that this was a physical assault
on the platform!)

I
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listened. It was school of
for us workers. what was,

with our own eyes; we also heard
what the official media said was happening.

that had been brought into the yards. He
recalled how the Germans had paid the
locatr ftrmers partly in vodka rather than
money or food, in order to keeP them
drunk and submissive.'

;

The'movement required very little agitation
do spread. In several plants, the strike was
initiated by the Party Secretary or even the
director. In some &ses this may have been
4l attempt to control the strike leadership
but in others it expressed strong 

-support

fro* the lower levels of the Party itself.
And, of course, it is also possible that these
rnotives were combined. It is even reported
thit a worker member of the Party Central
Committee joined the strike in one of the
shipyards.
:'

The Inter-factory Strike Committee (MKS)
e$tablished to lead the general strike had a
L5-member Presidiuffi, of whom 5 were
Barty, members and 12 had been depart-
mental representatives in the official trade
tinions. Both deputy chairmen were in the
Party (one of them was apparently
rbsponsible for the very hostile attitude"
tbwards Western journalists.) Members of
political opposition groups played no role
itl either the start or the further conduct of
the. strike. Within the strike leadership it

There were some provocations, but we
managed to put a stop to them. Our worst
moment was on the fifth day when
Barcikowski (the leading figure on the
government side) broke off negotiations.
Very tired, having slept only about 2 hours
a night, we were in a dark mood and
expected the worst.

'The shipyard inter-com system was very
important to us. Although Marian Jurczyk
was not well known to everyone, his voice
had become very familiar. So if the
loudspeakers didn't carry his voice for a

Stasek member of the MKS and
MKR presidia and editor of the Warski
Solidarity bulletin, Kommunikof, sitting between
two uniformed Silesian miners during a meeting.

" the management building and
the transmission centre. The Warski

from the workers. ,In fact ever-ything was unity subsequently becaryg the

recorded, so that nobody could say,we were newspaper of Szczecin Solidarity.) It noted
hiding anything. I had i-6ag that I carried that 120 plantq in-the region were attached
.u"ryih"i" and it made the Party officials to.the MKS. Some of these, such as the
verynervous - they thought it was.a gun or provincial and children's hospitals, the elec-

something. Actually it was a 1912 edition of tricity generating stations, the central
Mickiewiiz poemst heating network and the locomotive repair

long time, would get woriied that

plant, were continuing the work under
MKS authority.

Negotiations had been started on Thursday,
2l August with the arrival of Vice-Premier
Barcikowski in the Warski yard. Stasek

described this first confrontation, which
took place in the main hall of the
production management building:'When-Barcikowski 

first arrived at the yard, he
tried to disrupt our organisation by taking
matters out of the hands of our chairman,
steering discussion onto all sorts of
secondary problems. But we put a stop to
that by making people put written questions
to him through our chair. If our chairman
thought they-*.tt irrelevant or misleading,' he would hold them back. Barcikowski
tried to treat the MKS as the representative
only of Warski. But we put a stop to that
too.'

The first discussion brought no results.
Negotiations were continued on Friday
22nd in the afternoon and evening and a

third round was held on Saturday August
23rd. The,,;,"., government commission
accepted more and more of the demands

establishment of communication between
Szczecin and Gdansk. Four delegates from
the strike committee, together with -one

representative of the Government
commission, Vice-Minister for Heavy and:
Agricultural Machinery Bialkowski, went
to Gdansk to try tb work out a method of
achieving joint aims. On the same day,
representatives of the two sides in SZce-€cin,

began the work of editing those of ' the
workers' demands that the government had
already agreed to. On Sunday 24th, three of
the delegates who had gone to Gdansk
returned to the Warski yard, leavingr the
fourth member behind while bringing a,

Gdansk delegate to Szczecin: through this
exchange, consultation between the two
centres could be improved. And on the
Sunday evening, a pi.nu.y session of the
MKS formalised the united position of the
two ceqtres by form allly agreeing that the
overriding demand was that for
independent trade unions.

That Sunday the government side had
broken off negotiations. The Central
Committee meeting in Warsaw was
removing Prime Minister Babiuch and
forcing Gierek to make a public self-
criticism. Gierek's appeal on TV that .

evening made no impact on the S';czecin
workers. The next day, Monday, 50 more
plants in the area joined the MKS, bringing
the total to 170. Jednosc No.2 explained
that especially numerous among tn*e new
centres of support were health rworkers,
those in education and in co-operative
work-places, adding that many of these
groups of workers added new demands
.rp..iully concerning proble,ms in their owh
.occupation. On Monday afternoon, the

but in the management headquarters just
outside the main gate. So we had a
permanent guard of l0 people there to

protect
director, Mr. Ozymek, stayed in the

control

@ne of the Presidium members, Stasek

management building throughout the
strike. He played a good role, supporting
the strike although he was formally part of
the government side. He maintained good
relations with Mr Jurczyk, provided us with

Wisniewski, a shipyard electrician for 25
some additional features.

strike he acted as personal typists and so on.
guard for Marian jurczyk, the MKS
'Chairman, who used to get threatening being a

protected every night do with
secret sleeping-place. religious

was brought in from the outside, and organisation. 'On the first Sunday after the
day workers in a bakery adjoining the strike started, thdre was a big debate among

hot fresh bread down from the shipyard leaders
held in the yard.

on whether mass should be
to the workers on strike In the end we agreed, since

people who didn't want to attend didn't

below the hall
the MKS assembly met. This was in first issue

us. peace and quiet for Jednosc,
not !o kqep things secret word for MKS plenum discussed the demands on

to glve

have to.'
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round, the Solidarity headquarters in
Malopolska Street seems to be well
organised and efficiently run. It is housed

j 
building * one of those burnt by the crowd
in 197p and subsequently restored. A priest

c€rne and blessed the sffices when

Solidarity moved in. .I **_giyen ? warl1
:''j ,welcome, was told that Marian' Jurczyk

,

1""'-' . "i . '..'
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A Talk with Marian Jurczyk

would be happy to talk to me and was asked
to wait for a little while because the
Presidium were on their way to a reception
in the city.

In the administrative office, there was a
large.transparent plastic box for donations
to the organisation, filled with notes and
coins. People were corning in with problems
to discuss or messages for the secretary.

there were still differences with the
government. 'These concerned meat

deliveries, strike PaY, no victimisation of
strikers, the publication of a final
communique, and the post-strike activities
of the MKS as founding centie of the free
trade unions. At the same time, at 10 a.m.,
Szczecin delegates set o.ff for Gdansk to
find out the thinking of the strike
leadership there on the precise formulation
of the demand for free trade unions . At 7

p.m., the Szczecin delegates, having
completed their discussions in Gdansk set

off again for home. Also on that day, the

MKS set up a fund for the''new trade union''
and by the e3d of the day a staggering 1.5

mitlion zlotis has been iotlected. (By the I

Wednesday morning the figure had risen to
2,850,000 zl.) In the afternoon an MKf
delegation left the shipyard ryd laid
wreaths on the graves of 'those who' were

killed in lgTO and also laid commemorate
wreaths in St. Jacob's Cathedral.

On V/ednesday 27 August, a delegation
arrived in Szczecin from the.Wroclaw MKS
and a decision was taken to transform the
Szczecin MKS into an Inter-Province Strike
Committee for Szczecin, Bydgoszcz and
Wroclaw Provinces. By this time some 306
plants in Szczecin were in tn-e MKS.

Meanwhile at the beginning of the week,
tsarcikowski had called his experts together
and restarted negotiations with ,the MKS
leaders and their experts. These
negotiations were taped but not actually
broadcast over the Warski loud-speakers.

The main expert on the government side
was Professor Wopatka; on the MKS side,
the experts were Messrs Kwatkowski,
Piatkowski, Zielinski, Kitlowski and
Ziemianin; also professor Timowski who
arrived on the lOth day of the strike. Stasek
described his meeting with some 150

delegates in Warski as a very moving
moment: the workers seeing this famous
otd professor with them knowing that the
whole country was on their side.

'Agreement was reached
the night,' in the early hours of Saturday
morning. We met at 2 a.m. The only
experts present were those on our side: Mr
Kwatkowski, Mr Piatkowski, Ivlr Zielinski,
Dr Kitlowski and Dr Ziemiancki. After
some discussion of various points, at3 a.m.
Barcikowski said he agreed, to the whole
text. We were completely taken by surprise.
We had not expected such swift agreement.

'At this time we didn't know what was
happening in Silesia. The events there were
very important, but the government was
trying to prevent contact being established.
Communications were cut off, trains were
being searched and so 0n. But on the
Saturday some miners from Zabrze (in
Silesia) managed to get through ,to uS,
bringing their list of demands.

'When agreement was
emerged as a national organisation at

reached, end of September.

Another observer of events in Szczecin
pointed out the differences between the
styles of Jagielski in ' Gdansk andi
Barcikowski. Jagielski behaved at'all timesi
like a dignified government leader,," seriousi
and authoritative. Barcikowski on the other'
hand adopted the tactics that Gierek hadu

used in dealing with the Szczecin workersi
during the strike in January 1971: he soughli
to present himself as being on a lower level,
than the workers themselves, more gullibles;

easily taken for a ride. In this way'he soughti
to lower their defences and put them offi
their guard 

L q

1'

In conclusion, Jacek said that the weeks
immediately after the end of the strike we[Q
a very worrying time, until Solidarity

One veteran worker from the 1970 general
strike arrived with material concerning the
events of 1 g7O at the huge Police chernical
plant in the northern suburbs of Szczeciri.
He showed me one of the canvas arm-bandg
that had been worn by the workers' guard
during the 1970 strike at Police.

I had already learnt something about the
Szczecin isolidarity chairperson. Aged 46,

ti

,"I

'i .!

1g', '

crowd outside the

right (with black tiel Warski
lawyers to frame our demands Barcikowski wanted us to come out of the

correctly, and we wanted other intellectuals shipyard to the management building for,
from' the Polytechnic to
prepared carefully for each
Barcikowski arrived, w€

helD us. We
session. When
wsuld remain
to answer his

of 1970. But in the end we agreed.'
completely silent, refusing
greeting.'The business always started with

'l i

Jacek explained what he thought o#
Marian Jurczyk reading out a list of the new
factories joining the MKS: 60, 160, 2003nd
so on. We sang the national anthem.

the signing of the agreement. We were
reluctant to do so, because of our memories

'Barcikowski: 'During and after the strike, I,

changed my view of himt At first I saw lrioi,
as a partner. Of course, he was on the other.
side of the barricades, but he seemed broad-'
minded and a good negotiating partner. Buf,
towards the end of the strike, he did terrible
things, changing his position. And when the;
strike was over'he went on TV after the
news one night, saying appalling things,
threatening the workers. And after that I
realised what he was: a son of a bitch.' i
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)sition of the workers on thecommon pc __ _ _

problems that confront them.
l".;i-l I

'Bventually Marian Jurczyk came and
into the large room that must

been used by the previous head of the
trade unions and is now used by

s leaders. In one corner there was
In another a large
armchairs on two

of a longo low table. At
of the Vice-Chairmen

parts of the August Agreements. 'We are
very optimistic that alt the points in the
Agreements will be met by the government,
but things have not gone at all smoothly.
The economic situation in the country is not
good, but 'the' government's policy has

brought this upon us. Solidarity does not
seek to take over the government, but we do
insist on controlling what the government
does, because we are the representatives of
the workers. In the past all was lost because

unreliable and irresponsible people were in
power. Solidarity must ensure that this
doesn't happen again, that things go right
in the future.

'At the moment one issue being discussed
with the government is Free Saturdays. We
want all Saturdays to be free. The
government said only two Saturdays a
month can be free. We rejected this so now

organisational plans. Smiling broadly, he
said there had been repeated attempts by
the government to split them, 'but for us
the main thing is to preserve our unity. Our
two key ideas are Solidarity and Peace.

'We will remain based on geographical
regions but with some structures for the
different branches of industry within the
region" So, for example, after the strike of
health workers we set up a health
commission here. But these commissions
will not have great power: decisions will be
taken by the regional organisation. We plan
to eventually have 16 regional organisations
across the country, with the really
important decisions going to Gdansk.'

I asked him to say more about Solidarity's
aim of controlling the government and
economic management. He explained that
if a factory director does a good job,
Solidarity will co-operate with him. 'But if
not, we will get hirn removed. After the
strike in Szczecin we operated in this way.
In the shipyard we had no problems with
the director, relations have been vgry good.
But elsewhere, workers in some plants did
demand the removal of certain directors.
And when Solidarity insisted, the party got
rid of them.'

But he went on to explain that more
generally Solidarity concerns itself with the
social problems of the workers. 'We discuss
with the workers, find out what they want,
analyse their views and the situation in the
country and come forward with plans. 'We

rnust be consulted by the government
because we are representative of the people,
and we can propose plans for the
government to introduce.' But he added
that every step forward must be thought out
and prepared very carefully.

I explained that British trade unionists
would like to know how they could help
Solidarity without of course wanting to be
accused of interfering in any way. He said
they were extremely grateful for the interest
and sympathy of people abroad and he said
that they would very much like to talk to
British trade unionists because they know
of our long experience and traditions in the
trade union field

Feeling rather guilty at taking up more of
his ti'me, I thanked Marian Jurczyk for
talking to me. I told him about the terrible
economic crisis and unemployment in
Britain and said that we envied the way the
Polish workers had handled the job of
removing an unpopular government last
August. He laughed and promised to send
us instructions !

A NATFHE trade unionist

.a

around the norrnal confetti of great popular
movements leaflets, posters of every shape
and colour, slogans on every wall, notices of
meetiqgs in' evsry possible place on every
conceivable subject.

On the streets all the old forrns o'f life seem to
proceed almost entirely as before, The. old

:,€ine
.solidarity, Stanislaw Kocian from the

plant was talking quietly to the
worker with the material from the

;'i'gzO strike. At our end, I sat with my
t-intelpreter 

on one side and Mr. Jurczyk sat

.,yitt Stanislaw Wisniewski, the editor of the

, $olidarity bulletin in the Warski shipyard
on the other side of the table.

The immediate and lasting impression that
he gives is of a calm, quiet-spoken and open

'r3,0brSoni'Diiring our talk he devoted himself
"'entirely to me telling people who kept trying
,t; . i .ito gain his time that he would see them

' ,.later. I took this as a sign of both his
politeness and also as a sign of the

: iplportance he attached to making
,Solidarity's views clear to Western trade
,unionists.

ir..

;:{ asked him first why the Szczecin workers
i;6sd gone on strike and he explained that

".tt.y had followed the lead given by the
, Gdansk . workers. 'We thought that our
-,,fellow workers in Gdansk were putting
'forward the right demands and we wanted
,,to support them.

He explained his own background of
:iinvolvement in the D7A-71 movement: 'No

u :'one knows how many people were killed in
" szczecin at that time. The government is
" trying to conceal the truth about what

i,happened and the numbers killed. It says

n,lhere were 17 deaths, but this is ridiculous. I
,think the true figure is 200 or more. I was

. ion the strike comrnittee at that time, though
';not 'its chairman, and I think that the

mistake we made was to leave the shipyard.
We demanded in August that all those who

the far end, have offered us 3

for the
u Solidarity

of 1970.

month. We, here in Szczecin, have replied
that our MKR cannot decide on this on our
own - it is a matter for our National Co-
ordinating Commission to decide.

Marian Jurczyk went on to explain that
Poland has the potential to have a very high
level of culture for its people, but the past
years have done great damage to people's

r rrlorsl outlook. 'For example, during the
harvest time this year we sent workers from
the shipyards to help with digging up the
potatoes. But the farm workers said that
our people were stupid to come and they
spent the time when our men were there

of Szczecin

were sacked in 1970 get their jobs back, and ' drinking vodka.'
:,. ' ' this has been carried out.' t

r :i.', , i I asked about government attempts to

1,. :lI 
asked hirn about progress on the other divide themovementandaboutSolidarity's

. ': Building Solidarity in Szczecin
',i":

:. , .. One of the most striking, and also most baffling, stnrctures of llre Polish stat6 arc extremely rare.

features of the Polish .-r'irir ir th" rno..ou. gu'ii For Poland's .revolution from below has

, between surface appearances and underliing been accompanied by none of the dramatic.
. realities. A casuaL tour around a city 

-[kE pirblic manifestations usual in such situations.

,1.', ,.'$rir..i, *dld"L;-; w;;t.*-riti;or 
-i; 

Sofidarity's millions have not bpen flooding
:i,, 

' . cpnslude that little has changed. Visible signs pf through the sJreets; poqing into gigantic nass
tlp vast social earthquake that has shaken to its meetings, syeeping away the trappings and'. foundations the outwardly monumentil symbols of the establishgd order, or strewing

,
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authorities remain in place and indeed Solidarity
itself recognises, and negotiates with them and
does so in a tone of moderation wtrich might
almost persuade one to believe that the country is
nearly united and almost everyone knows his/her
place whether as trade unionist, manager,
bishop or bureaucrat.

This surface picture of business as usual - in
reality a totally misleading one - is then, if one
were to believe the official media and indeed
Western newspaper reports, suddenly
interrupted by a convulsive strike and
confrontation. The Polish press says it is caused
by Solidarity; the Western press with its spurious
'balance' puts it down to hot heads on 'both
sides'. Either way the confrontations seem to
appear from nowhere.

But if you visit the Warski shipyard in Szczecin,
the subterranean earthquake in Polish society
hits you with shocking force. Walking along
Firlicka Street from the town centre the road
bends to the right and you pass huge hoardings in
praise of the Polish United Workers Party's
achievements in Warski. Production ever
upwards, dramatic rises in membership of the
official youth organisation, in 1979 out of 12,000
Warski workers , 3,700 Party members in the
Yard! Then the main gate of the yard comes in
view, and outside it on the left is the management
building, and another shock: in every window of
this building, the same poster with two words on
it, 'December 1970', and dripping frorn these
words, blood. Past this building a long display of
large, blown-up photographs of the August
strike. And ahead, next to the gate, the
monument to the dead of 1970 with a huge pile
of wreaths in front and a simple, makeshift
wooden cross behind. The plaque itself: an

' exploding dum-dum bullet.

Today, while the skin of the system seems almost
unblemished, its internal organs have been
ripped apart by the working class movement
itself. The profuse haemorraging within the
Party's inner institutions and arteries has been
taking place behind the walls of the factories
themselves, where the employees often exercise
almost complete power. The workers are acting
with extraordinary unity and militancy: any
move to undermine them brings an iron response
causing waves of pain throughout the
bureaucratic system. And the attitude of the very
largely young workers in the big plants is a long

over wages and sectional problems play an
evidently secondary role, though a real and
necessary one, within the movement. The
workers are battling for a complete reorientation
of socio-ecoRomic policy and for political rights,
not only for themselves but for all sections of the
Polish working population intellectuals,
peasants and students as well. Yet all this is being
fought for without any public flamboyance and
with a great determination to conserve their
strength and organisation within the factory and
regional organisations of Solidarity. Action
when taken follows careful deliberation and
preparation, but the debates and differences of
opinion within the movement are conducted
overwhelmingly within its own ranks inside the
faetories and within the regional Solidarity
organisation. Too much is at stake for idle public
chatter or melodramatic gestureS.

This closed character of the internal engines of
Solidarity's power leads many Western
journalists and indeed some Polish intellectuals
to gravely underestimate the fierce intransigence
of the gigantic mass movement, believing that
there are no limits to the possibilities of
compromise and then being shocked by
demonstrations of a political militancy that they
had persuaded themselves had evaporated.
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This in turn leads some observers down a largely
misleading path of searching for hot-heads,
emotional people as opposed to the supposedly
rational, moderate wing of the movement.
Differences over tactics and even strategy do, of
course, exist within the movement?s leadership,
though it would be an error to see these as a split
between the emotional and the rational. It is also
tiue that the movement has grown in self-
confidence and determination as the months
have gone by and this has been reflected in the
changing composition of Solidarity leaderships.
We could add that the administrative and white-
collar members of Solidarity are sometimes less
decisive than the manual workers. But these are
not the chief features of the movement. The
main factors are a common awareness of
working class interests and of basic working class
principles which must be defended by whatever
means are needed and are not open to
compromise. There can be wide differences of
view on how best to defend them, but when the
decision is taken, the workers' ranks close like a
steel trap. The movement is ready to seek
agreement by lengthy negotiations and is ready
to compromise on inessentials. But when these
fail the workers act with an unbreakable unity.

These are some of the features of Solidarity in
Szczecin during its first months of existence. The
following account of events in the city between
September and January is fragmentary and
overwhelmingly drawn from published material,

the Solidarity bulletin in the Warski
Kommunikat, and the provincial

paper, JednoSd (Unity).

,,'], .

LAUNC:HING SOLIDARiTY

One of the main anchors of Szczecin Solidarity's
policy has been its link with Gdansk. At rhe
beginning of September, just after the strike
movement ended, strong contact with Gdansk
was established and Leszek Dlouchy, the JednoSd
editor from the Gryfia shipyard, was sent to
Gdansk for the first meeting to plan the creation
of the new trade union. On 17 September,
Marian Jurczyk and Stasek Wadolowski
represented Szczecin at the Gdansk meeting of 39
local MKRs that officially founded Solidarity.

At the same time, the post-August Szczecin
workers' leadership came from a background
quite different from the Gdansk strike leaders.
They had not been engaged in any political
opposition group or unofficial trade union
committee and a number of prominent members
of the MKR presidium in Szczecin were Party
members. (The two vice-chairpersons during the
strike, Jurczuk and Fiszbain were both Party
members; the latter appears to have left the
leadership soon after thb end of the strike). And
the Szczecin leadership was more ready to talk to
the local Party and state organisations than was
the case in Gdansk immediately after the strike.
Thus, some MKR leaders participated in a Mixed
Commission of Government . Party and
Solidarity representatives until the commission
proposed its own dissolution in November (see

below),

The Szczecin leaders were also from the first
concerned to stick strictly to the letter of the law
and to try to resolve all problems and disputes
within the framework of established procedures.
They were determined to throw the'onus of legal
infringement firmly onto the side of the
government, Party and factory management. In
this connection Wojciech Duklanowski from
F.K. 'Unikon' criticised some workers'
commissions in Jedno$C No.l3. Pointing out
that the Party leadership was trying to divert the
workers from the main tasks - socio-economic
renewal and democratic freedoms - by
attacking one or two extremely corrupt Party

leaders, he says some of the workers
commissions have fallen for this trap. They have
been inclined to seek vengeance against one or
two corrupt officials and have also been
provoked into acting on unconfirmed rumours
leading to court action being taken against
members of workers commissions by those" accused of malpractice. Demands by v,orkers
commissions for the sacking of various factory
managers were pressed successfully during the
first weeks after the strike, but the general policy
of the Solidarity leadership involved passing such
issues over to the Mixed Commission.

Thetask for which the Mixed Commission was
established was to supervise the implementation
of the August Agreements, but it took over a
number of other very important functions, such
as monitoring the development of negotiations
between individual workers' commissions and
factory managements and creating a Szczecin
provincial commission to supervise pay
agreements; most important of all, it took up
some 800 individual cases of disputes, more than
90s/o of which were settled in favour of the
complainers. These complaints involved such
rnatters as complaints by individual citizens
against administrative organisations, economic
and political conflicts as well as those arising
from working conditions between employees and
managers, helping to create departmental
committees in the factories, taking up problems
in the commercial and agricultural fields; it also
looked at complaints of economic offences,
redirecting them to tax collection and public
accounts bodies.

On the whole the Szczecin Party leadership i

presented itself in a posture of readiness to work
with Solidarity, avoiding open confrontation
with it. One sign of this was the readiness of the
local daily paper, Kurier Szczecinski, to sign
an agreement with the MKR on I I September on
'The Principles of co-operation in the field of
information'. At the same time, the Party
authorities seem to have sought to bog the
workers down in endless, amicable discussion
that led nowhere except to disorganise the efforts
of the workers' commissions. In October, a
delegate from Szczecin's railway construction
enterprises told an MKR plenum of , a striking
example of these delaying tactics. He described
the course of talks which workers irl this sector
had been forced to pursue for 42 days with 7

different ' government commissions ! (Jedno66
No.l2, 3 November)

The government's other tactice seems to have
involved attempts to turn public opinion against
Solidarity, partly through provocations - at the
end of October, the MKR plenum was given an
account of how individuals falsely posing as

official Solidarity' representatives urged the
workers to go on strike. And the local press
quickly reneged on the I I September agreement,
spreading lies, distortions and misleading half-
truths , about the independent workers'
movement. (Jedno56 No.12, 3 November.)

OCT0BER 3rd IN SZCZECIN

During September, the battle to establish
Solidarity's right to exist was the crucial national
issue. The government seemed bent on trying to
avoid granting the organisation legal
registration. To press their demand, the
Solidarity national leadership proposed a one-
hour strike for 3 October throughout the
country.

On 29 September the MKR plenum met to
discuss its view of the proposal. Out of about
1000 factory delegates only one vote was cast
against the one-hour strike. The meaning
of this vote can be grasped only when it

I
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is remembered that in contrast with many other
provinces, the workers in Szczecin had not been
having to fight a daily battle against bureaucratic
attack in order to set their organisation on its
fCet. The local Party leadership seems to have
been very cautious and in some ways
accommodating: the vote was in large measure
an expression of class solidarity with workers in
other parts of the country as well as a protest
against government foot-dragging over legal
registration.

The 3 October strike was designed to involve
only selected factories in the different regions. In
Szczecin the following work-places were chosen:
the Warski, Gryfia, Parnica and Teliga (Yacht)
shipyards and the Swinoujscie sea repair yard;
the Swinoujscie Port, Polmo, Saifa arld MPK.
The railway construction workers were excused
involvement at the request of the contractors'
workers' commission. On the other hand, the
tanker drivers and ship charter service workers
also struck.

The Szczecin workers did not see the strike as a
means of inflicting economic costs on the
government: it was to be a purely political
demonstration of strength. For this reason
production quotas were still fulfilled in the
majority of striking work-places on the day of
the strike (Jedno56, 8 Oetober).

bulletin in August, was relaunched to counter the
failure of the local media to accurately report on
Solidarity's activity in the city and throughout
the country. The new issue promised to inform
the workers of events throughout the country, to
try to give ans$,ers to questions in the minds of
the workers and to publish the workers' own
views and feelings about evbnts.

CONSOLIDATION

Dwing October, Szczecin Solidarity
consolidated its organisation. Thanks to the fund
started during the August strike (see article
above) there was no shortage of funds and the
MKR was extremely sparing in its expenditure as

the following balance sheet (published in
Kommunikat No. I l) shows:

Expenses and lncorne
September3 - October2T

l. Balance in Account,2T Oct. . 5,8 15,075 zl.
2.a) Income (according to bank statements
3 $ept. to 2l Oct.) 78,855

b) Expenditure:
i) Cassette recorders. . . 14,060
ii) Cassette tapes . . .5,680
iii) Tap€.recorder tapes .I,ZOO
iv) Batteries for 5 cassettes. . . .155
v) travel and food expenses .l4,7ZO

, vi) salaries for lawyers. . . . . 14,000
vii) costs of printing JednoS6. . . . 1,400
viii) costs of petrol.... .3,100
ix) costs of postage and printing . . .484
x) allowances.. :... ...2,500

TOTAL as of 27 October . . . .57 ,299

'c) ready cash in shipyard bank accounts and
MKR bank account and other holdings. . .21,556

3. Wealth as of 27 October:
cash balance at the end of period
permanent equipment. .

TOTAL

The balance-sheet also suggests that at this time,
the organisation's dues system was not yet fully
operating for all the workplaces. It is difficult for
trade unionists in Britain to grasp the enormity
of the task facing local Solidarities in attempting
to establish an organisation system which had to
comprise, in a city like Szczecin, thousands of

local branches with branch committees,
secretaries, treasurers etc. all being built up from
scratch without any previous experience of
independent trade unionism, without a tradition
of open, democratic debate and in conditions
where leadership involved considerable potential
risks of savage bureaucratic reprisals. Yet the
following account of workers' cornmission
elections in the Odra shipyard demonstrates the
enormous organisational capacities and
discipline of the workers.

--*

special, solemn atmosphere. The agenda was
read out and a chairperson proposed.
'3.20: The chairperson, Romuald Wolodzko, a
factory delegate from the Warski shipyard
during the strike, greeted the meeting with a ferv
words and invited the MKR representative,
Aleksander Krystosiak from Parnica shipyard,
and our shipyard's chief director, Stanislaw
Prazucha, onto the bodium, The electoral rules
were read out. In an open vote they were
accepted unanimously.
'3.rh: We reach the actual elections. From the
hall come the names of the first candidates. It is
difficult to. hear. Someone proposes that
nominators should go up to the microphone to
avoid mistakes or prbblems. Emotion grows.
'4.10: The list of candidates is closed with a total
of 23. After the list is verified - candidates had
to agree to being nominated and had to introduce
themselves - 20 candidates iemained. In open
voting it was agreed by a majority to have iwo
opposed accepted slates. The typists write the
names on the electoral ballots. In the meantime
we are ihoosing members of the Scrutiny
Committee and discussion some resolutions.
There was a proposal to give a vote of confidence
to the PKZP management on the grounds that
their activity had been satisfactory and there was
no nced for a change. The resolution was carried
by a majority. Candidates were elected to the
post of Public lnspector of Work and to the
Control Commission.

'5.00: Electoial cards are handed out. A
moment If concentration, consideration for and
against. People have to weigh things up: soon
there will be practical action which these people
must be able to ensure are successful. The ballot
box is slowly filled up and the first voters leave
their dilemmas behind ... After this first vote, a
break: we could go out into the corridor, smoke'
(you couldn't inside) and stretch our legs. Fo1 the
first time that day, disCussion, lobbying,
explanations of doubts.
'5.30: After the break electoral cards are handed
ouf.for voting on the SIP and the Control
Commission. The tension visible in people's
faces during the first vote is less evident now.
When the votes had been gathered in, the
elections were already over and a guy from
Parnica spoke, talking about an exchange of
letters with Lech Walesa and aiswering
questions, If there was time we could discuss it
fbr a bit. The atmosphere is expectant ... who
has been elected? Next to speak was the director
of our shipyard, Stanislaw Prazuch. He spoke of
plan targets and was inclined to assume that they
could be carried out. He stated his position on
one of our demands that we consider mrist
important, the Odra shipyard's entry into the
Federation of Coastal Repair Shipyards: he is
against it.
'7.00: The chairperson of the Scrutiny
Committee, B. Belczyk, enters the hall. Silence
falls. He reads out the 13 names that got the
highest votes and entbr the Presidium. Three
young people are among those elected. Now the
dssembly must choose the chairperson from the
13 Presidium members. This election is swiftly
completed.
'7.20: The minutes of the commissidn on
resolutions are read out. Among others there is
the resolution that the shipyard workers support
Odra's entry into the Federation of Coastal
Repair Yards. , n

'7.40: The result of the Chairperson election is
announced.. Among the members of the Plenum
there are only three serious candidates for the
post. The differences in the numbers of votes for
each are minimal. Jan Szylar is named
Chairperson.
'Perjple slowly leave the hall leaving only the
factory cammission behind to discuss the start of
its work .. Among its members, half were
members of the strike committee.
'8,00: The elections are ovei. The newly-elected
factory commission of NSZZ Solidarity leaves

HBSZ7,
Symbol taken from Kommunikot

ELECTING A FACTORY COMMITTEE

The Odra elections took place on 9 October (in
most parts of Poland, elections of workers'
commissions took place much later, in December
in January). By this time 98s/o of Odra's 400
workers were members of Solidarity. The
founding workers' commission decided not to
wait for legal registration before holding
elections on the basis of Solidarity's draft
statutes. A mandates commission was set up to
draw up a register of members and check off
those who came to the election meeting against
the register, as well as supervising the election
itself ensuring observance of the rules. They
acquired use of a large meeting hall at the
Economic, Secondary School. They got the
management to agree that workers could knock
off at 2 p.m. The Odra inter-com was used to
make announcements about the election, posters
on the election were posted and leaflets urging
participation were distributed. Here, for
example, is one to young employees:

Young Workers!
The best guarantee thot the younger generotion
of workers' tnterests ore protected is young
peopte's participation in leading organisotions
defending working class interests, for exomple,
in the Plenum of NSZZ Solidarity's Factory
Commission.
Vote for the Condidates of Young People!

Cezar Ukrainski, one of the Odra workers
elected to the workers' commission, later
described the election from the time when people
assembled at 3 p.m.:
'A good attendance. The mandate commission is
already working. A hum, discussions. I can sense

" the tension among those present.
'3.15: First to speak was the chairperson of the
Factory Workers' Commission, Jan Szylar. He
asks the meeting to stand and sing the hymn,
"Poland has not yet died ...", which creates a

5,827 ,l3g
. . .20,940
5,848,079



the meeting hall, impressed by the fact that
tomorrow morning there will be ordinary work
and additional responsibilities: what will they be

and what will happen over the registration of our
statutes? To many such questions we ourselves
will have to give an answer, through our own

NO RETREAT ON REGISTRATION

With the menace of confrontation over
Solidarity's legal registration still hanging over
the workers, Party leader Kania came to Szczecin
in the middle of October to meet the MKR. He
spent three hours discussing with 19 MKR
leaders led by Marian Jurczyk. JednoSd (16
October) contained a detailed account of the
discussions. The MKR cornplaineci about the
inadequacy and censored nature of information
about Solidarity in the Szczecin press. Both sides
agreed that in Szczecin contact 'with both the
government and the Episcopate was easy, but the
MKR stated that it was not satisfied with
progress on implementing the August
Agreements. Concerning pey, Kania gave

assurances that the government would stick to its
undertakings despite the economic difficulties.
He added that it was essential for the authorities
to regain the workers' confidence and that this
required better work organisation. He said that
once Solidarity was legally recognised it would
have access to the'mass media.

The MKR stressed the need to reform the school
history syllabuses and also drew attention to the
removal of a cross from the ephigy on the back
of the l0 zl. coin. Kania agreed to this latter
point and undertook to correct matters. He said
the state would continue to support the PGRs
(state farms) since the experience of East
Germany and Bulgaria had shown that this was a
suitable form of agricultural organisation.
Strikes were discussed and the MKR said that
avoiding a general strike would depend on good
will from both sides. Kania said that the
authorities wished to co-operate with the whole
trade union movement. He also said that all
possible steps.would be taken to make available
adequate food supplies. The MKR in turn
stressed the importance of adequate raw material
supplies for industry.

Despite Kania's moderate tone, the Warsaw
authorities refused to register Solidarity and the
organisationns National Co-ordinating
Committee asked provincial plenums to consider
the propoial for a general strike starting on 12

November if the Supreme Court failed to register
Solidarity in an acceptable way on the preceding
day.

The Szczecin MKR scheduled a plenum of
factory delegates for 30 October, and prepared
for this with a meeting of delegates from all the
maritime-linked enterprises in the city on 28

October. This meeting heard reports of the
workers' views in the various plants on the issue

of registration and the general strike.
Komrnunikat, the Solidarity bulletin in the
Warski Shipyard summarised these reports
(Kommunikat, No.l l):
Transocean: the change in the statute is illegal:
there should be a strike
WSM: Indignation at tne uuur r utrclslon, tear of
consequences of a strike - the entry of foreign
armles.
S.IJ.M.: Indignation at the court decision.: 
Ze:gluga Szczecinska (Navigation): Manual

instantaneous strike; administrative staff fear of

government is slowly returning to fhe pre-August

-- ' ' tl. -- ' 
' 

'., count€r-actions.

Odra Shipyard: agree to all actions decided by
the Szczecin MKR.
Gryfia Shipyard: agree to all actions decided by
the Szczecin MKR"
Z.G.R.: Discussed what should be done and urge
that MKR takes a decisive position.
ZPS: Discussed the statute changes and will back
all MKR action.
Centrala Rybna: fear of intervention.
C.P.N.: mood of seriousness, ready for a strike,
no retreat.
Morska Agencja: opinion summed up by the
words'mixed feelings'.
P.R.S.: the actions of the Government and the
Court are destructive: the sympathy of public
opinion has been roused on Solidarity's side.
PLO & PZNI: the sailors and part of the
administrative staff are ready to strike. There is
universal indignation at the Court decision.

The 30 October plenum met amid a campaign by
the local mass media to turn the middle classes
against Solidarity and to weaken the movement's
preparations for action on 12 November.
Delegates for 609 plants attended the plenum at
the Korabia Cultural Centre near the Warski
yard. On the main question facing the meeting,
the general strike proposed for 12 November,
many speakers stressed the increasingly
dangerous tensions in the country, and said that
if the gains of the past rnonths were .to be
preserved the only way forward was to strike. All
speakers placed responsibility for the crisis fully
on the shoulders of the state authorities and the
Party who were trying to back out of the August
Agreements. A delegate from Meratronik argued
that there should be no decision on a strike until
the court's decision could be studied. After a
I S-minute break, the vote was taken: 780
delegates for strike action, 2(the delegates from.
Meratronik) against, and l0 abstentions.

Stasek Wadolowski, the meeting's chairperson,
denounced the media coverage of Solidarity's
activity, rnentioning especially the local TV and
the evening paper Kurier Szczecinski. Other
items included a discussion of worker-
management relations in the factories, the
balance-sheet of implementation of the August
Agreements so far, reports on the work of the
National Co-ordinating Commitee, and
consideration of various recent provocations
against the movement in Szczecin. The meeting
also expressed general indignation over the
tendentious East German and Czechoslovak
press coverage of events in Pbland.

As a result of Wadolowski's criticism, the Kurier
editor present at the meeting demonstratively
walked out and the following day's issue of the
paper carried an attack on Wadolowski as well as

an attempted justitlcation of Kurier's attitude
towards reporting on Solidarity. But the
organisation's leadership was prepared for this
and had a battle-plan for hitting backi

Jedno5f No. ?? reports that the nighr of 6-7
November witnessed feverish activity al"
Solidarity's headquarters in the fire-stati,on in
Firlicka street. People were coming and going,
telephones ringing, posters and banners weie-'
being hung up to dry and megaphones were being'
put in working order.

trams ready to move
them up with leaflets.
latest issue of Jedno5d
will be issued to the population at the Ruch,,
Newspaper Kiosks all over the city. Students will
stand by the kiosks in case of trouble. :.,,r,

At 4.30 four trams leave the depot loaded up
with leaflets and stude-nts. Several cars drive in .
front of the trams so that they can be onthand'in,,,1
the event of any police provocation. Each
has two flags in front and a big

placards'Solidarity' as well as
working - class is the healthy
socialism' and 'Democracy is not
government gesture to society'. Between
a.m. and again between 2-:4 p.m. the
criss-cross the city. They stop at the usual
but instead of picking up passengers they
out leaflets, while a student reads. out the
the leaflet over a loudspeaker. 

...j
People react in different ways: most pick up th ,

leaflets anil hide them; some, uncomprehending,
don't pick them up, after all mass action like it .

has never been seen before in Szczecin. The
leaflets are blown about by the wind and some
people run down the street after them. The trams,
trundle along surrounded by a white cloud of..,,,
paper. At the newspaper stands a copy of the
leaflet is put into every copy of Kurier. ,i 

.,r.

The action was a complete success and the
shocked, police steered clear of everything,.
Afterwards, Kurier adopted a more cautious_.,
approach to distorting the news about Solidarity,ri;,,
preferring to select the most uncompromising,
sections of Wadolowski's speeches and report.",
them without comment in the hope of scaring the ,,

middle classes.

THE STUDENTS MOVE
rir'!t r''::'

In the Autumn and winter of 1980 workers in a
number of occupations with the most pressing
econoritic difficulties organised national. ,,

struggles for wage increases and improvements in ;

working conditions, making use of the great
political victory won by the working class in
August. One of the earlier of these battles
involved printing workers. In the 1950s they had
been fourth in the national wage tables, but since
then they had fallen very far behind ending up as
one of the lower paid sections of workers. A

l,A

'Watch out on the road' -cartoon in Kommunikat
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and formed a print-workers section of
both nationally and in Szczecin

important sectional strike involved
in the health service. This began in
on 7 November. The strike focused

on low pay and chronic staff shortages:
of health workers earned less than 3,000 zl a

and the service is some 40s/o understaffed.
on these problems had been

in the Gdansk agreement but had not

Sunday 9 November students at Szezecin's
Academy of Medicine (PAM)

decided to strike and occupy the student cultural
centre'Trans'. (See JednoSd No.14 for extensive
coverage.) The decision was taken first by the
PAM Independent Student Association (on the
ISA see below) and quickly backed by the old
official youth organisation in PAM, the SZSP. A
l2-member strike committee was formed that
day, involvine ISA and SZSP members as well as

independent students elected at a mass meeting in
Trans that night. The occupation began
immediately that night, as the strike committee
woke up students in the hostels so that they could
participate. By 6 a.m. on the Monday morning
600 students were occupying; by midday the
figure had risen to 1300.

The strike's aim was expressed in a large poster
saying: 'We solidarise with the Health Service,
which can't go on strike'. As every day passed,

student self-management of the occupation
developed. Working committees were established
to organise the various tasks, posters and leaflets
were produced, communiques were issued at the
hospitals informing the population about the
health workers' complaints concerning the
r4edical service. The students laid down their
'own rules for the running of the occupation.
Actors came from the national theatre and gave
readings of Milosc's poetry; another evening a

film was shown.

From the first day, solidarity delegations arrived
at the cultural centre. By Wednesday 12

November support had come from 2l enterpribes
of all sorts. Money sent Was allocated by the
students towards the buying of medical
,equipment that is most urgently needed. The
Sluchacze Zawodowego Studium Medycznego
broke off its' theory classes as a gesture of
support but worked in hospitals as attendants
and in other jobs where they were most required.

On 15 November the MKR in Szczecin called on
the area's MPs in the Sejm to intervene to bring a
settlement of 'the dispute. And on the lTth a
government commission headed by Minister A.
Jedynak signed an agreement with the health
service workers'leaders. The following pay
increases were to take effect from I December:
those earning less than 4000 zl would get a rise of
1,300 zl; those earning 4-6,000 would get another
1,000; those earning 6-8,000 would get another

,800 and those earning above 8,000 would get

another 400 a month. There were also to be
increases in overtime pay, more funds were to be
given to medical academics and institutions, the
government pledged that 5 9o of national income
would go to the health services plu s 2t/o of all
investrnent outlays. The government also
promised to consult with Solidarity on future
policy.
The students' sudden entry onto the public stage
in Szczecin, both in the Kurier affair and in the
PAM strike had been preceded by a lengthy
period of gestation within the city's five colleges.
As early as 25 September a 'Provisional
Founding Committee of the Independent

Student Association' had issued an appeal to the
student community. It called, among other
things, for a democratisation of education, for
pluralisrn in the student movement and for a
student organisation not tied, like the official
youth organisation, the SZSP, to one particular
ideology (in the SZSP's case, so-called
'Marxism-Leninism'). (On the origins of the
Szczecin student movement, see Jedno5d No.10.)

On 2 October, the Pax Youth Association Centre
organised a discussion forum in which several
hundred students participated, and the meeting
resulted in the creation of TKZs, that is

Provisional Founding Committees, in all five
colleges. During the many subsequent meetings
in October clarification of the issues was greatly
helped by numerous student publications from
other parts of the country, where the movement
was further developed. One of the biggest issues

debated by the Szczecin students was whether the
new organisation should be non-political: this in
the end carried the day on the grounds that in
this way it could more effectively present the
students' wishes to the academic ancl political
authorities. Many members of the SZSP
participated, but quite a few of the so-called
'activists' adopted the line that 'we must change
as much as possible so that pverything remains
the same'.

The strongest base for the Independent Student
Association was in the Pedagogical Institute
where the organisation was recognised in a joint
communique of the Founding Committee and
the Rector on 6 October. The NZS there (Polish
initials for Independent Student Association)
began an information bulletin called
Polcebkiem. In the Pomeranian Medical
Academy the situation was more complicated.
The TKZ and 'the SZSP formed a joint
commission along with iome non-aligned
students, but there was disunity when about 80
students signed a declaration joining the
Wroclaw-initiated Association of Polish
students, which the SZSP-led joint commission
swiftly denounced. In the Polytechnic, one group
of TKZ leaders paralysed the movement for a
while by insisting that every action of the TKZ,'
even the most minute, must first be agreed by a
mass meeting of students. In the Agricultural
Academy great efforts were made'to launch the
NZS and on Zl-October the TKZ there launched
its own bulletin, Kret (the Mole).

Kret's first issue reported that the MKR had
made its meeting hall available for a meeting of
all the representatives of the independent student
movement in the 5 colleges on 12 October. A
second meeting was scheduled for 30 October in
Korabia with leaders of Szczecin Solidarity. Kret
editors announce enticingly: 'There is a real
possibility that the meeting will be attended by
Lech Walesa from Gdansk (if his time permits).'
By the time that the PAM student occupation
was over, the Szczecin student movement was
rallying around the Independent Student
Association established nationally at a delegate
meeting in Warsaw on 18-19 October.

The friendly relations established between
Solidarity and the student movement also
applied to its links with the emerging Rural
Solidarity in the Province. While workers from a
number of state farms were in Szczecin Solidarity
itself, private farmers organised separately.
Kommunikat No.36 reported that Rural
Solidarity had held its provincial founding
conference on I I November. The Warski
workers' cultural centre, Korabia was made
available to the farmers and the MKR produced
1,000 copies of Rural Solidarity's statutes for the
occasion, 'in the interests of worker-peasant
solidarity', as Kommunikat explained. Earlier, in
mid-October, ,$slidarity leaders had also held a
meeting with representatives of private artisans
who complained about the injustices that they
suffered at the hands of the authqrities.

]t.s.z,z, TO:

- DROGA DO NAPRAWY KRAJU

- STABILIZACJA I POKOJ SPOIECZNY

-- FACHOWOSC I C,OSPODARNOSC

_WALKA Z NADUZYCIAMI

_ SZACUNEK DLA CZTOWIEKA PRACY

_OBRONA PRAW PRACOWNICZYCH

- TROSKA O GODNE WARUNKI ZYCIA

-OIWARTA Dft)GA DLA MLODEGO

POKOLENIA

,SY5-IYPLIilA . ZIIECYDOYA}IIE J
DETERMI}IATJA POLSKIEJ

ILA5Y R0B0T]rrCZEJ-
,

.6IIIARA}ICJA TYCH DOKONA}I !

Szczecin Solidarity leaflet with translation below

SOLU)ARITY MEANS:

- the way to get the country back on its
feet

- social calm and stability
maintenance of standards and good

organisation

- the fight against abuses

- respect for the working people

- the defence of workers' rights

- the battle for decent living standards

- a clear road for the younger generation

THE DISCPLINE, RESOLUTENESS,
AND DETERMINATION OF THE
POLISH WORKING CLASS ARE THE
GUARANTEE OF THESE CONQUESTS

KKP MEETING ANDTHE ENDING OF THE
MIXED COMMISSION

On 18-19 November the national leadership of
Solidarity came to Szczecin for a meeting of the
National Co-ordinating Committee. The'MKR
made the gathering an occasion for celebration
as well as business: on the second day of the visit,
there was a mass meeting in the Kasprowicze
Park's summer theatre attended by over 30,000
people and in the evening Szczecin artists, actors
and actresses put on a theatrical evening for the

- Solidarity leaders at the Wspolczesny Theatre.

But the first job of the visit was a meeting bet-
ween Lech Walesa and departmental delegates
from Warski and the MKR plenum; then a
rneeting with the MKR Presidium, followed by a
meeting with the workers from thf coastal
enterprises. A thousand people crowded into
Korabia for this latter meeting. First Walesa
spoke and answered questions. He then
introduced the meeting's other speaker, Jacek
Kuron, who, in the words of the JednoSd
reporter, 'was greeted with a long ovation'.

The week after the National Co-ordinating
Committee's (KKP) visit, the Mixed Commission
set up at the end of the August strike was
disbanded and its Vice-President and MKR
leader Jaroslaw Mroczek, along with MKR
deputy Chairperson Jurczuk and MKR member
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Zielinski withdrew from.Solidarity. The proposal
to disband the Mixed Commission came from the
cornmission itself, arguing that with the
registration of Solidarity, the commission's
functions should be taken over by the Solidarity
National Co-ordinating Committee and by the
appropriate government-al bodies. However, it
also seems likely that there had been conflict
between the Mixed Commission and sections of
the Solidarity membership. Although the
Commission stated that out of the 800 disputes it
took up, 9090 were settled in the complainant's
favour, it may have to some extent been an
alternative centre of policy to the MKR
Presidium itself . Furthermore, three MKR
leaders who resigned from Solidarity indicated
that they now felt alienated frorn the movement
and this distance can be seen in Mroczek's case in
the answers he gave during an interview with the
Party weekly, Polityka on 18 October. On the
issue of the future organisation of trade union
activity he considered there would be a return to
industrial branch unions and that the work
would be Carried out by others than those
currently leading Solidarity. And in reaction to
Polityka's question about his attitude to
unemployment, he replied: 'Unemployment?
Let's call it more gently a labour market. If we
demand from directors that they carry out their
responsibilities well, then they should have the
right to sack people.'

There was no public dispute over the resignation
of the 3 MKR leaders, which was handled very
smoothly, but as a result, the MKR Presidium
was undoubtedly strengthened around the
leadership of Marian Jurczyk and Stasek
Wadolowski. The growing weight and vigour of
Jedno5d was also a powerful aid to the
strengthening of the movement.

JEDNOSC

JednoSC has, since the start of December, been
the most substantial mouthpiece that Solidarity
has anywhere in the country. It is explicitly
proletarian in its political outlook, with articles
championing the working class as the leading
force in social and political life.

It is not simply a bulletin but a fully fledged
tabloid and it contains not only official
Solidarity communiques and news reports, but
major feature articles, theoretical pieces,
discussions, readers' letters,. poems and so on.
Above all, JednoSd's editors have mounted a
direct ideological challenge to the local official
media and the political authorities, explicitly
contesting their view of such issues as the
economic crisis, the nature of socialism, the role
of the working class, of the media and even the
social character of the government itself. It thus
seeks to champion the struggle of Solidarity in
the field of ideas as well as in the arena of
practical di'sputes.

Equally remarkable, the paper's editors have
successfully carried through the technical and
political battle to make JednoSd a mass paper.
When faced with insuperable obstacles to
production in Szczecin itself they got it produced
in a nearby town. When able'to"bring production
back to the city they used the sgrong support of
workers in a paper mill, who were prepared to
produce extra paper for Jedno5d on their free
Saturdays, and also of printing workers who
were ready to put'in extra hours to get the paper
out. When preparing the special issue for the
l97A commemoration in December (see the
photo of its front cover on pg.28 of this issue) the
police subjected the editors to severe harassment
which would have led to an immediate strike in
the shipyards if the editors had informed the
workers of what they were facing. Instead, the
editors and printers beat the problem themselves
and irrstead of 15,000 copies'(the figure allowed

by the police and by national standards very
large for Solidarity) 50,000 copies came out on
the day. And after Christmas, Jedno5d was ready
to do battle with official censorship, gaining a
100,000 run for the paper and sales in the Ruch
kiosks while refusing to tolerate the censor's
pencil. When the authorities tried to censor the
second large-circulation number in January,
Solidarity closed down the official press in the
city in response.

Most of the editors came from the Pedagogical
Institute and joined JednoSd's founder, Leszek
Dlouchy during the August strike. Two more
editors, from PAX, joined the board later. While
working very closely with the MKR leadership,
the .IednoS6's board is not under the Solidarity
leadership's editorial control: there is agreement
that the board alone should take the decisions on
content.

The Warski workers are served with an excellent
bulletin of their own, edited by Stasek
Wisniewski of the MKR Presidium and printed
in some 6,000 copies almost daily on the off-set
machine in the shipyard, with permission of the
shipyard director , Ozymek. It contains cartoons
and discussion articles as well as information and
official Solidarity statements.

IN MEMORY OF 1970

It is hard to exaggerate the importance of the
memory of 1970 in the lives and thoughts of the
workers in Szczecin. The MKR took immense
care to organise the ceremony, in conjunction
with the Warski Workers' Commission, in the
way that met with the wishes of the workers
themselves. The ceremony began at7 a.m. on 17
December, with a mass for the dead at St.
Jacob's Cathedral. At l0 a.m. a delegation from
the MKR and the Shipyard workers' commission
visited the graves of the dead workers. At 4 p.m.
the main commemoration ceremony took place
at the main gate of the Warski shipyard where
the monument was built. The railway union's
band played and the monument was opened by a
young Warski editor crippled by a police sniper
in 1970 (the shipyard workers had made a special
entrance for him to his home). In the evening
there was an MKR commemoration meeting in
Korabia.

The entire ceremony was a working class event,
organised exclusively by Solidarity. Unlike in
Gdansk, tro provision was made for official
participation by the government, although
Provincial Party Secretary Brych and Warski
director Ozymek joined in the commemoration.
The official participants were Warski delegates,
the MKR Presidium, 300 delegates of factories in

Holding a wreath at grave of 1970 victims (left to
right): Vice-Chairperson S. Wadolowski,
Chairperson Marian Jurczyk, Yice-Chairperson
Stanislaw Kocjan (from, the 'P-olice' chemical
plant).

Western Pomerania, a miners' delegation,
national, leaders of Solidarity, the Polish
Episcopate, representatives of individual
peasants and newspaper correspondents. During
the commemoration the participants
unanimously supported a resolution pledging
themselves-to defend the principles of equality
and social justice; to struggle for the right to
suitable reward for work and to a just division of
the product of work for a secure life, medical
care and access to the cultural achievements of
humanity; to uphold the right to a dignified life
in an independent country and to preserve the
beliefs of their forefathers;'to strengthen unity.in
action to achieve harmony among citizens and to
act in solidarity to prevent anyone attacking the
people's work or the people themselves; to extent
a friendly hand to the people of all countries, but
to prevent any slandering of our ideas or any
attempt to end the right to freedom and the
achievements already gained; to ensure respect
for the law and the bringing to justice of those
responsible for the Decembef tragedy as well as

those responsible for b\inging the country to the
brink of catastrophe. The resolution ended by
appealing for God's help. ,

Those who had lived through the nightmare of
1970 could scarcely have dreamed of the
transformation of their lives that has taken place
since August 1980 in Szczecin. The road to the
final victory of the Szczecin workers in the
struggle to control their own destiny remains a

long one. But today at least they have a gigantic
weapon of organised Solidarity in their hands, a
force that no enemy can lgnore or trifle witn.

Leader of workers' guard in Warski in 19E0 strike assisting an invalid
from lmO in irnveiling the monument to the dead.
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'A Selection from 'JednoS6'

o
lie to the

The radical

October.)

'. ' 'FriendS,*' I'm writing this letter because maybe the sharing of a few
i 'thoughts could in some way be helpful. First of all I'd like to

introduce myself. My name is Wojciech Bazikowski and I live in
' , Gdynia. At present I am within the Kielce Province and this letter

is being sent courtesy of my daughter. I am 45 years of age and a
' I formeishjp's mechanig from Daimor. For ten years on an invalid
I' pension due to an accident at sea. No doubt some of the older
, workers of the Factory for Trawler Building may remember me,

maybe from the building of the ship Aries in 1966, or maybe from
, the repair shipyard. Now let me share a few thought which people

should recall.

'* ' InOctober 1956 Iwasauniondelegateof theschoolof seafishing
. (at the time I was a second mechanic on the ship Jan Turlejski) to

, l the election meeting of the newly created Trade Union of the
' the election meeting of the newly-created Trade Union of Dockers

:' meeting in the hall of the Maritime School, also decided to join
the union. As leader of the new union we elected the last leader of' 
the Transport Workers - Dockers and Sailors section before the

aftei n.urly 20 years because people trusted hirn, remembering his

.At.ntlt

I ,, (a) The genuine representation of the interests and rights of union
members.

other words the state apparatus which we understood to be the
natt__,t' 

,,, , creation of an independent trade union. i

, , (c) The inclusion of our union into the International Union of
' , ' Maritime and Dock Workers which grouped together unions
,., (mainly left-wing) froin over 60 countries.

: After the election of a new uilion leadership I was one of the 300
delegates of the coast to the famous 'open party meeting' in the

.,,, ' Ministry, where . the delegates gave a decisive vote of no-
,,' confidence in the Minister Popir and where we demanded that

gives the
in Poland.

Prof. Darski take over as Minister. The delegates of the coast in
October showed a decisive solidarity and unity of purpose in their
demands. After the union's creation only the first two demands
were realised.,The third, despite strenuous efforts turned out to
be.una.ghievable. The authorities were desperately afraid of our
union joining the international union. Such an entry would have
indicated that in the event of a strike by our union, no Polish ship
would have been loaded or unloaded it for.ign ports by dockers
who were.ryrembers of this union.

I write about this because despite what the strikers are currently
being accused of, there has existed within People's Poland the
precedent for the creation of a relatively independent trade union,
which was independent only a short time but in that time
genuinely did a lot of good. In time, the worthwhile people within
the union were outmanoeuvred and how it looked these days,
well, you know better than me. Remember that you are not
demanding anything new, but continuing what an older
generation demanded 24 "years ago. My generation made the
mistake because it allowed to be taken away what was one of the

socialist outlook strongly expressed in some of the pieces is
representative af a trend that can be found frequently among
younger intellectuals inside and outside the Party working with
complete dedication in on organic relationship with the workers'
movement. Alt arttcles in the earliest issues were unsigned.)

Union in 1956

JednoSd issue devoted to the memory of 1970. The picture shows the
Provincial Party headquarters being burnt down in front of a huge

icrowd.

defending the interests of working people with that real.strength
of which everyone will have to take account. Elect trusted, hard
and wise people.

I'd like in this letter to remember one more wonderful page of
solidarity of people connected with the sea, at present almost
completely forgotten. In t957, the fleet of the firm Dalmor was

on strike. The ships left their fishing grounds and returned to
Gdynia. The authorities wanted to victimise the members of the
strike committee and the ships' captains by sacking them. This
was not achieved because in solidarity with us, the Gdansk and
Co**une shipyards threatened to stiike if a hair of the striking
fishermen was touched. We didn't win much but the decisive
stance of the above mentioned unions ensured that there really
wasn't a single victiinisation. At the time we were all members of
the same union. /

Elect to the leadership of the union people in whom you really
have faith, people who can't be bought and create a united and
strong union. Ii you are accused of creating a precedent, don't
worry: a similar union wai created 24 years ago. You have shown
great decisivenessi steadfastness and maybe more political
wisdorn than we did, the people from 24 years ago. Don't waste
this. Despite the fact that I stand now, as a pensioner, somewhat
on the sidelines of the action, I am with you with all my heart.
Social justice and the sovereignty of our country have always been

matters dearest to me. I arn returning to the coast only at the
beginning of September. My means are somewhat limited'. But if I
can be of help in anything, I am always at your service.

reminiscences are of anythink that these few thoughts andmost
you may read this letter to everyone who you wish.

If you

':'.
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The Workers' Trade Union Movement'solidarity' and Socialism

(The following is an official declaration by the Inter-College Co-
ordinating Committee of Solidarity in the Szczecin region, tlte
body that links together the staff of Szczecin's five colleges of
Higher Education. It was published as a special supplement to
JednoSC No.l4 and r€produced in Kommunikat, the Warski
shipyard workers' bulletin.

'Hitherto all movements have been either minority move-
ments or movements in the interests of the minority. The
proletarian movement is a huge independent movement re-
presenting the interests'of the majority.'

- Karl Marx.

In the three decades sirice the founding of the Polish People's
Republic, the working class has realised that it can't siinply
depend upon the graces orrigood wishes of the ruling stratum,
whose interests are clearly at odds with those of the workers,
peasants and intellectuals. The workers of the Baltic Coast in
August 1980 demanded that the highest authorities accept the
existence of ,'trade unions independent of the party and
employers'. The independent and self-governing trade union
'Solidarity' has become a reality. Since that time our Union
has become increasingly strong thanks to the massive
support that the broad masses of the working people have
given to it.

The crucial changes now taking place are proof of the Polish
working class's tralsformation from a class in itself into a class
for itself, into a class possessing not only labour power but also
the power of imagination, of intellect and reflection, into a class
of educated and uncompromising people, firm in work and in the
struggle for its liberation, into a class of disciplined and just
people who, thanks to their correct thinking and deep Christiam
feeling identify with injustice and with the struggle of the nations
of the world against it, into a class of people who understand the
inexorable need to introduce far-reaching and radical changes in
the relations of production and in the entire superstructure.

The thinking of the Polish working class has the clarity of a great
savant just as its work has the relentlessness and heroism of
,,Prornetheus. The Polish proletarians have no illusions, that is,
they are aware that they must unceasingly carry their activity
forward, whose aim is the complete liberation of labour from the
restrictions which still lie heavily upon it, restrictions which lie
embedded in the relations of production as well as in the
superstructure.

The historical process in which an every more powerful woiking
class is breaking through the restrictions on production, exchange
and consumption has been going on uninterruptedly for yeatrs.

The workers' movement continually grows in strength and the
trade union Solidarity is a good example of this process. Among
the intellectuals at the Same time the conviction of the importance
of the role of the working class in Poland is growing. The
consciousness of various groups of intellectuals is growing so
quickly that it seems they will be proletarianised in the near
future. The trade union Solidarity meanwhile wins a new ally in
the forrn of working (progressive) intellbctuals.

Nor should changes within the working class be ignored. They are
taking place slowly, while the formation of a truly progressive
form of organisation of an independent peasant movement will
also requir€ a great amount of work and a long period of time.

No matter how one looks at our reality, the key to understanding
it lies in the long struggle of the Polish proletariat for the
liberation of labour. What is involved in this struggle?

If we reply that it involves true socialism, undistorted soci'alism,
we will not be explaining very much. We will therefore try to
explain the essence of this struggle.

The right to private property in the means of production was
abolished in our country wlren production was put under state
ownership. These facts are commonly accepted in Poland. The

)

argument begins when official propaganda tells the entire natiqn
that in Poland the means of production are socially owned.
Theoretically, under socialism the means of production ifroufa Ui
held in common ownership by those who aCtually use them, that
is, the working class. But if the social ownership of the means of
production is to be a true fact and not simply a propaganda
statement then it involves control over one's own labour power,
control and the full right to decide on the social subject of that
labour; it means a structure of legal and political norms in
harmony with the needs of the world of labour.

State ownership and social ownership of the means of production
are two completely differOnt concepts which should never be

confused. The means of production may be owned by the state
but this does not mean that they are thereby the social property of
the working class.

We will now attempt to reply to the question mentioned earlier
about the logic of working class demands.

This class, acting in a ftamework within which private ownership
of the means of production has been legally (and only legally!!!)
abolished, is carrying on a definite struggle to socially control the
state-owned means of production, of whieh the events of 1956,
1970, 1976 and 1980 are examples and are external manifestations
of the process of working-class liberation. If this is the essence of
the workers' struggle, then the trade union movement Solidarity
is a socialist movement in the purest sense of the terlh.

Socialism, furthermore, is not a condition but a process of
historical change realised by the historical initiative of the
working class which attempts to intensify the power of its own
labour by socialising the state-owned means of production.

It clearly emerges -from this that the socialist trade union
movement Solidarity will resolutely and absolutely oppose all
forms of parasitism upon the living organism of the nation's
labour. The thinker who said that in societies 'drones kill those
who work' was right.

In post-war Poland, the working class, functioning in conditions
in which the government had abolished private ownership of the
means of production, was caught in the process of the growth of
an administrative and managerial apparatus. For years the
apparatus has strengthened its monopoly, benefiting from the
influences and privileges which it procured for itself in the legal
and political structure of the state.

And even though it has no legal basis for private use of state-
owned means of production, in practice it nevertheless has the
role of a private owner of socialistmeans of production. It had to
take over these means, against the interests of the Polish working
class.

The world of working people now demands the proper return of
this illegally acquired ownership. Furthermore, this world holds
before its eyes a book and reads that socialism in fact gave the
actual tser the ownership of the means of production, or rather
the right to decide what concerns himself, his work and the state.

The fact that the ruling stratum appeals so frequently to the
interests of the working class (how many times has it been
betrayedlll) or to the good of the nation means nothing. No
intelligent person takes such statements seriously. We can be
happy, however, that in conditions where capitalist ownership has
been abolished, the ruling stratum with its allied interest groups
could not enforce its monopoly of power sufficiently to
completely enslave the Polish world of labour, the working classes
of the Polish nation. It will be that much more difficult for it to
rule ryith the old methods.

The trade union movement Solidarity will do this successfully
thanks to the socialist social order. Its present programme is a
sincere response to the deformation and perversion of the

T



The independent and self-Boverning trade union Solidarity takes

upon itseif the responsibility of defending the interests of working
people. The working class will in any case reach out sooner or
later in a radical wat for the very roots of the social evil.

The history of the strike struggle is the open book of the
Polish working class,

Who is who?

(Taken from JednoSC No.1l, 30 October, Szczecin.)

'For us, Communism is not a state stage which was to be brought
about, neither is it an ideal towards which we should direct
reality. What we mean by communism is the real movement
which brings down the status quo.' (Karl Marx)

A spectre is haunting Polapd - the spectre of anti-socialist
forces. Fverybody who has a corrupt and middle-class style of
thought and life to defend has united to organise a holy war
against this Spectre. They pin the label on all who think
differently from them. It's as if a particularly group of people had
a 'patent' on socialism and the rest of the nation was obliged to
p.assively abase itself before a fantasy world through the
unmasking of reality.

But the worst of such ways of thinking is the attribution which
has come to fruition since the war of the label 'anti-socialist
forces' to the workers' movement itself. Has anyone ever seen
such a thing as an authentic movement of the workers, directed
towards the liberation of the proletariat, which had an anti-
socialist character? For the real liberation of the proletariat can
only take plaee on the road of the socialisation (something

state of the means of

The Media Pundits

First came Jerzy Arnbroziewicz - who deserves a place in history
as the first strike correspondent on Polish TV. To give him his
due, he didn't say very much and what he did say wasn't too bad,
since no-one'can remember much about it. Beyond that, he did of
course preface what he said with 'I personally . . . ' .

Then along came Ryszard Wojna, who talked much too much
and did it very pompously. Mr Wojna has for some time now
given the impiession of knowing abiolutely everything and that
must indeed be so, since it's obvious that he isn't able to learn
any[hing from what's going on. He does onthe other hand teach,
or rather instruct other people, warn them and threaten them. He
was in great form on 26 August on TV and'the next day in his
article, 'The dividing line', in Trybuna Ludu. As a member of the
Sejm and CC member, he was of course at liberty to expound.
Unfortunately, Wojna's threats weren't the first we'd heard, and
the media men weren't the only ones muttering them. Have we
heard the last of them, or does anyone else fancy comparing the

,iledno56 editorial board, from left to right: Jerzy Debnicek, Leszek

',Qfouchy, Jerzy Wojciechowski, Michal Kawecki, Jaroslaw Piwar,
Krzysztof Satacinski, Miroslaw Latka.

The proletarians have nothing to lose in this struggle except their
degradation.

lnter-College Consultation Com mittee
'Solidarity'
Szczecin Region

necessary for the workers and peasants to become the real owners
of the machines and tools with which they work and of the land
which they cultivate. They desire a guarantee of their right to
decide about the most fundamental questions which is the very
opposite of wanting to personally fill managerial posts in the sate
or economic apparatuses. They long for the government, the
administration and the other apparatuses to become genuinely
representative and spokespeople for the interests of those whose
hard daily labour 'provides the basic preconditions for the
existence of the nation. This movement, as is evident, is socialist
in its very essence, and anybody who cannot grasp this is
condemned to remain on the sidelines of the current history of the
nation, far from the creative current of history.

Might it not be the case that the people who shout about anti-
socialist forces are really getting at something else altogether?
More than once in the history of ideology someone has
proclaimed that they have found the one and only key to the
building of socialism and found the solution to all human
problems. The feudal ideologies talked about socialism after the
bourgeois revolution in France; the petty bourgeoisie similarly
wanted to reorganise the world according to its own socialist
fantasies; there came a time when German philosophy considered
their conception of socialism to be the only 'authentic' one and
the bourgeoisie to this day talks about socialism of its own kind,
intended to preserve the old order in the world. This is to leave
out utopian socialism and all those who over the centuries have
distorted, deformed and mangled the humanist ideals of working-
class progressive socialism.

Who then are the anti-socialist forces? He who wants to strike
home must first understand.

But what is the significance of the fact that the movement, of
workers called NSZZ 'Solidarity' calls for a progressive
socialism? What might this socialism look like? What guarantees
are there that this will be the real thing? Such a guarantee can
only be provided by the nation itself, by the activity of the
workers themselves through realising their own aspirations and
not through the voices of professional parliamentarians. The
ideals of the proletariat cannot be 'incorrect' because they are
developed directly from labour, from what makes a human being
a human being.

situation to the l Sth century and the partitions?

After Wojna came Mieczyslaw F. Rakowski, editor-in-chief of
Polityka, the next super-correspondent on TV. His line, for a
change, is rather original. He made plain his views on the current
crisis and strikes in a speech at the 6th CC Plenum of the PU_WP,

when he said:'As has been said from this platform before, the
prime movers and participants in these strikes are younger
workers. The conclusion is obvious: our methods of bringlng up
and educating youth are incorrect.'

And he continues to try and push his own mean version of reality
in his new job. As a thoroughbred bourgeois ideologue, trying to
keep up with events, he's prepared to put his mind to elevating
education or anything else onto a pedestal to defend his position

- anything, that is, except real, live human toil. It was after all
hard, heavy work that shaped the ideological consciousness of the
Polish working class. That consciousness - as it turned out - is
the driving force behind developments now. All pseudo-
ideologues must be relegated to the sidelines, for they represent
yet another constraint on progress in society

quite
.Itis

(From Jedno5b No.g, 24 October 1980.)
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The Most Urgent Tasks

(The following article, from JednoSb No.16, 12 December 198A,

provoked a sharp attack from the authorities when it appeared.)

The spirit of change that has'swept across the nation from the

Baltic is inspirecl by the clemancl for full socialist democracy in all

spheres of Polish society. We have to acknowleclge that hitherto
the party, in 35 years of power, has had disproportionate success

in the sphere of Lconomic policies favouring,indiviclual members,

who have enjoyecl a ,ety high stanclard of living. Economic

success as regards industrialisation has bebn achieved thanks to
creclit taken out abroacl, with scant consideration for the potential

consequences, namgty the disaster to which that course has led.

Now we cliscover that party rnembers have been treating the

running of the country as if it were their own private business.

What *ittr their contempt for working people, the behaviour of
many party worthies ancl their minions has been somewhat

reminiscent of that of an occupying power in a subjugated

country. Superciliousness and corruption, not to mention the

egocentricity of influential individuals, have alienated the party
from the polish pbople as a whole. The only course left open was

for mass self-defence

During the events of August, the party, as the so-callecl leacling

po*.i in the country, showed no evidence whatsoever of
patriotism. Its leadership and the state did nothing to halt huge

losses, blamed on the striking workers, as they did not want

workers' participation in the power structure. It is obvious that

the party;s clestructive policies must stop, &s must its hold on

sinecures and consequent inaction.

Now that most workers have cleclarecl thernselves behincl the

inclepenclent, autonomous unions, party rnembers are wondering
how to prevent workers'participation in the country's power

structures.

But what we need next are governments representing the entire
working class, modelled on the ones so thoroughly described in
our textbooks.

The first stage of democratisation should involve the restoration
of olcl ancl valuable principles, among them: a) justice, b)

consicleration for the individual, and c) a fair economic deal for
all rational citizens. These should be the aim of all whose notions
of justice have not been distorted and , corrupted by private

interests in the worst sense of the phrase. All the trumpeting and

cleclarations we have heard hitherto about the high moral

stanclarcls of party members, about their adherence to the law and

their exemplary lifestyles were mere bluff to the working class,

that has consistently been treated like pariahs. All the

cleclarations ancl propaganda about great successes were a smoke

screen over the private advantages many party members seized,

stealing the common wealth of the nation, collectively created by
the hands of the working class.

So one of the tasks of the independent, autonomous unions will
be to cleanse all government departments, institutions and state

ancl collective enterprises of those incapable of reorientation, of
the malicious ancl of careerists, the opportunists with diplomas,
of those with dirty hands in private enterprise and of surplus
office workers.

Justice, inseparable partner of ''socialist democracy, is the
guarantee of ths clevelopment of democracy even in the political

sphere, and is therefore the ally of the party. Justice is the
guarantor of a socialist legal system, the equal rights of all
citizens,, and therefore their rights to have their physical' and
material needs satisfied. It demands the collectivisation of means

of production and division of labour, and implies broad
involvement of the working class and working masses in decision-
making on the national economy.

Justice must reclaim its true meaning, given the distortion it has

suffered so long. This it will achieve when those with dirty hands

are made accountable to the producers.

By Ferdinand Wolinski , , 
.- ,,;

Consideration for the individual is inextricably linked rvith thel
notion of justice. The individual worker is therefore all the more:
entitled to respect. The .Christian faith provides the most apt
definition of respect: may the highest (in the social scale) serviae
the lowest. In many cases it is necessary to lead the, simple;;
helpless worker on to the right path, in work and outside it. Such
action enhances the dignity both of the person off€ring aid and of
the one receiving it. This characteristic has been lost in human
relations in the post-war period. Its.place has been taken by lack
of consideration. Thus not only has the respect for the individual'
worker's work been diminished, so has respect of the individual,
and therefore the entire worki[g class - with the exception, we
understand, of party members.

Is not the squandering of the nation's wealth an indignity to the
working masses, when the wealth has been created by them and
they are exhorted to work forever harder without adequate
recompense? This lack of regard for people's work has increased
in recent years sinee the new regional division was brought in,
with a huge administrative network (49 reglons were created) and'
a plethora of directorships instituted, even in kindergartens.
Promotions were not awarded in consideration of sound work
experience, or economically appropriate ,running of concerris,
they were made in a conceited, nonchalant manner degrading the'
workers. To this, and other matters, the working class responded
with strikes.

What most embittered it was that the nation had been.pushed to
the edge of disaster by those that regarded themselVes as being in'
sole possession of the right to administer it. fhis squandering of
the nation'S wealth by people with no regard for the role of
economic planning is contrary to the aims of a correct approach,,
which would depend on making decisions to achieve the best'
(most appropriate) possible financial results and production
targets. To this is linked good work organisation, a condition of
which' is the exercise of care in numbers of productive workers'
hired, and even more care in hiring unproductive (office):
workers, so that the latter do not exceed l0 per cent of the
number of productive workers. That is the ratio ih advanced,
Western capitalist countries. Economies could be made by.,
eliminating duplication of so-called centralised cooperatlvd
productive concerns. Their work could be apportioned to a series
of concerns, increasing their self-regulatory powers. This would
produce savings and remove from superflubus work somp
150-200,000 people who could be transferred to productive wo1{,

There should only be one director in units of 500 workers or less;
in units of up to 1500, a director and a deputy on technical
matters; in units above that number, a director, a technical
deputy and an administrative/financial deputy. Redundancies
among superfluous office staff should take place first among'
wives of well-paid workers (above 10,000 zlotys with premiums,
bonuses and additional pay). The titularies of the posts in which
rationalisations are to be made should be involved in discussions
on them, so that the impact on their lives of the posts being cut
will be plain. Th4t way the concerns affected will not complain
about the lack of workers.

In a country with l2 million workers in state enterprises and some
3 million in private concerns, there are some 3.5 million party'
members. That gives a ration of 4:1. The ratio should b-e

respected in hierarchies in all government departmentsn
institutions, and enterprises, in the ministries as in the allocation
of ministerial portfolios; thus the finance minister's portfolio
should be given to a non-party member so that the nation ha$
control and an accurate picture of its financial standing. This
ratio of party to non-party members is necessary so that workersl.
councils and workplace councils and all members of autonomoui
independent unions are informed about the current economic
situation in each workplace, and through the mass media. , ",

The role of NSZZ Solidarity members in conferences, councils,
meetings and workers' briefings is indispensable, and to this end
the proceedings of ministeisl councils and the Sejm should. be
broadcast in their entirety on radio or television. The CC plenum
and congress should take place wittr ttre participation 61 pgn.
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Party union members and be transrnitted in their entirety on ever-increasing reinforcement.

.i,1:1. r,r' radio; so that the nation should at last know the substance of the
:i,iiii'., : : i'PailIls debates. We cannot have one Poland for ParE mernbers The working class, as participant in administration of the nation,

fiti', '' I and another for gon'Party rnembers. an equal partner with t1ie party in all respects, will very quickly lift
::,, : the country out of its slump, taking into account the principles of
;..tr, , This position towards the state'and party does not.threaten the justice; appropriate economic poli0ies, economies and a proper
r essentiiil, political role of the party. All Poles realised the regardforhonestworkingpeople,stressingincreasedproduction,

. Significance of alliance with the USSR long ago. Our geographic atrd eliminating'from its ranks anti-socialist elements, the lazy and

....,,' 
location compels not mere maintenance of the link,\aitrei its the drunkatds, 

, .,

The Workers and Kurier

S3lida.ritl .in Szczccin'for inlormotion on the incident refened to here. But when their views are disapproved of by the representatives of the
. See also the mass leoJlet on the case pinted below.) working qlass,.they become nervous and. seek-explanations for this state

l

of affairs in places where they can't find any.
The S?.ciecin Xurier, in its article, 'The right to one's own Judgement' of
ti dt.ber ffi.h.d -, p"ttonul. u!t-u+ on a member of the MKR And what is the real basis for the difference between the workers and the

. Presidium, Stanislaw Wadolowski. If the onlv issue was the personal ;;;ild;-vi!is of reatity?
reference of editor X about S. Wadolowski, it wouldn't be worth taking
up, as we should generally not consider l(urier worth bothering about. It is simply that you get a completely different picture of the world from

' ,:But quite another matter is at stake, the conffict between two opposing i"'jiT,'ln:Hl,:trffi$tffiJ:1i,trfl:''Jffi1'H::r,|jt[:ff;fJ::,'' *i'#s:ffx'iTli,:13;lrs:#:ili.;[1i::i'"ffi'*:',1:"':::}!l'; ipx. ;iil*i5{11i,...i.,:t;;Id;"dJilfiiil;;;ffi ;;;i';
.interpretation of social relations expressed by the editorial uou.a oi differ - whether the issue is a strike or anything else'

. Szczecin Kurier. So the individual problem here concerns us only in as

ffiif,; r,'i1r.,r",., 
" 

*rai, pt.nro.ron of social significance. . so whose mouthpiece, then, are the Kurier editors? well, they manage to
. appeal perfectly to the so-called common sense which always to some

, gave their own interpretation of ths MKR'S work, its plenary meetings, Y"'ql'l 'h-.:t-important 
ones' And this common sense embraces the

il".] 
", 

jr,.r*.ration which did not correspond'torttre reemgs or ire courteous, alienated, soured middte-class layers among the intellectuals.

working people. The Kurier editors don't accept this criticism and defend
themselves with arguments that can be summarised in three basic points:

l. '...everyone has the right to express personal opinions and judg-

ments. . .'
2.'...even more does the press /have the right - Jed. Ed./, if it is to
express public opinion ...'
3. There orists the agreement, 'The Principles of Co-operation in the field.
of information', signed on ll September 1980 by tn'e MKR and'the
editors of Kuiier, which they have to abide by.

1980 is a gain that was not won by
they should kindly remember that!!

On Point 3: After making a detailed study of 'The Principles of Co-
operation in the field of information' (which the Kurier editors should
also urgently make) one can only conclude that the Kurier editors should
fairly inform the society of everything that goes on in NSZZ Solidarity.
Not a word is included about 'personal opinions' and information mqans
the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth.

We can see how Kurier fulfils that obligation by looking at the latest
report'From the Plenary session of the Szczecin MKR'(31 October). The
meeting's agenda supposedly covered 8 points and Kurier reported,
inaccurately, only a part of the proceedings, dismissing the rest with the
remark that 'the remaining business of the plenum followed the agenda'

- true, but incomplete and thus a distortion of the truth. It stemmed
from the Kurier editor's exit from the hall (to the satisfaction of the
meeting) and his consequent ignorance of what happened afterwagds.
Kurier anyway wouldn't want to write about the great many interesting
thirigs that followed. It wouldn't include in its columns how the workers
discussed: what a strong sense of responsibility they felt for the counhy's
future, how highly disciplined they are, how united, how splendidly
organised and genuinely committed. Kurier in any case dubbed that
commitment 'appealing to emotion'. The same issue contains a personal
attack :- the right to a personal opinion, you see, on the member of the
MKR Presidium who chaired this me(norable plenum, Stanislaw
Wadolowski. But at least the workers can see who has right on their side.

***,I*

. It is high.time that journalists ponder their tasks and responsibilities in'the
context of the general division of labour within the country: who is the

, real subject of national activity, the force that must be served by
everybody else - from scholars and directors to reporters and secretaries.
Let the mass media listen with due respect to the voice of the working
people and adopt an attitude of serving it. Those who stand in total
opposition to the workers' movement become an antagonistic force,
induce the tensions of , class conflict, deepen the crisis whatever
declarations and assurances to, the contrary appear in l(urier, and not
only there. And from all this comes the old style of thought: one thing in
declarations and quite another in deeds and everything superficial, in the
style of the bourgeois - '. .. for the sake of a house, ... for the sake of
Stasiek, ... for the sake of a horse, ... for the sake of a tree...' (J. Tuwim)

In the mass media for a nurnber of decades a lot of space has been
takert up with calls for more
of discipline and for better
social tension, the
even threats at the
convince us, hard

a

economrc

L

sounds

working

on our own skin,

I

t.

1,,,1,:' 'O'ne thing is certain: it's not thb workin$ cla$s' And how do we know this?

' ' . Surely, at the MKR Plenum in the Korabia hall on 30 October, the usual
Kurier editor noticed what the reaction of the assembled workers'
representatives (from 609 workplaces!) was towards S. Wadolowski's
criticisms. The enormous applatlse
Wadolowski was only expressing the
and not, as has been suggested, the personal view of the meeting's
chairperson. And the Gentlemen Editors then use Kurier to express their
own personal view, hoping that they reflect public opinion,

,,f"(Frorn JednoSC No.16, 12 December 1980,)
t

,1
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,,..Thousht which is inconsistent with the truth gives birth to facts

that ar-e inconsistent with the truth, in other words distortions and*. ..

falsehoods.,-..',--.._-
K' Marx

.The direct object of industrial co-operation is the product, not
profit. '

K- Marx

views of the overwhelming majority
from the meeting showed that S.



The strike is the law of the down-trodden, who have been

deprived of all other means of social action. It is a radical act of
.self-defence and its impact has deep social and political causes.

Instead of attacking the effects, it would be better to tackle

removing the causes, a step beneficial to both sides. Sadly, the

present lladership attacks strikes ip an increasingly strident, *uy,
iaying that in practice they are an unnecessary weapon. We can

eaiity foresee that the power apparatus will try to include in the

new trade union law in anti-strike formula along the lines th-at
, 

. . .& strike may be proclaimed after all (?) other (?) means have

been exhausted ...'. In this way the dubious holders of sociell's

mandate will be to dub every authentic workers' protest as 'the
irresponsible action of hostile elements'.

But surely the working class-, even during the August strike,

demonstrated that it w;s, without a shadow of a doubt, on the

side of socialism. It described its attitude to the system in the

words 'progressive socialism - !€5, distortions -'no!" (I)

So who will believe the lying propaganda when its screams about
the anti-socialist forces, the hostile position of some of the union
leaders or the uncommonly-dangeious for-socialism personoB€,

Jacek Kuron?

In Polish society, the understanding of the important positive role

of the working class is increasingty becoming a widespread

conviction. Masses of working people are conscious of the fact

that they have been totally disinherited from power and do not
possess the means to influence the 'legal-political state systern.

This class has been forced by the prevailing quasi-socialist

relations to create its own workers' union organisations to act in
defence of its interests and at the same time to defend the needs of
other occupational groups. It brought into being NSZZ
Solidarity.

The union movement Solidarity, organising the majority of the

working class, has the character of an authentic working class

representative; as such it is the purest form of socialist movement.

eit ttre activities of Solidarity express the will and intentions of
the working class which makes up its majority and unequivocally
establishes its working class profile.
The politico-state apparatus is 'attempting (up to now
ineffectiVely) to weaken our movement and to discredit some of
our union leaders. If the need arises, NSZZ Solidarity will
organise protest actions in defence of the world of the working
people regardless of threatened sanctions, which in any case are

,rnabte to stem the discontent and wrath of millions of working
people.

Throughout the 30-odd years of post-war history, the dconomic-
politico-state apparatus of our country has continually resorted to
the same ways and means of administering human labour, naively
believing in their effectiveness. One of these methods is to call for
harder work and to issue warnings and threats to the world of
labour when it organises protest actions. Yet it is well known that
propaganda means less than concrete changes in working
methods in factories and work places. People do not need to be
specially cajoled to work hard. It Ls enough to create the
oppropriate conditions for them.

Another of the changes in the legal-politico-state structure is the
sharpening of formal work discipline and the weighing down of
tworkers with additional responsibilities without any expansion of
their actual rights. (As also the strengthening of the politico-state
and economic apparatus's role as super-arbitrator.) It is sufficient
here to remember the Gierek Labour Code with its famous anti-
strike clause, number 52.

Yet another example of the actions of the power apparatus in the
field of directing people's work are the changes in the sphere of
enterprise economics. There is the simply magical belief in the
economic model that favours profit and bases its functioning
upon it. In our view, gearing enterprises to profit, in other words
to an exclusively economic result, will not improve either the
economic or the social situation.
Footnote
(1) This was the sign put up above the platform in the MKS
meetinghallinthe1Vaiskiyardduringthestrike.

In our view, gearing enterprises to profit, in other words to an
exclusively economic result, will not improve either the economic
or the social situation. Where profit is counted "'the most
important role is given exclusively to the production plan, not to
people. 'Business does not think, business calculates. Motiveg "'--

these are its figures.' (Karl Marx)

Wherever high profits have been achieved, they have been at the
expense of huge human costs, undoubtedly including factory
illnesses, accidents at work, thg break up of personal ties between
people, the break up of families, demoralisation, alcoholism, a
decline in work motivation, etc. (Pope John Paul II spoke of
these things in Silesia.)

Thus the extent to which the state gains, thb society loses.

National stagnation deepens.

The examples cited may seem small but are representative of the
entire activity of our power apparatus in its approach to the
practical problems of the people'q work. It must be said that this
drive from above over the last l0 years did not simply fail to
improve conditions, but did the opposite: the situation has

deteriorated. How can this state of affairs be explained?

The historical experience of the Polish People's Republic clearly
proves that the power apparatus does not represent the.interests
bf tne working ilass. (If it did, how can we explain the events of
1956, lg7}, 1976 and 1980?) This apparatus is not the
representative of the world of labour; worse, it's its denial,
negation. In this situation, the power apparatus is still only a

fofce of exploitation and violation of the world of the people's
labour.

Between the apparatus on one side and' labour on the other, a
deep class conflict exists which causes antagonisms and conflict in
the social life of our country. There remains the class struggle of
the Polish proletariat whose aim is social control over the
nationalised means of production a4d, through that, with
strengthening the forces of the entire people's labour.

Up to now the only effectively disposer of the socialist mians of
production is the politico-state and economic apparatus, acting,as

Workers massed near the Warski shipyard in Szczecin in December $74

a whole as a collective monopoly, as de facto private owners. lt
influences atl spheres of life as well as the most important
control over the use of force: the militia, army, court and prison
apparatuses.

On the left of the power apporatus is the world of labour with its
own needs and aspirations which run counter to those of the
former. The world of labour's needs and aspirations are

autentically represented by the Independent Self-Governing
Trade Union Solidarity, organising in unions both Party and non-
Party people.

In every way the concept of a two-pronged line of action by NSZZ
Solidarity is becoming valid: firstly, its role as the defender of the
workers' interests and secondly, its role as a force controlling the
power apparatus and 'exerting the necessary pressure on it,
without however participating in lovernment. This conception

r
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has emerged out of our sad experience of past years.

The world of the people's labour has been forced to take up'this
defensive struggle. It cannot be denied that in defending itself the
subject of national work will have to work out appropriate
peaceful means of struggle, among which the strike weapon is one
of many.
As can be seen, the workers' trade union movement 'solidarity' is
faced with a ,whole series of practical and theoretical questions.
Thie future effectiveness of thi practical actions will depind upon
an efficacious solution to these questions. As an authentic
oiganisation of the world of working people we have enormous

(This poem, from JednoS b No. q, wos translated into Potish by
Istvan Dabi from its origtnal language Lusation, spoken by o
Slavonic-sfieakintg minority tn the GDR.)

he sat opposite me
on the crowded evening bus rocking
on his way home it wai stuffy
work weary hands bounced

: on top of an gld bag head nodding
: ougT the handbar

; . people carefully
as if to ask did
tlrayknow ., , ,-' that it was for them that he had spent

Solidarity Elections,:
Independent Trade UnionRead this before voting! Indeper 

.soridarity,

THINK BEFORE NOMINATING A CANDIDATE!
THINK BEFORE VOTING!

You come to work every day and you know the people at your place of
'rvork ... But do you really know them? Who are the people whom you
want to write in onto your voting slip?

HAVE YOU TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT HOW THE CANDIDATE
BEHAVES ON A DAY TO DAY BASIS AT WORK!

DOES he exhibit a slavish attitude to his superiors, an ingratiating one to
his colleagues and contempt for his subordinates?
DOES he say what he thinks under all circumstances, does he listen
carefully to what others have to say?
WILL he represent Your interests in negotiations with management in a
determined and uncompromising way?

:

Judge people on the basis of their actions not just their words! ! !

REMEMBER: a great deal depends on you today.
REMEMBER: if we elect as union officials the best, most honest, most
courageous and most uncompromising among us, those who are
dedicated to the ideals of soli arity and social lustice, then the grear
o.pportunity createtl by the 'Polish August' will be exploited for the good
of all of us,.,the working people in the whole of poland.
REMEMBER: irresponsible union officials can hamper the process of
renewal and let us down.
REMEMBER: it is in these very elections that lhe responsibility is yours,
because you have the freedom of nominating candidates and of voting in
accordance with your own conscience.

THINK IT OVER!

IE a candidate is a member of political organisations think about whether
hg took advantage of his mimbership 

-of th.r. organisations to gain
undue advantages, promotion, perquisites and other p i ivileges, and
whether he really served the ideals of the working class.
IF the candidate claihs to be a Christian, consider whether he had the
courage of his convictions under all circumstances and whether you have
real respect for him.
CONSIDER, don't be guided by passing sympathy or passing fancy!
Dort't be fooled by chdap emotionat declarations!

IETIS ELECT PEOPLE WHO WON1T LET US DOWN!!!

:' ' Independent Trade Union .Solidarity'
, S zczecin Trades Council

.,

superiority over the ruling apparatus because we have at our
disposal an audacious, humanistic theory of human labour. This
fact without exaggeration can generally decide the success of the
trade union movem,ent'Solidaiity,.

A scholar once wrote that 'the effective theory is capable of
moving the masses, when it supplies proof oi hominem and
demonstrates this ad ho.minem, when it becomes radical" It is
precisely within informed radicalism where I would be inclined to
search for. the superiority of our ideas over the timorous ideas of
the ruling apparatus which, in consequence of its restricted
horizons, are simply false. !I

Mother and child with flag saying 'support the Demands of the
Shipyards' during the August strike.

Mass Leaflet

(This is the text oJ the leaflet distributed in 400,000 copies on 7
November; see article on 'Building Solidarity in Szczecin'.)

what Kurier doesn't inform you about!

on 30 october, 780 delegates from 609 work-places in the Szczecin regiondecided on th9 most important issues facing the working class. The
discussion was held in a thoroughly responsibl;, attentive and committed
atmosphere.

***
The spokesperson for the Szczecin railway workers spoke of a hunger-
strike in the wroclaw railway yards. zaji{ryd,, iil Mjrister responsible,
despite assurances on the TV to the con trary, pulled away from anynegotiations and thus prolonged this tragic situation. He lied in front ofthe TV cameras, overstating the railway workers' claim by 1,000 zlotys.Tl.. railway workers declared the *un should noi'U. 

" i"".**.r,minister

***
A shipyard worker said that in our concern for our children,s future,everybody in solidarity must be prepared, if n...rrury, ;' iat esacrifices. Today our collective activity can prevent us falling into the
abyss - tomorrow it may be too late.

***
Solidarity is quite prepared to respect the Constitution of the polish
People's Republic, the fundamental principles of the system anO itre
leading role" of the Party in society, but despite this the Warsaw District
Court, having gone against the norms of justice, cha4ged the statutes.

rF*rf

Soliilarity helped the Adolf Warski Shipyard in Szczecin to, get raw
materials for production. Without our initiative and help there was a
danger of stoppages at work without any strike being declarid. The work-
force at the Gryfia shipyard brought forward by eight days the
completion date for the M/T Kulbak. tt e daily cost of t.iping the ship
in the yard was 250,000 zl. This was on the initiative of Solidirity, despitl
obstacles from the technical administration. In the Gryfia repair
shipyar{ , 98vo of the work-force belongs to solidarity.

,F**

On 30 October du-ring the discussion in Korabia a representative of the
editorial board of Kurier Szczecinski left the meeting before the end and
instead of giving accurate information about Solidarity, trb *r"t. a
libellous article about a member of the Presidium of the Szczecin MKR -Stanislaw Wadolowski.

- I
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WARSAW
lVarsaw Solidarity is one of the most militant regional branches,
centred in a number of large factories such as Ursus Tractors, the
Zeran Car plant, the Nowotki works, and the Huta Warszawa
Steel plant. Its chairperson Zbignbiew Bujak is from Ursus, a key
centre in the 1976 strikes against price increases. He is in his early
30s and had previous experience as a member of the official youth
organisation. \ile publish here a lengthy discussion between him
and members of the editorial board of one of Warsaw Solidarity's
bulletins NTO, which is descrihed in a separate interview with one
of its editors, Wlodek \Uypych.

The 0rganisation

We publish below the transcript of a discussion which took place on 4
January f9E1 with Zbigniew Bujak, chairperson of the MKZ NSZZ
Solidarity for the Mazowsze region. We hope that some of the problems
touched on in the discussion and so.me of the opinions expressed will
arouse the interest of our readers. We await letters and replies.

Participants in the discussion were: Zbigniew Bujak, \ilojciech Kaminski,
Barbara Markiewicz, Jozef Orzel, Henryk Szlajfer, \illodzimierz
Wypych , Zbigniew Zawadski. All the subheadings are by the editors.

tVe hope to return in future issues to the various themes of discussion,
especialty the problem of workers' self-management.

PBRSPECTIVES: \UORKERS, SELF.MANAGEMENT

Wypych: In September, when Solidarity was created, discussion began on
the Union's prograrnme of action. Various alternatives were considered:
should the Trade Union organise its own activity in defence of the
immediate economic and social interests of the workers? Or should it also
aim for the reconstruction of the whole existing social and economic
system? In other words, should it fulfil the role of a trade union in the
traditional sense, or should it stand at the forefront of the process of
social renewal. Has this alternative still been posed in the decisions of
recent weeks?

, Bujak: This was, indeed, one of the basic problems at the birth of the
movement. For us activists, it became clear that the most suitable form
was a pure trade union organisation concerning itself exclusively with the
defence of workerso interests. But as the first days already showed,
workers and indeed the whole society began to press us into matters going
beyond the competency of a trade union. This was also related to the
Gdansk Agreements, which contained provisions not of a strictly trade-
union character. The trade union was the only organisation at that time
which could assume responsibility for supervising the implementation of
the agreement. We were faced with the need to act in spheres
that went beyond pure trade-union activity. Recently, it seems
the Trade Union has begun to discover a way out from this troublesome
situation. The first sign is the creation of the Committee to Defend People
Persecuted for their Beliefs - a body which, though called into being by
the trade union National Committee, is not linked to the unions in any
way except as its sponsors. And this is precisely the way in which the
Trade Union will enter into other spheres. The next thing which the Trade
Union will have to take up is the creation of workers' councils with
certain management responsibilities. This would free the union from its
involuntary iesponsibility for'taking an interest in production, the
management of material, and so on. The initiative for such councils ought
to come from outside the union, but since these are the only milieu in
which such a project can be born, they must themselves take on the task.
Once workers' councils are formed, however, they too should operate
outside the framework of the union.

Szlajfer: If I understood correctly, you're talking about a kind of
'packaging' of the Trade Union. The Committee to Defend Political
Prisoners, workers' councils, maybe later a commission on economic
reform or some kind of organ dealing with censorship - in reality these

would be groups coming out of the Trade Union which would
immediately cease to be trade-union projects. Nevertheless, the union
would be able to draw its own conclusions'from the practical results of
their activity (for instance, a programme for economic reform or
enterprise autonomy).

Bujak: Yes. At this moment, for example, it is important to create a

consumers' protection movement that would relieve the Trade Union of

Warsaw Solidarity has faced much less co-operation from the
Warsaw Party and city authorities than many other Solidarity
branche.s. In November of last year it was galvanised by the
Narozniak affair, when police raided its offices after one. of its
members had obtained I copy of a document from the Public
Prosecutor's Office planning to round up a number of Solidarity
activists and advisors. Since that time Warsaw Solidarity has been
in the forefront of all the major struggles of Solidarity to defend
itself and gain the implementation of the August Agreements.

responsibility in this sphere. But there is one point I would like to
emphasise. If workers' councils are set up, perhaps with their own higher
regibrrul, trade or even national body, they will also be able to givi'an
opinion on various economic programmes. Of course, the union would
nbt necessarily agree with that opinion: it will have to work out its own
views on a plan for the economy and develop a programme of its own..

Szlajfer: That's an interesting conception. So far, whenever I've heard
discussion on the position to be taken by the Trade Union, all these big
problems of econornic reform, self-management, consumer prot'ection,
enterprise autonomy and so on, have been put off to the future. The main
argument was that we are not in a position to raise these matters. And so
your conception is very interesting: it is a project of practical activity for
today.

Bujak: On the one hand the Trade Union will help to create such extra-
union bodies, and on the other it will affirm the right to develop its own
programme and views on other programmes.

Ztwadski: What you said about self-management is very interesting. tsut
is your opinion widespread within Solidarity? Still quite popular seems to
be the idea that Solidarity should not concern itself with such matters,
that it should organise itself to exercise a function of pure control in
response to various actions taken by the authorities.

Bujak: I don't know where such ideas come from: probably from people

who think of the Trade Union in quite abstract categbries. The workforce
don't ask whether we should concern ourselves rvith this or not; they just
ask for our concrete views on concrete questions. We either have a view or
we don't - and in such a situation it'i obviously better to have one.

Szlajfer: When I was in Silesia, I clearly saw something which perhaps re-

emeiged in Ursus. Thus, in Huta Katowice So-lidarity quite quickly got

stuck into wage questions, and by October November /19801'it ,was

already beginning to engage in activity which did not fit, let us say, the
classical model of trade unions. For instance, they demanded a visit frorn
NIK controllers, and together rvith them they checked on the rnanagernent
of Huta Katowice. In November they checked on grocery warehouses in
Sosnowiec, Dabrowa Gornicza and Bedzinie, in order to find out
whether the authorities were intentionally'holding back supplies from the
market. (It indeed emerged that something like 'petty sabotage' had been
going on, at least'in this region.) The Solidarity people in Huta did not
stop to consider whether this was in their field of competence. They just
did it.

If the workforce accepts this idea of self-management workers'
councils then a certain problem will arise. Self-management has
already existed in Poland, but it was silently liquidated or transformed
into the KSR. Some of the workforce may therefore be suspicious of
such a conception. It would require something more than self-
management within an individual institution. And so, there has arisen
talk of workers' councils embracing several or more workplaces and
regions.

Bujak: For the present, Solidarity is faced with the very big pfoblem of
economic reforms.

Zawadski: Socio-economic reforms, rather.

Bujak: It's above all a question of economic reforms which only
subsequently touch on the social sphere. Self-management, as conceived
by the Trade Union, is very difficult to introduce. First, it's very difficult
to realise at enterp.rise [evel: one would need an extremely aware
workforce able to see how it could be done, what forms would enjoy
authority, and how self-management activity could .be supervised.

of the Working Class -
Discussion betweenZ. Bujak and NTO Editorial Board
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that the reforms must be quick and very thorough.

If the idea collapsed in Hungary and has not functioned well in
this is because they did not have strong trade unions. As for

in which a workers' council will actually
kind of reverse side of

function in an
I see it in general as a the Trade Union.

pensions.

Orzel: In other words the sides would be: the management, the workers'
councils and the trade union?

' Ztwadskil Is there discussion dbout such a project in the National
Committee?

Buiak: This plan arose shortly before we entered into talks with the
,:, adthorities. If the authorities were. really concerned with reforms and a
i solution to the crisis, they would have to take something from this plan.

We must consider what the Trade Union itself has to do. Som. peopl. in
the workplaces are born social activists, born to defend the workers'
interests. But others are also emerging who want to play a role in

, workplace affairs, being interested in such things as production, the use
of machinery and work-time, technology and management. These
englneers, technicians and numerouS workers, who can be clearly seen inI Urzus, for example, are discovering a field of activity in the trade unions.

.. But, in my opinion, their field of activity ought to be their own workers'
' self-management. To create such a field and convince them to enter it, isI another, very difficult problem. But the people, the cadres, are already

. ] REFORM AND ECONOMIC POLICY

' ' Zow,adski: The kind of self-management you mention is, in my opinion,

.;, introduction of something of this nature would require maximum social
pressure, which at the present time can only be embodied in Solidarity..

Szlajfer: I see one problem here. The tone of the Western economic press,-;
is unequivocal: we will grant a moratorium (in fact there is no alterhative,
but to do so); however, obtaining additional long-term credit will be a
very difficult matter. For example, in August we received a loan of this
kind for $325m from a consortium of Western banks. As has now trans-
pired from the foreign press, the loan was held up until the USSR would
give a guarantee on one third of the sum. Westefn banks do not want to
pump money into us any longer. And we need to closely examine whe.ther
a strategy for solving the crisis can be,built on yet'another long-term loan.

Next, the reform programme which is gradually emerging would lead to
local unemployment in some parts of thg country and the need for a
change in the price system. N,B. The question of re-training should be
taken up. These are two,great problems for Solidarity, and it seems to rne
that up to now they have not been emphasised enough.

Bujak: Concerning loans: it is not only the economists who think we
should stop lamenting the fact that Poland lies in the middle of Europe,
and start making use of it. If the West wgnts peace here, and it dqes, .it
should pay for it.

Markiewicz: Another matter continues to give me cause for reflection.
How to force the government to even begin working on these reforms.
You say that'when they ask us, we will present our programme'. I am
afraid that the authorities will not do this. For example, it has just come
to light that the 40 odd investments that had been suspended are now
again underway, because the Russians will help. So, attempts are made to
preserve the status quo for as long as possible in order to resist new
initiatives. How to fight this?

C

Bujak: And exactly here we return to the question of the degree of union
organisation. The most powerful pressure is society's awareness. Societf
should be presented with various alternative programmes, including that
of the union which will say: 'Listen, the next 3 years will be difficult, but
thereisapossiblewayout.'Ifwemanagetopointthewayoutandto,
persuade people that it is realistic, people will choose our programme.
Then the authorities will have to choose: either to accept our programme
dnd put it into practice or face a confrontation.

Markiewicz: So in a certain sense Solidarity must take upon itself the
weight of carrying the reform through?

Bujak: Perhaps not the weight, but the responsibility. If rhe Union makes
a mistake in its programme, if we assess the mechanisms wrongly, forget 

l

some key element and the reform flops, we lose everything. But without j

Kaminski: We cafi count on the awareness and support of society only if
what we offer is an all-embracing programme. In return for price rises_.,
and other hardships, apart from self-management, full-scale ch4nges in
the economic'and financial systems, schooling, culture and many other
areas will have to be altered - in short, a massive programme oi social

, reforms.

Kurowski. The introduction of reform must go together with a

Cartoon from NTO highlighting lack of govemment investment in private
agriculture.

Orzel: At the present moment there are several, even tens of projects for

reform is something positive, but there would be a conflict between this
tendency and the interests of certain seqtors of the masses (eg. suspended
investments, local unemployment). A part of the workforce on whom the
Union depends would bbcome the natural allies of, those opposed to
refbrm.

Szlaifer: That's a very importdnt point. [Jp to now self-rnanagement in
Psland has failed, among other reasons, because the management and the
Party committee have had the status of sides to the negotiations.

Bujak: in the model we have talked about, the director is not a side, but
an adviser of self-management.

realisation.of such a programme which are needed, but also the creation
of the right economic conditions for the introduction of this type of, what
I call, economic reform. Until now, the most realistic and comprehensive

Purely economic matters are another problem altogether, eg. the matter
of a moratorium on Poland's repayment of loans. It was said at the EEC
conference in France that there is a chance of Poland getting such a
moratorium. Then our experts tould go on irnportant raw mateiials ano
supplies needed for the economy, which would then have a chance of
starting to function normally. Then this whole economic reform could be
int5oduced and loans needed to finance it be sought from the West. Such
a loan would be necessary to ease tension in the transitory period.
Economists say that this scenario is possible and realistic.k.
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Bujak: Will the authorities agree to these reforms? It is possible that they
will not agree, and then the Union.would revert to a purely defensive
stand and concern itself with fighting only for workers' rights and merely
demanding pay rises every so often, and no more. Then the matter of
resolving the crisis would rest only with the authorities. If the projects
which we consider to be realistic and for which the Union takes
responsibility are not accepted - we become only a side in a dispute. Co-
responsibility? - Yes, of course, but with joint decision-making. If not,
we withdraw to a purely defensive position and only observe events on the
market.

INFORMATION AND DEMMRACY WITHIN SOLIDARITY
,I

Kaminski: Our possibilities of influencing social consciousness are closely
linked to the means for propaganda activity. In this bonnection, I would
like to ask about the position with the Solidarity weekly and access to the
media. If these things are arranged, then the, union's chances
automatically increase .

Bujak: The question of the weefl<ly will be settled in the next few days,
perhaps at the next National Committee. We have agreement for a

weekly: all that remain are organisational matters. I fear that we may be

shown as inadequately prepared. As for radio and television, we received

a reply that the mass media belong to the state, which will rlot easily allow
access to them. From the authorities' point of view, it would be the next

critical step and it is therefore unlikely that agreement will.be reached.
This mainly concerns access to T.V. studios for the purpose of making
programmes; but if we had ready-made programmes, then the authorities
would screen them. We have to have our own radio-television studio, and

we will have one. We have mentioned the question to the Japanese and
West German trade unions, and we will receive help

Szlaifer: Wilt the weekly Solidarity come under censorship?

Bujak: Yes.

Zawadski: Why?

Bujak: This matter was discussed, and it was stated that it is of utmost
importance that a new code should be drawn up. On the other hand, some
form of censorship is necessary simply for geo-political reasons,'and the
union is compelled to be realistic. The struggle for a new censorship code
is continuing. What is important is the question of regional and factory
papers, and here we categorically do not want any censorship.

Zawadski: Let us move on. The question of internal democracy has

recently been worrying a number of .people. I suggest we discuss, for
example, the danger of bureaucratisation within the union.

Bujak: At the start this,is certainly not a danger. Solidarity is a hugely
spontaneous movement, full of life and vitality, and there is no question
of bureaucratisation. The problem will begin to arise when the various
terms of office irt the union come to an end. What will happen then?
There will be a problem of member-activists who have shown themselves
to be useful and now have to move aside. For example, they won't go to a
higher position when their term is finished, and it will be a pity to lose

such people. There aren't many activists and we can't cast them off. So

positions wilt undoubtedly be sought for them - perhaps by forcible
means. In other words there is a real danger that the process of
bureaucratisation will then begin.

Orzel: Will the election rules be sufficiently unambiguous? Is it possible

foi someone to have access to a higher union position without having
been elected at his/her workplace?

Bujak: This hasn't yet been finally decided. There are many different
views, and a real battle for democracy is going to begin.

A related question is the need for a union involved in normal activity to
take dozens of democratic decisions. When such an organisation is first
formed (and particularly in the conditions we face) the"number of vital
decisions is incomparably greater; tf they are taken by a leadership
committee with no worked-out democratic mechanism for settling
matters, thete is no way that all decisions can be democratically reached.
There will perhaps be a situation in which ten per cent of decisions are
reached collectively, while the remainder are taken in an informal
manner. This is a normal situation,'and we shouldn't be surprised at it.
Of course we should struggle against it. But at this stage it is unavoidable.

Zawadski: But it is also unavoidable that if undernocratic habits arise at
such a stage, then they will tend to persist once the situation has calmed
'down.

Bujaki We'll have to root them out dnd struggle against them.

Orzel: This isn't a question of subjective tendencies. All institutions in the
world have a tendency towards centralisation. Bad decisions are most

often the function of bad organisation. Solidarity activists have to do so
many things forced upon them by the authorities, that they do not always
have the time to concern themselves with workplace problems. This could
lead to isolation of the activists. One possible solut,ion i,s the model of
'doughnutisation' of the union: that is, the formation of bodies whieh
take over certain problems and thereby lighten the burden of union
structures. How can we guard against this kind of danger?

Bujak: It's simple. This kind of phenomenon can be prevented through a
flow of information from region to circle to members to circle to region.
If both region and members iinposri such a flow, then the danger will
disappear.

Zawadski: But information about the work of the Mazowsze Presidium is
getting worse not better.

Bujak: This is an interesting point. I have known for some time that there
is a weak flow of information from the Presidium. Strong pressure was

exerted for the creation of further circles that would guarantee the correct
flow of information. The Presidium Chairperson was called on to provide

information for the secretary, and there is a chief consultant responsible
for providing an information-pack /to all the advisers/. One person
receives information from all the MKZs; a secretary is responsible for the
flow of information between the various bodies of the Presidium; and
there are others who answer for the dissemination of information to the
workplaces. All this is functioning, and yet the flow of information is
worse than at the beginning; There is a growing feeling that the Presidium

discusses behind doors that are ever more tightly closed.

Orzel: Previously the press representatives wrote reports of each
presidium, and these were printed in sufficient number for everyone
interested to receive one. Now the representative writes 'further

communiques that are distributed in 20 to 50 copies. There used to be two
or three printed communiques every day in Mazowsze, but now there is
one every three or four days. Is it not possible for these communiques to

Bujak: I'll say more. There is a decision that reports of Presidium
discussions should be distributed in three thousand copies, and
distributed to the workplace. There is a folder containing dll
communiques for duplication and distribution, and the director of
polygraphy is responsible for ensuring that this is done on time.

Szlajfer: But the information just isn't there.

Bujak: I really don't know why this is happening.

Zawadski: As for what is happening in the National Committee, no one
has any idea at all.

Bujak: For each National Committee there is a communique and a report
on attendance. This, too, should reach everywhere, and yet it doesn't: ',

Sztajfer: Following the Szczecin meeting of the National Committee, a

half-page communique was published more or less in the style of Trybuna
Ludu: that such a meeting had taken place. There are rumours of conflict .

and antagonism, and it's worrying that the fact that some people from
Szczecin have left the National Committee was first reported by Polityka.

Bujak: I've also noticed thdt some communiques are no different in style
from Trybuna Ludu, and I have requested that there should be reports
rather than communiques of Presidium discussions.
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Wypych: Everyone here has started complaining, and we've lost track of
the real question. When we talk of the unioh's programme of activity, we
have in mind a certain vision of a democratic society - one. in which there
would be full shelves in the shops as well as some degree of freedom. For
some time now in the official press, mention has been made of union
representation within the Sejm. This isn't a new idea: it was once put
forward by Lange. And in any case, the Hungarian Parliament has for
some time had a Workers' Chamber. This is surely a very important
matter, particularly as regards a future economic reform. For a reform
requires a great deal of lElislation;which must, before acceptance, be
canvassed in the trade unions. Their representation in the Sejm could
raise to an appropriate level the dialogue with the authorities- It could
give it an institutional form.

,Bujakr The Sejm forum is perhaps a realistic idea, although in a different
context. But what you mention, which I would refer to simply as the flow
of information between society and the authorities, would be channelled
by the institutions we have already discussed: self-governing committees
thart are charged with providing correct information for society, as

opposed to the misleading channels provided by the security forces.

Wypych: The flow of information is one thing, but legislative work is
another.

Szlajfer: In my view, if we take the model of self-governing councils, then
these should have representation within the Sejm rather than Solidarity as

a trade union.

INDEPENDENCB, PRBSS, EXPERTS

Zawadski: Let's finish on the Sejm. Has anyone anything else to say
about internal democracy?

Szlajfer: Yes: one thing about the independence of the union as a whole.
In October/November the union effectively won independence from the
Party. But union independence might have a broader mdaning if we also
take the Church'into account,- not as a natural enemy but as a natural
ally, yet one which could also limit the union's independence.

Bujak: As I see it, this isn't a question of independence but of influence.
Practically speaking, there is no selection of union members: anyone is
able to join. Independence of the union will be formed in the same way as
the orientation of the people involved in it. If the leadership is won by the
PUWP, then that will be the motor force. This isn't a danger. If there are
different groupings, then they will each try to impose their own
programme; and, of course, in this sense we can talk about dependence.
But the overall independence of the union is also apparent in this process.
It's a mixed orientation of which I am not afraid.

Szlajfer: Perhaps it would be useful to adopt statutes that express this
problem of influence.

Bujak: I can see a danger when the union begins to lose its independence.
As far as I can see, the only guarantee at present that this will not happetr,
is the independence of the union press. If it remains independent, and
able to talk freely and openly about lrnion policy, then this will somewhat
influence developments within the union. But we have to be on our guard
against a situation in which readers feel that the editors resard something
as dangerous. If a paper starts attacking the Presidium, we shall have to
reply and take a position; but the possibility of this is a concrete guarantee
that the executive is functioning properly. It would be dangerous for the
presidium to make any attempt to inferfere with what is written by a
union paper. For after this happened a couple of times, the paper would
cease to fulfil its task. I'm a bit worried that some of these papers carry
nothing which attacks the leadership. The presidium is regarded as a
sacred cow, and we don't want things to be like that.

Wypych: There is an understandable tendency for internal union matters
r,rot to be displayed outside.

Sztajfer: It's difficult to find a balance between the need to detend the
union and its institutions, and the need to criticise the executive.
Criticism of various union bodies is viewed with mistrust. It's clear that u
very tense situation like the strike demands maximum unity and
suspension of critical comment" tsut it's as if this 'war situation' has been
transferred into the normal functioning of the union, including moments
of truce. Regardless of an editorial board's views, the Presidium should
understand that criticism is necessary.

BuJak: There has to be mechanism for introducing the habit of criticism.
People are not used to it: they must realise that it's a normally accepted
forrn, not evidence of a br€ak-up or of fractionalism.

Zawa$ski: Next there's the problem of the experts. The movement which
created Solidarity has not been able to develop its own activists in
sufficient number, and sq it has to use the assistance of people somewhat
different from the mainstream workers of the movement. Naturally these

people, too, fight for influence within the union, and they also vie with
one aRother. This situation seems to me rather d.angerous, raising the
possibility of manipulation of the union.

Bujak: In my view this is a normal situation. It couldn't be otherwise.

Zawadski: I understand that it couldn't be otherwise. But is there no
danger in this at the moment?

Bujak: Maybe there is. But there are some circles - the democratic
opposition, for example - which are prepared to give aid and which have
won the full confidence of myself and numerous other people. With all
due reservations about individual cases, this was a milieu to which we
could turn for help. Also helping us are a large number not directly linked
to any milieu. Now, it's true that these people, who alone can act as

advisors, really do have an enormous influence on what happens in the
union. What they say is analysed and not always adopted, but on
numerous occasions their ideas do carry the day. It could be said that the
experts have enormous inluence on the executive, while the workforce
itself has only a small influence. But the experts' role will diminish as the
union's model of functioning is established. Then they will become a

single voice within a broader discussion, and the influence of the circle
will grow accordingly.

Szlajfer: It's also natural that there should be different groups of experts.
We itrould fight for the public articulation of the,ir different views, and
against a monopoly of influence by one group over the union.

Bujak: [n Warsaw, such a danger of monopoly does not exist. Influence is

exerted by many-sided opinions coming from many different milieux.
There will be many groups of experts, a whole mosaic of vie-ws,-

Kaminski: This raises again the question of an independent preSs. Each
group should have its own paper, and indeed such papers could become
centres around which groups are formed. I think Robotnik, for example,
should become a union paper.

Bujak: Well, have you heard how the workers in Ursus voted after a
meeting with the Robotnik editorial board? Henri Wujec, in fact, having
described the paper's activity, asked: '['d like some idea of who is in
favour of Robotnik becoming a Solidarity paper?' Two people. And who
was against? The entire hall. Somebody then stood up and explained why:
'The unions exist, but it's like something which simply happened. So,
there must also be a paper which criticises them, and it would be better if
Robotnik remained independent.'

Kaminski: Pluralism of the union press has an enormous bearing on
union democracy as a guarantee of the struggle between different
programmes.' These should be clearly expressed in union papers, not
through personal quarrels and argy-bargy. s

INTERNATIONAL CONTACTS

Zawadski: I'd like us to talk a bit about international matters. How do
things stand in this respect?

Bujak: I would like to form a separate foreign policy body, because at the
moment things are in rather a mess. We want to adopt the principle that,
as a region, we shall maintain contacts not with, let us s&y, a French union
but with a regional body in Paris. In my view contact should be
decentralised, so, that not only regions but also factory workforces
become involved. To this we should add contact with Polonia.* This year
a number of children will be sent abroad on holidays which Polonia is
organising for Solidarity.

lt's worth mentioning a problem which occurred when the Italian unions
visited us. One condition imposed on them was that they should also meet
with the /official/ branch unions. However, the Italians were very
annoyed and stated that the whole matter would be written up in their
press. The authorities then became s6 worried that they withdrew their
demand. The problem of foreign contacts is now very important, but it
has so far been somewhat neglected.

Markiewicz: Is Solidarity now a member of the International Labour
Organisation (ILOX

Bujak: No, not at the moment. We're not yet ready for this.

*Poloni a - The word refers to the Polish emigration living in the West
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'We whnt socialisation of the mass rnedi1' - a talk with Wodek Wypych of NTO

,l

Warsaw Solidarity - the Mazowsze Economic Planning Institute. '[n a
Committee as- it's called, after the regibn in nutshell, we are also from the so-called
which Poland's capital is situated - has , "intelligentsia",' he explained, 'but many
two provincial publications, Niezaleszno$6, of us have also worked as workers - I
(,Indipendence) and NTO, whose initials myself was at one time a printing worker.'
refer to 'Science, Technology,' and
Education'. But,the latter's name gives lesS ptrt9"NTO is a Mazowsze Committee
of a picture of the journal's contents than bullgtin, its contents are not controlled by
the symbol at the back of very issue, which the regional Solidarity leadership. 'We have

suggests the bold and iconoclastic approach always reserved the right to criticise MKZ
of the buretin ' l:$'l;:'i";:ll?'::f,y,l'iila ,t# |f#
Since Warsaw is Poland's overwhelmingll,' .Decisions to publish this or that article are
preponderant centre of intelleetual activity, deCided by the editorial team either through
it is hardly surprising that Solitlarity in the a search for a compromise or else through
capital should-seeklo cater for siientific simply voting for or against.'
workers, What is perhaps more unexpected
for those who picture Polish intellectual life The magazine comes out roughly every ten
as rather rarified and elitist, is the journal's days in some 10,000 copies. They are
popularity in the factories. distributed to the Solidarity circles in' Warsaw's Higher Schools, research

: But a glance at the contents of NTO institutes and factories as well as a large'
explains why. The journal's style is blunt number of other institutions. They can-also
and direct and its range of interest is be obtained from Solidarity's headquarters.

immense. It contains on-the-spot reports Up to now NTO has not faced censorship.
from .centres of conflict such ai Bielsko 'Along with other internal trade union
Biala or Rzeszow as well as discussions on publications, we will defend ourselves
questions tike censorship, economic against any attempt to gag us. And
problems and cultural issues. And its rJmember, we have the backing not only of
features include everything from HungarY our several thousands ofreaders but also of
in 1956 tc the resurrection of the work of a the entire union.,
little known early 20th century Polish
Marxist. As to. the future, the editors see the

Lalour Focus talked to one of Nro's nt*.'Jfrh"?r:i::'r?"?;:X ffi:tli
founders and editors, Wlodek Wypych, publish an 'international' issue, containing
about the bulletin's work. He .explained information on trade unions in the West,
that the journal began just after the Arigust their organisational forms and methods of
agreements as the . bulletin of T struggle. 'we would also like to help
independent trade union of scientific towirds establishing stable co-operation

' workers, and when Solidarity was created between Solidarity and unions in tlie West,
the union joined it along with NTO. The not only so that ihey can help us, but also
editorial team is drawn from all the Warsaw so that on suitable occasions 1vs gan help
colleges. Wlodek himself comes from the them,, explair"AWfoa.f.

Polish Feminist Group Formed

I asked him how he thought the press as a
whole should develop and what its role
should be in relation to the working class
movement. 'We consider that 'the
independent trade union press is an
important factor in the dernocratisation of
social life in our country and will help the
emergence of a genuine public opinion,
though this will really require a battle to
change the role of the mass media which up
to now are controlled by the authorities.
And when it comes to the problem of
censorship, we put forward the- slogan of
sociolisation of the moss media, which we
think is no less important than the genuine
socialisation of the means of production.'

Towards the end of November 19E0 in the Sigma
Club (1) at Warsaw University, about 100

women met to establish the first feminist group
in Poland. Krystina Kowalewska, one of the
group's founders, spoke with Imma Palme of t'he

Yienna defence journal Gegenstimme.

'We examine the experience of Western
feminists, but of course we must apply the

lessons of these moYements to the very specific
situation of Poland" We already have some

contacts, but we need as much informqlion as

possible about the women's'movements in other
countries.'

And what does this women's group plan to do?

The group has already drawn up a list of
demands which they would like to discuss with
men in the factories and with Solidarity. (See the
document below.)

'We want to develop and strengthen the tryomen's

movement here. Articles, propaganda, theatre,
newspapers - all this should help us put an end
to the traditional prejudices about women. But
for all this we absolutely need the help of the
Western women's movement.'

What the Warsaw women need above all is

information material: books, journals. films.
videos and cassettes dealing with the women's
movement and the problems and situation of

According to Krystina, 'We want to bring out a women.
women's paper and set up a women's theatre.
We have to do serious work on the history of lVlaterials should be sent to:
women, their thought and their life. At the Krystina Kowalewska
moment we're planning a seminar circle on Uniwersytet Warszawski
Potish women who have managed to break out U. Krakowski Przedmiescie 24,

of the traditional mode of existence to become 00-325 Warszawa.
artists or scientists. We also want to set up a

Woman and Russia

An Almanach produced
by women and

for women
in the Soviet Union

Published by Sheba, fL 95.

feminist Gallery.' Footnote: Sigma Club
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AIMS OF FEII,IINISTS

Our Goals
J: 

We want as many women as possible to get involved in struggle against
the persisting exploitation and injustice.

* Unpaid leave' should be available for both parents 
'and 

capable of

Cr.k"rcd f*t pa{G q-

Wonnen's

break in studies for women students who are both parents
pregnant.

womgn.
4. Development of women's self-consciousness and consolidation of
their authority. Struggle against the demands made upon women to
conform
5, The informing of society about woman's situation and role'.

6, The expansion gf services.
1,, A campaign about the creative organisation of free time, which leads

to many-sided development of the personality in the intellectual, artistic
and physical spheres

B. Raising of the social prestige of unmarried, separated or otherwise
unattached women, and an improvement in their economic situation.
9. Equal status in law for marital and non-rnarital associations.
I0. Raising of menns sensd of responsibility for their children and for

,abortions; at present women are almost alone to suffer the psychological
and moral problems connected with a-bortion.
I l. A curb on the arrogant and paternalistic way in which women's
teams are treated.
12. Mgasures against the inhibition of women's efforts at school and in
the fanf,ly; against hackneyed images and harmful myths, such as the idea
that women are happy in a subordinate position, or that immaturity and
intellectual inferiority are preordained for them.'

Creater consideration of famous women in school textbooks.
The launching of a wide-ranging investigation into the situation of service; today

being taken by either parent at any given time. Such leave should be
spread over three years; maternity/paternity leave should be granted to

'F A monthly allowance and social services for housewives.
Equal pay for men and women with the same training and lerigth of

which involve
wages are lower in the so-called wonnen's occupations

the same degree of mental and physical fatigue.
* Application of the Equal Opportunities Act to the female sex: a) in
access to institutes 'of higher education where women are now in a
minority; and b) in appointment and promotion iir managerial positions,
where at present women are disadvantaged even if they have the same or
higher qualifications than men
* We want both sexes to have the same social and economic status in
any kind of occupation or office.

We want to disseminate our ideas through:
l) A feminist publication.
2) A feminist theatre.
3)" A feminist art gallery"
4) Meetings, .seminars and conversations with well-known women who
propagate women's idias and art, deal with the psychology and specific
characteristics of women, and represent the most interesting aspects of
women.
5) A centralised pool of information covering feminist movements;
great women figures both past and present; and the situation of women in
Poland and in the world.
6) Contact with fem[nist movements in other countries; there is already
contact with those in West Cermany, France and the USSR.
7) We want to protect women's interests: we are for the development of
their consciousness, and for the fulfilment of their cultural, scientific,
social and existential needs through publicisation of the existence of such
needs.

Government-sponsored Church Groups:
1. Pax: Started after the war by a group of pre-
war Fascists led by Piasecki it takes a position
both for the established political order and for
Catholicism. It is very wealthy, possessing
industrial establishments, a ' monopoly on
religious trinkets, publishing houses etc. It runs
the only CatholiC daily, Slowo Powszechnie, has,

deputies in the Polish Parliament and has a
youth wing. But it lacks important popular
support and has been increasingly squeezed by
the growing rapprochement of Church and
Government. After Piasecki's death in the late
1970s, there were some hints of a possible
reconciliation between PAX and the Church
hierarchy, but this has not materialised. After
the August crisis there was an upheaval in the
PAX leadership with Piasecki's old guard being
weakened as younger officials *erJ promoted.
PAX has sought to establish a base for itself in
Solidarity and initially at least has some success

Solidarity' was a PAX member. But this
influence has now declined.

place. It offers itself as a mediator. Its leader is
Janusz Zablocki, who is also editor of the
group's new fortnightly 'Order' published with
official blessing in a 20,000 run. Another of the
group's leaders, Jerzy Ozdowski was made a
Vice-Premier in November. The Party
leadership's encouragement of this group is
undoubtedly aimed at weakening the influence of
the independent Catholic movement, but
intriguingly the group seems to havq received the
blessing also of the Catholic hierarchy and Pope
John Paul II. The latter received Ozdowski in
Rome in the autumn (he had pointedly shunned
the group during his 1979 visit to Poland), with
Mgr Dabrowski indicating hierarchy support by
holding a meeting with the Neo -Znak deputies
and Party leader Kania in November. The
tendency has some peasant support and has been
trying to gain working class support. The editor
of 'Our Solidarity' in Jastrzebie in the autumn of
1980 was a neo-Znak supporter.

important advisers to Solidarity since

strike. Like the Neo'-Znak grouP, he
the August

Solidarity strike actions, btrt he has done so on
tactical grounds rather than on principle. He
reportedly does not wish Solidarity to become a
Church-controlled union indeed relaxations
between the KIK movement and the Church
hierarchy are by no means always relaxed and the
Episcopate insists that any priest who writes for
the independent Catholic press must get the
article cleai.ed by higher authority first.

Since August the KIK movement has expanded
rapidly and by January at least a dozen new
Clubs had started in different cities around the
country. The KIKs have p-rovided legal advice
and the use of their headquarters to Solidarity
especially during the e4rly days of the movement,
when it lacked essential facilities. Relations
between KIK leaders and the KOR have not
always been smooth, with the former sometimes
seeing KOR as a rival point of reference for
young intellectuals.

number of years in making facilities available for
free intellectual debate on a wide range of issues.

The lndependent Catholic Movement: Tn-is The Dominicans: Though
is a movement of the Catholic intelligentsia
which is independent both gf the government
and the Church hierarchy. It involves a loose
as'sociation of the following organisations: the
Catholic weekly Tygodnik Powszechny (print
run 40,000) the Catholic monthlies Wiez and

monastic order is not, of course,
movement, it has played an important role for a

Znak, and the Catholic Intelligentsia Clubs
(known by their Polish initials as KIK). The
former Tnak group of Sejm deputies was
destroyed by Zablocki's coup in 1976 after the
agitation against the amendmenis to Poland's
constitution at 'the end of 197 5. The five
authorised KIKs have been operating in Warsaw,

, P.oznan and Torun for many
membership of about 10,000

But with the August crisis,, the KIKs' leaders saw
a chance to utilise the working class upsurge to
expand the scoPe of their activities. Mazowiecki,
the editor of Wiez, has been one of the rnost.

has sought

,,j
,-

2. ODISS, Neo-Znak and the PZKS: These
three organisations essentialli; involve the Same
trend, which could be described as occupying a

position mid-way between PAX and the

independent Catholic groups (on which, see

below). ODiSS stt$nda for the Documentation
and Social Studies Centre, an officially
recognised group with Sejm deputies; neo-Znak
is the name of a group of Sejm deputies who
were part of the cild Znak group (see below) but
staged a coup within the group in 1976 and
gained a monbpoly of Znak's Sejm deputies,
whilb they were repudiated by the independent
Catholic Movement. The PZKS is the Polish

' Catholic Social Union and since its launching in
Jahuary it is the new form of neo-Znak Its
official airn is reconciliation between
Covernment, Chur,ch and Solidarity, leaving
vague on whose terms the recortciliation takes

.t ,.
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KATOWICE

Cierniewski: All right,
workers decide to which

but let it be a choice from below. Let the
union they want to belong, without being

The Province of Katowice in Upper Silesia is the most
heavily industrialised area in Poland. The great strike there
at the end of August delivered the decisive blow to the
Party leadership forcing it to agree to the 21 demands of
Gdansk. The two big centres of the strike had been in
Jastrzebie, which is a relatively recent but large mining
centre and the gigantic new Huta Katowice steel complex
involving some 38,m0 workers. At the same time, since the
signing of the Jasztrebie and Katowice Agreernents there
in early September, Solidarity in the region has had a very
turbulent experience. One problem was the continued
existence of the old official miners' union and its extremely
disruptive activity. A second point of controversy was the
Jastrzebie MKZ leadership under Sienkiewicz which had a
strong PAX element within it and which seems to have
been used to some extent by the Party apparatus to create
divisions within Solidarity: Jastrzebie was encouraged to
try to poach members from other regions and its leaders
were also said to have sought to sow discord between
Szczecin and Gdansk (without successl. A third
controversial figure has been Kazimierz Switon, a former
political prisoner for his activity in seeking to promote
independent trade unions in the province, who made a
number oaf attacks on Jacek Kuron, one of which is in the
interview that we publish below. Earlier this year, the
leadership of Jastrzebie Solidarity was changed and the
MKZs of Jastrzebie and Bytom merged with the Katowice

We only just made it to this discussion, the threat of a rail strike
hangs in the air. This morning in the station in Warsaw we heard
an announcement: 'This will be the last local train travelling
westwards.' Does this strike, like the hunger strikes of some
Solidarity miners, have roots in the relationship with the old
Unions, the so-called 'branch uniohs'?

Rozplochowski: There'is no relationship with the branch unions.
We are in the opening stages of organisation so it's difficult to
talk of co-operation. Apart from that, the old unions are seeking
confrontation with Solidarity and the community. They come out
with demands identical to Solidarity's and introduce them into
agreements with Government committees, eg, steelworkers,
builders and other trade unions. Vy'e have our,hands so full with
our own troubles that we have no time to even think about the
branch unions. As far as the railmen are concerned, there has
been no official MKZ strike decision. The conflict is based on
differences between agreements signed with Solidarity and the
branch union.

Would you say the point is to eliminate the old union?

Cierniewski: The old unions contain people, most of"them may
even be honest, who may or may not join us eventually. The old
unions attempt to copy Solidarity, usurping the rights which we
have won for ourselves. That is, they corne to the discussion table
and join in a dialogue which we have initiated in order to capture
a portion of the workforce. When the old unions create their own
programffie , gain some membership and become genuine partners
in talks with the employers, then we will co-operate. At present
we are talking to them about social and legal matters (Aid Funds,
etc.) and nobody is doing anybody any favours. Later when
they've held some elections in their organisation and become
something more than an appointed group - we'll see.

The strike committees, and tater Solidarity, acted in the
interests of the whole community. Gdansk aeted for
Kielce, Solidarity acted for those who could not, or had not
the courage to strike. Can you now deny anyone the right
to benefit from your success?

MKZ under Chairperson Andrzej Rozplochowski from Huta
Katowice. The long and vivid interview below was made
before these latter changes and published in the official
Party weekly Polityka. lt has been translated for Labour
Focus by Ewa Barker.
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automatically assumed to be members of the old union. -'

Rozplochowski: Representatives of the branch unions arrive with
the Government commissions and sit on their side of the table -that means something, after all. And then they produce our
demands and say that they've been making them for a Iong time.

Andrzej Rozplochowski, Chairperson of Katowice M'KZ
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YVas the hunger strike in Jastrzembie a fo
against the activities of the branch unions?

rm of pirotest

Rozplochowski: No, oo. We have nothing to do with this hunger
strike

Switon: We discussed this hunger strike at the meeting of the co-
ordinating committee. If you want democracy how can you use

such a tactic to try to prevent someone from organising their own
They shouldn't be on hunger strike because the

them still retain the rnembership of the branch union,
so this union has full rights to represent them.

Gierniewski: The simplest way of resolving the question of the
trade union movement in Poland would be to conduct

in both structures.

biggest enterprise, the small-engined car
have already had elections in both unions. Out
9000, 250 people have signed up for the old
is not won by slogans but by concrete deeds.

now has a good climate for democracy and that is our
Meanwhile they're muddying the waters, causing wild cat

card, you'll bethreatening people 'if you'throw in your
the loser'. Let's see them in action, instead of imitating us.

Surely tirne should decide the fate of the old'unions, not hunger
strikes and the threat of a rail stoppage?

Rozplochowski: It is not a question of the old unions, but of the
authorities which are behind them. Some important centres of
power are acting in contradictory directions. On the one hand
they appeal for peace, unity and work, while on the other hand
they shove a stick into the antheap. In the field of wages the
wishes of the workforces concerning the principles of allocation
are not honoured. People are bitter, and their consciousness is so
high that they won't let themselves be bought off with money. We
demand guarantees of changes. It's not enough to tell us that we
have to work etc" We want concrete plans for the repair of the
economy. They don't need to tell us how to work, w€ know how.
Polish labour is appreciated, even abroad. But for what and for
whom? The Government must put forward concrete
propositions. The proposal for the so-called'small economic
reform' is evidence that they've not drawn the correct conclusions
from the present situation and are playing for time, trying to
make people tired, trying to exhaust them, waiting for people
eventually to turn on each other. The conservative forces in the
coqntry are counting on being able to step in with reprisals at that
point, because then the community will have lost faith in
Solidarity. But this is a rnistaken, suicidal idea,'' because the
community and Solidarity are one and the same. It is a broad,
organised opposition and the honest majority has placed its hopes

Waliszewski: Solidarity was born out of people, out of struggle,
while the branch unions of the old unions were born out of Head
Offices. They've often told us 'we don't know yet what thp Head
Office will say' whereas on the shop floor we don't have to wait
for decisions and proposals.

Let's go back to this exhaustion. I don't know if anybody is
consciously cor^rnting on it, but it is a fact that in Poland
everything is quick 1o heat up and quick to cool down
again. Can you ignore the growing bitterness with 'thlngs
in general' and with the longing for 'some strong hand to
pull it all back into line'?

TheGovernmentoftenactssluggishly,tooslow...

Cierniewski: We didn't say 'Government' we said 'dishonest
people' ... '

yes, but the ministers have become firemen, rushing

elsewhere a hunger strike, while undertaking to change the
wage structure or carry throrigh the 'small economic
ref orm' is not something that Gan be done in a . day,
especially on the bas'is of present habits and ylth the
existing apparatus. on"what grounds do you criticise the
smatl etonomic reform Proiect?
Rozplochowski: First pf all the. membership of the team which
put it together. These are people who haven't a clue about the

correct way to organise work. In essence they're the same people

who've run our economy up till now while the genuinely respected

experts who have put forward constructive propositions have not
bebn invited. The team ought to be formed from people who have

the backing of the community, because there is no trust !r those

others and no one believes that they're capable of sensible ideas.

Who would you like to see on the committee?

Rozplochowski: Well, atleast Dr. Stefan Kurowski from Warsaw

- surely he's an economist of European stature.

Who else?

Kazimierz Switon, secretary of Kato*ice M.KZ,, whose attack on Kuron in
this interview caused widespread protests within Solidarity. He is pictured
here with Lech Walesa (centre) and Marian Jurczyk (right).

\

Cierniewski: My dear Mr Editor, after all, entire plans for
protection of the environment exist, which have never even seen

it . tiglrt of day!

What other econom'ists would you like to see on the R'eform

factory (FSM), w€
of ? workforce of
union. Popularity

Committee?
Cierniewski: Solidarity has completed the stage 'of making Rozplochowski: If it turns

but to a serious extent they have not yet been fulfilled. present names of
they havepropositions which

out to be necessary
from each region

Solidarity can
together with

to put forward
'switon: I think their point is to make the organisation of our
union more difficult for us. The authorities know full well what
professionals are available in Poland, who are the people who
could do something. Yet nothing is done so the policy is

deliberate

So much What are your reservations
about the ref orm ' as such,

Gierniewski: As far as the merits of the plans are concerned, I
someofle who was a good man for

for the personnel.
rnerits of the ;small

don't believe it possible that



the job in '58 can be good at each stage. That undermines the
trust in the people at the top. The community knows in any case

who was honest and good, and we can express it. But if we have
spmebody who thas lasted through all the stages, was always
considered good but his results were not good then the
community has a right not to trust him.

Rozplochowski: We cannot be drawn into a situation of letting
the Government come to us and ask what we, Solidarity, propose
for the econornic reforms. That is not our business. They are
trying to saddle us with sharing the government and responsibility
for this country. We can do it as individual citizens, but not as the
union. That's wtrat we have a Government for, and on that score
they will trave to give an account of themselves. I would see it this
way: let us open a list if you like, of people who have some
authority and could propose rapid, concrete, 6asic economic
reforms. [n this case we cannot talk of renewal but of rebuilding,
building quite new economic mechanisms. The State must reveal
the realities of the budget where, how much, for what: the
concrete details of our debts, not 20 billion in all, but to whom,
for what, when.

Cierniewski: Generally we don't know what they're talking
about

Rozplochowski: Until we have openness we will not be led oirt
in the field by mere declarations. Yeu mentioned these trouble
spots, strikes here and there in the country. This is not the result
of Solidarity's anarchy, but of deliberate Government activity.
Under the banner of Solidarity, in its rank and file, they plant
people whose aim is to disrupt, to make trouble.

{

Can you give a concrete example?

Waliszewski: That's not so simple.

Switon: An example of such activity can be the case of a

headquarters for Solidarity-Jastrzembie here in Katowice. We
want to have one MKZ, one territorial union divided on the basis
of regions, yet here someone else gets granted a building. Who's
doing this?

But are the Jastrzembie people not members of Solidarity?

Switon: Yes, they too are Solidarity, but they want to assume
control of the whole of Silesia.

Waliszewski: There's no point in talking about it since the people
from Jastrzembie have not come to join this conversation.

We were waiting with that question in the hope that they
would arrive, but even without them it is important to raise
the matter.

Cierniewski: Perhaps we will still wait for them, but we have
another example of Government activities. They say that some
investments have to be halted. All right, but if they unilaterally
decide to halt work in the coal fields and lowlands of Lublin, then
that amounts to an attempt to provoke a strike there. What will
happen to the thousands of people? If construction work is halted
for 5 years, who will call certain people to account for
matters which qualify to be brought before the public prosecutor?
You have to explain to the workforce what the situation is and
why these decisions have been made.

Just now you talked about the high level of consciousness
among people. Do you think that people don't know that
there is no money to continue these investments? ls there
any group of workers who will agree to the withdrawal of
an investment from which they made their living?

Cierniewski: Of course, but the justifications have to be
explained. The United Mining Construction Workers have been
in a state of warning strike since the l}th of November. Today,
the 24th, no one has opened any negotiations.

Are they striking because they are afraid of losing their jobs?

Cierniewski: They want to know the basis of limiting the
investments, what solutions there are

But what about the principle. Do you agree that there must be
c3.rts in investment? lf so, what should happen to these people?

Bytom miners during the 3 October strike.

Rozplochowski: The Government cannot just cut investment and
consider that the end of the matter. There is domestic housing
being built there, there are people involved. You can't'disrupt
communities like that. The Government, 3S the representative
organ of the community must act in accordance with the
community's wishes. You have to tell people how much has been
spent on the investment to date, how much it would cost to con-
tinue it, why it is being discontinued and then give the people
work and the same conditions, because that is what a trade union
fights fot. And what about the apartments? If someone has
already been allocated one, will they have to go back to the other
end of Poland and carry on waiting? We are not robots, to be
treated like this. Every man is a creative, live being.

Switon: And on accommodation, we have put forward a
proposal that the headquarters of the county police, now being
completed, be converted into a hospital. In a situation of
universal shortage you have to look at all possibilities.

How do you view the proportions of your activity spent on
the shopfloor and at the national level? You reject joint
responsibility for Government yet you express yourselves
on the matter of the Gommittee and the small reform - at
sorne level you dq, after all, involves yourselves

Cierniewski: That is a matter of expressing opinions, of
opposing economic plans.

Rozplochowski: We will not be answerable for it, but we do
have the right to express opinions, draw conclusions, oppose what
is evil and express satisfaction with anything the Government does
well. We claim the right to speak on all matters.

Let us return to the Lublin lowlands. The responsibility for
frittering away much investment and the impossibility of
carrying that investment through rests with the
Government. But since this situation exists is it possible to
break off the investment plans painlessly, is there a way
out which does not involve conflict?
Rozplochowski: Damage has to be done, but you have to
consult with the people affected, even in the wretched Lublin
lowlands.

But no one is capable of obtaining their consent to the
closure of this investment, not the Government, not
Walesa, not even a Saint. No one will say: 'come on lads,
let's pack up, leave for God knows where. Walesa told us
the countryside needs people. We've atso heard of

Rozplochowski: Here in Silesia the mining industry is also short
of people. They've come here from all over the country. Why
couldn't they return to their own places and we could then take
the men released from the interrupted investments, When
development in Silesia was being forced, other parts of the
country were collapsing for want of labour, people are needed
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Whose iob is it to inform the community of unpopular
things, that we can't keep, on shortening working hours,
that this has to get more expensive and that has to wa'it?

,,,, Rozplochowski: If the community knows that the Government
is pursuing sensible economic policies then nobody will make

: unrealistic dernands and everyone will understand the needs of the
day

Let us.now move to internal Solidarity matters. How do the
specific details of your activity in Silesia differ from, for
example, those on the coast and what is your relationship
with Solidarity in Jastrzembie, whose representatives,
unfortunately, have not come to this meeting.

Rozplochowski: Gentlemen, you are at the moment in the
headquarte.rs af MKZ Katowice and we will express our opinions
to you, If you want to know about l/.KZ Jastrzembie then please
go and tall to them.

You do not know why they are not here?

Rozplochowski: No. It's 'possible to speculate. Giving them a
headquarters here points to the disruptive activities of
which specialise in sabot4ge inside Solidarity. Soqe

some cells,

Lots of people will have to be retrained. Walesa is right
wher\ he says the. countryside needs" people.\'
Johanowicz: Round our woy, in Silesian Siemianowice we have

professionals::' ft''would be a shame to let
to the villages. We r'ecruit bricklayers
from the whole of Poland. Unskilled

workers can gb to farming, because that's where manpower is

needed, but we can employ the 'skilled people, give thern
apartments.

lf Solidarity is convinced , of the need for an unpopular
measure eg. breaklng off investmgnts or raising the price
of certain articles so that others need not become more
expensive, will it say so loudly and give support to such
decisions?

Rozplochowski: Solidarity will always express the will of its
membership, that majority which has joined our organisation.

The majority may not accept any price rises at all.

Rozplochowski: To develop our opinions we are creating.our
own centre for social studies. We will be working this out and
examining these things sensibly.

people are
led, inspired, pulled around by their noses.

the possibility of a genuine difference of

Bozplochowski: No, but that would be revealed at the
National Co-ordinating Committee, and a joint programme
would be decided there. As far as Katowice is concerned, our
position does not differ from that taken by Gdansk and others

But surely the specific qualities of this region and its people
must emerge and shape the activities of Solidarity here.

ffozplochowski: That mentality
gincouraged by the Government. It's
Gierek and Gruzdien, a division

separatism, is especially
the special domain of Messrs

Especially perfidious was the way people

This movement originated in Silesia, and not, as was reported by
someone in the 'Western Daily' with the backing of KOR. Thatrs
not true. This movement started here independently, with only
the help of the movement for civil and human rights (ROPCiO).
It was started by eight people, on my initiative incidentally, in
order to reach the exploited'working'class of Silesia. I don't really.
have to tell you that it is difficult to devise a systern in mining ,

worse than the 4-shift system. Miners' entire families would
revolt against it and if the existing unions did not defend them., it
was up to us to make people aware that they could organise
themselves on the basis of Pt.87 of the ILO Convention. The
authorities did not want independent trade unions to arise,
especially here,. It is known that on,the qoast, even after the events
of l97O such unions were not established, not until two morths.
after we had given a lead. There these unionS did indeed base

themselves.on KOR activity, but not here in Katowice.

One of our contacts revealed to us that in February Lech
Watesa told him: 'l believe such a union w.ill one day arise in
Poland, but not in my lifetime.'
Switon: He belonged to them and he said that? He did not say it
to me. Perhaps he said it because it was then only a tiny seed. Lots
of people, especially members of the Warsaw intelligentsia, used
to laugh at me and say that Switon was mad.

After Gdansk and Szczecin, Silesia started to move, but
not the older miners with traditi6ns in GOP, but on the
contrary, Jastrzembie and Huta Katowice where the
majority were workers newly arrived in the region, young
in years and status.'

Switon: I know the mentality of these people. It's true that they
are afraid and don't want to take risks. I was always surprised
when risings ca{ne to Silesia. We organised these union s for TVz
years and quite frankly-we only had one Silesian, Romatr K.,
who, by the w?y, now spits at me, but that's not important.

And where do you come from?

Switon: From Katowice. I 
- 
knew from experience that the

movement could only be taken up by people newly-arrived in
Silesia. Look at our MKZs and ZKRs, they're all young people.
I'm one of the eldest by about 20 years.

Rozplochowski: The strike in the steelworks had nothing to do
with our friend Kazimi erz. After three days of strike we fetched
him in secret in.the middle of the night from his house so that he
could help us as a theoretician of this movement. I'm not a
Silesian either. I was born in'"Cdansk and raised in Kujawy.

Well now we're on the subject perhaps you could all tell me
a few words about yourselves.

Rozplochowski: I?m 30, a car mechanic and engine driver. I'm
finishing a higher education course for mature students.

Johanowicz: I'm an administration worker in Siemianowice. I
was born in Lodz and have been here for ten'years. I'm studying
theeducationofworkattheUniversityofSilesia.I,rn38.
Waliszewski: I was born in Gdansk"and lived there for 23 years.
For four years I've been at the FSM ('small-engined car factory) in
Tychy. I qualified at the Polytechnic in Gdansk as an electronic
engineer. I wanted to say that the FSM struck on the night of
28-29 August and its labour force is 9590 non-Silesian

Osinski: I'm 32, although I was born in the Kujawy, tr was raised
in Grudziadz in the Pomorze (coastal) region. I'm a maintenance
plumber. We have no Silesian corhrades amongst our strike
leadership.

And Mr. Kazimierz?

Switon: I'm 49, born in Katowice, a radio-mechanic. I once had
a radio and television workshop but they took it away from me. I
have six children, four sons and two daughters.

That is the norm for a working class activist these days. ls it
true that two currents have become discernible in
Solidarity, the radical and the moderate? Two of our

into Silesia and
were bribed

the rest.
via their

stomachs, because this was the only region where you could buy
piece of sausage or other goods. We want to smash this barrier
does not exisl and never will.

Mr, Switon, how is it that the largest concentration of the
working class did not take part in the protests of 1970 and

before and after that date things were more
here than a veteran of

the movement for what is your:

:, You yourselves must know the cost, in sacrifice and
of creating a nucleus of this movement in Silesia.

Switon



Osinski: Unfortunately an error of tactics was committed there.
At the meeting of the National Committee in Szczecin Mr. Kuron
sat with the presidiuffi, presumably as an advisor ...
Rozplochowski: It was not an error of tactics, nor was it a
mistake. Walesa has always said, right from the beginning that
Gdansk has three groups of advisors, the primate,-Mazoiiecki
and Kuron. As Poles we have no right to reject any group of
people just for the views they hold, provided they mean well.

But do these two currents exist?

Rozplochowski: That's probably something created by the
authorities, as a further element of their divide and rule tactic.

Switon: The authorities must realise that in any system, however
good it is, the unions stand in opposition to the authorities. It
can't be any other w?y, for there is no Government which will
give the unions all that they demand.

Do you discuss the question of turning Solidarity into a
political movement?

Switon: No chance. The Trade Union :movement must be
apolitical.

Are there people who, by their actions, in practice are
moving it in that direction?

Johanowicz: Perhaps there are such people. You can feel that
there are those who would like it if the union, apart from
defending workers' interests, moved into a wider arena. But at
this moment, we, as activists ...

Switon: trade union activists

Johanowicz: ... as trade union activists, have to make people
conscious of the fact that we can't play party politics because
that's not what Solidarity was created for.

Rozplochowski: The constitutions guarantees the freedom of
organisation, and that is also the subject of international
conventions. Our major source of weakness was the monolith. As
trade unionists we make trade unions, but we cannot forbid
others to organise on a different basis for the good of Poland. If
they do not find support amongst the people of our nation they
will die a natural death.

ifrG

Osinski: If anyone is afraid that socialism will be abolished, they
either fail to understand socialisni, or think that the deformations
should continue as a compulsory feature.

Switon: We'll talk of economic matters, and. not express our
opinions on political questions.

Sometimes it's difficult to draw a line between them.

Switon: Politics is striving for power.-We, as founders of the
first independent trade union in Katowice since the war, decided
from the outset that it was to be an apolitical organisation. That is
why I opposed the acceptance of Borusewicz into the MKZ in
Gdansk, because as a political activist, he ought not to be active in
the unions. And now I am against Kuron's presence at the
praesidium table. People involved in active politics should keep
out of union matters

Johanowicz: Kazik, I'm one hundred per cent behind you on
this. It is even declared in our statutes that we are an apolitical
organisation and that people who want to act in the political
sphere and govern should find their field of activity in another
organisation. We do not want to govern, that's what the
Government of Prime Minister Pinkowski is for, the party takes
care of ideological *udt.r, and we take care of workeri' inierests.
Let each organisation act in its own field.

But whatever narne you give it, if you keep on saying no,
no, no, in the name of 10 million people and back it with the
threat of strike then you can topple the Government,
without being a political organisation in name.

Switon: The governmenf can change while the system does not.

ln your qpinioh, do people want a socialist system?

Rozplochorruski: Of course, the answer is y€s, but a real,
genuine, just one.

People do not want a return to capitalism, so that it will be
like the West?

Osinski: I've never met it anywhere.
Switon: As a radio-mechanic I visited a lot of people's houses
where they talk more freely. I created the unions on the basis of
what I heard and I can say that people do not want to change the
socialist system, they only want to mend it. They want to
participate in government and they want an organisation which
will guarantee that right for them.

Since we are talking about democracy, how do you resolve
the differences of opinion between Solidarity at the
Katowice steelworks and the MKZ in Jastrzembie? What
are they based on?

Switon: These differences started on the l3th of September. We
went to Jastrzembie to see how they organise their activity ...
What is happening in this region and'what methods are being
applied is not a matter of. indifference to me since I hdve spent
many hours on the boards in jail thinking about the union in great
detail. We saw then, that the lads in Jastrzembie were making one
big mistake. They were not asking people to sign out of the old
unions, but accepting them into Solidarity on a simple declaration
of intent. The statutes still didn't exist at that time, but I was of
the opinion that a. person could only belong to one union and
later this was confirmed by the statutes. It turned out that I was
right, for since Jastrzembie was not signing people out of the old
union the old union could go ahead and call itself a conference.
And that was the beginning.

Rozplochowski: Jastrzembie doesn't talk to us, but it talks with
the Party, and it's done that from the very beginning. We do not
deny the Party, but until it gets itself cleaned up, until it renews
itself, until it gains people's confidence - we will not talk to it.

Switon: Apart from the person of Grudzien, nothing has
changed here. The prosecutors who condemned ffie, surely they
ought to stand down. They are kept on just to annoy us. Only last'
Thursday they stopped our people and kept them under arrest for
2-3 hours for distributing the 'Free Unionist'

Rozplochowski: We can see a hardening of attitudes
developing. For example, as you probably already know we had a
row over the so-called squat on the new housing estates in

:qt .c.hrr? 3 hq,f crr.tiatrrgr in \ot1.t DetJ tt€ btrrcrrrcnt.
(C.Lt .r. {ypa K.--..rikct,)

Do you consider that here, at this time, elections can
decide this guestion?

Rozplochowski: Of course.

Osinski: These are politicai matters. Let us leave them.
Presumably what you're concerned about is whether we have any
aims to overturn socialism. Let's ask, what is the basis of
socialism? The working class. Solidarity also has this basis.

Rozplochowski: What is socialism anyway, is it the system that
for 36 years we've had ...

';l
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Sosnowiec. These aplrtments had stood empty for six months. A
squat was organised, people were directed into the flats, some
here, some there, there were even Xerox copies of documents
purporting to prove that it was a Solidarity action, signed
*Andrewr, ie. with my name. We had nothing to do with it! And
when people had already settled in an eviction took place. Police
lorries arrived, they wanted to throw people out, children,
furniture and all. Only then did the Katowice steelworks
Solidarity committee ...

Were these flats built to house steel workers?
Rozptochowski: Among others. Anyway the chairman
protested at the methods of this eviction and then there was a fuss
itrat Solidarity is backing lawlessness. Probably that was the point
of the whole exercise. And now, a few moments ago I was
informed that there had been a call from,the Sosnowiec president
postponing our appointed meeting for tomorrow and changing
the subject to be discussed: they can discuss grievances, but not
the eviction itself. As a result about 20 women from the evicted
families have come to the steelworks and begun a hunger strike,
until the matter is brought under control.

Perhaps these apartments were allocated to other, eqUally
needy families?

Rozplochowski: That is something we don't know, but we do
know the kind of swindles that went on in housing.

You claim you had nothing to do with the squat?

Rozplochowski: Nothing. They wanted to mix us up in it. A
month'ago the Assistant Mayor of Katowice, Wnuk , at ameeting
with the vice-president Kopec said that if anyone found an empty
flat, they could move in and get it sorted out for themselves. We
heard that. And'now the Sosnowiec president there you are
... I really don't know what We're going to do with these twenty
women.

You accuse the authorities of contradicto:ry actions, yet the
authorities accuse you'of exactly the same. They maintain
that they negotiate with one unit of Solidarity, arrive at
some common agreements and then another unit will
ignore these agreements. Your statutes even forbid higher
level bddies to interfere in the affairs of lower level bodies.
So' what kind of partner are you?

Rozploehowski: At the last National Co-ordinating Committee
we decided which sectors are the most important ones on a
national level: teachers, health workers, sugar refiners (they've
been 9n strike for the last couple of weeks after all), textile
workers and light. engineering generally. Their cases must be
settled imnnediately. Others will have to wait and nobody is to
jump the gun or demand the " arrival of the Government
Commission to open negotiations.

But what guarantees are there that other groups of
workers will obey this and wait. lt's only an appeal, after
all. Supposing a drawing pin factory in Middle Wallop
wants to go on strike, what's to stop it?
Hozplochowski: Well no, not all at once. The statutes lay down
that you have to take the matter to the regional office first of all,' that the majority of the workforce has decided this and that its
will is expressed at a mass meeting ...

Waliszewski: If it's a factory matter then they can strike, if it
affects the region or even the whole of Poland, then they can't.
We think, and it's useful if the directors know this, it is not
necessary to strike against the dictatorial and despotic decisions of
the director. It is enough to replace him, painlessly, with someone
else. Wider strikes, on the other hand, we will organise only in the
case of Government decisions which go against the feelings of the
community.

I

Do you think though, that, for a society in our situatiolt, the
ultimate weapon is too often employed? Strikes, hunger
strikes-surely this weapon cannot be used too,often, or it
will become too commonplace. And apart from the causes
which reach back over the last 10, or even 35 years, w@ also
have a bad,harvest and the chaos, of the new post-August
period.

Rozplochowski: I cannot accept such explanations. Bad
harvests occur everywhere and people manage somehow. The
chief fault lies in the incompetence of the Government. As for the
hunger strikes ...? It's difficult to talk-people who are in despair
out of them. I try to put myself in the situation of those people, as
you put it, in Middle Wallop. No one wants to talk to them, yet
they want to draw attention to themselves, to declare that they
exist, that they too ought to count for something. Some acts of
violent protest are caused by the authorities themselves, .with
provocation and pressure.

Do you think that chaos is in the interests of the
authoritiesT
Rozplochowski: We reckon that it's at least partly true. The
authorities prefer an atmosphere of confrontation and
excitement.

Is this your opinion of the whole government? Do you not
see any allies there?

Switon: They say that the new first secretary of the Katowice
district Andrzej Zabinski wants to establish democratic
relationships. "We find it difficult tb judge him, since we have not
talked to him. But what can he do by himself anyway? Apart
from him there are no changes in the personnel of the Katowice
authorities.

ieatttuW U*5b6 iE{ttaytil t
'We're honouring your Agreement!' From the Warski shipyard ,niu.rr,
bulletin Kommunikat. ;

Do you think that the conditions for co-operation are less
favourable here than in other regions? During our
interviews with the MKZ organisations in Gdansk and
Szczecin we learned that your colleagues were rather
pleased with their local agreements, even though neither J
Brych nor T Fiszbach were n"*rsecretaries.

Rozplochowski: Perhaps there the strike movement left them
with a lasting impression of strength.Here it is different and our
situation hasn't changed much.

, Switon: Perhaps that's an exaggeration. Before August I was
continually stopped, whereas now I act freely, I travel around, I
write, attend meetings and say whatever seems to me appropriate.

Are there party members among you?

Switon: Yes, our six-member MKZ praesidium has two party
pe,ople

rtl4
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Cierniewski: I am in the party.

Waliszewski: Whereas in Tychy we don't have any

We would like to ask you now about coal. On the one hand
there are the free Saturdays and Sundays, on the other the
coal and financial balances of the country. !

Rozplochowski: The fall in the quantity qf coal is not the result
of free Saturdays, nor the decision to abandon the four brigade
system - but of the realistic accounting of what is extracted. The
statistics used to be falsified, and you can't use the paper on
which all those glowing reports were written as fuel..

Let's talk of the coal which has been genuinely extracted
Won't there be less of it now?

Cierniewski: In the short term yes.Coal extraction Was

carried on during all the so-called days of rest. But it was caprred
on by plunder, without regard to cost. Expensive equipment was

buried underground, the plant was not maintained, conseqirently
causing conditions which paralysed operations for a fortnlght or a
week at a time.

How should it be done?

Cierniewski: In my opinion we should have four shifts, but not
four brigades. One of the shifts should be engaged not on
extraction, but in maintenance work and preventive measures

against subsidence. Such measures look beautiful on paper, but
there is never any time to actually carry them out.

Switon: In the light of this, the decision to halt the development
of the Lublin lowlands seems very strange. If there is such a

shortage of coal, then in my opinion the matter should have been

How can the shortage of 
'coati' 

be compensated, if the
investments will have to be put aside for the time being?

Rozplochowski: But we have already said that much of the coal
which used to be extracted was a fiction. In one of the mines the
director even ordered the construction of a machine which mixed
coal with stones. It was tonnage which was dug, not calories.

Now we will have less tonnage, but also less calories. Less
coal.
Rozplochowski: Well then, less must be sold.

And what wiil we use to pay off our debts? After all you're
meant to be defending not only the miners' interests.but
also the interests of other professions, the whole
community
Switon: We even make appeals for better performance at work.
Everyone will understand you first have to work and then you can

iiH:jIilt[lL'*",,0 cerrainry be more coar ir the work
was better organised.

The chief method of persuading miners to work harder
used to be, as you yourselves have pointed out, through
their stomachs, which actually made some people
resentful of Silesia. What do you think about this?

Waliszewski: There should be eQuality. Poland is all one.

Switon: I would allow privileges like more sanatoriums, because
the work is harmful to your health. At a pinch I suppose slightty
better stocked shops... But then, why should other people have
less? Why should a country which could be self-sufficient in food
and export it as well, suffer shortages?

The questions of how much we p-roduce and hbw this
should be divided are slightly separate. Meat rationing is
soon to be introduced and the plan is to give miners an
extra kilogramme a month. Do you think this is rightT

Switon: We don't know this. We haven't discussed it.

Waliszewski: We would have to know exactly how much meat
there is in all, how much of that is to be allocated and what each
person's share comes to. As it is, who knows?

Forgive me, gentlemen, there has been so much written on
this topic lately, you only'have to pick up any ne,wspaper.,.

Waliszewski: But how are we to know if it's true?

Wpll, what can you trust?

Rozplochowski: If the data was given to 
'some 

objective
commission ...

A commission could also say it didn't know if the data was
true. We understand lack of trust, but this does nol change "

our question, should the shares be equal or shouid miners-J
be privileged?

Switon: That is not oui business, let the miners speak out on this
one

Can you suspect that they will want less, when they can
get more?

Switon: We don't know ::

You don't want to get on the wrong side of anyone do you?
Neither the miners, nor the workers. You prefer to leave
the unpleasant decisions to someone else.

Rozplochowski: It would be against the principles of our, urion ,*
to express an opinion without consulting the interested parties. 

,,,,i

And your personat opinion?

Rozplochowski: Let's leave my opinion out of it, that is not the ,

point

Waliszewski: But on the subject of privilege, a farming co- 
:

operative approached our director and suggestedi 'You can have
as many potatoes as you like at official prices, but give us three ,,

coupons for a baby Fiat 126. The director approached us, &s,.
Solidarity, for an opinion. We discussed it and came out
categorically against. If we are tb clean up, let's start with our
own back yard. The miners in Jastrzembie also gave up their pit
shops, which were better stocked.

Switon: There you urr, so why do you assume in advance: that :

they will not give up a privileged meat ration?

One of you said that there is one Poland. ln our previous
conversations with Solidarity we have often heard the
argument that since we're all Poles, we'll manage to agree"
someho\rv. There are some questions, howeve,r, where,
Polishness does not see to help much. For example, Polish .

shop assistants want the shops to shut on
while Polish customers want them open.

free Saturdays,

Switon: I think Saturdays should be free for everyone

lf there are consultations over this question, will you take a
clear line on this? Will you say this in opposition to the
interests of the consumers?

Switon: If this is the position we reach ai the National ,' | ' _, 'l'

Committee

Rozplochowski: But on condition that thereonly
thatsupplies available and shopping can be done

What do you think about the Katowice
expan.sion? For many Poles it is a symbol of
gigantomania - for you it is your place of work. ;"'

Rozplochowski: That is a matter that must be looked ai by'
honest impartial professionals. It would be idiotic tci put a bomb
under it, as someone has suggested.

But should it be expanded?

Rozplochowski: It's difficult to say,without the necessary'
expertise. How much materials the plant has already got ready,
what we will lose if we give up the third furnace .. tt has to qe
worked out by economists, but not the ones who wan! to dilute
the question, but honest, irirpartial ones. : .,

At lot is being said these days about calling people to
account, and a lot about building; the past and :the futufe:'
Can we recohcile these rnatters, since every attempt, at

a
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making peace is suspected as an attempt to paper over the
cracks.

Cierniewski: We are not after a witch-hunt against this or that
person. We want a climate of honesty. It's true, we have evidence
against many individuals, but we will leave that up to the
investigation and prosecution departments. We will see how they
get on.

Rozplochowski: Each case has to be considered separately, so

that injustices are not committed, but accounts have to be made.
Too much of this sort of thing has accumulated. If people steal
and then calmly leave the country ... The border between
breaking the law and exploiting it is fluid, if someone has taken
aCvantage of his pqsition and connections to make personal
gains, he may be all right with the law, but not with us.

Cierniewski: The calibre of incidents varies. [f someone in the
minbs gets some fitted furniture built for himself then it is, after
all, just a trifle. But if through a wrong decision he wastes 10,000
tons of coal then the matter is more serious

Switon: I"think that all sdlaries should be made public, from top
to bottom. Then everyone could work out what people could
afford. Wages in the party apparatus are said to be quite low, but
it was common for them to live like kings.

Waliszewski: Wages should be decided by parliament.

What differentials and levels of wages would be approved
by the cornmunity? For example, how much should the
director of a mine get - 20,000 zlotys?

Switon: Oh! They could get 20,000 legally, but what about the
bonuses?

Waliszewski: There were cases of mine directors getting more in
a year in bonuses than in wages.

Would such a sum, 20,(X)0, be tolerated?
Rozplochowski: First of all, you'd have to decide the minimum,
what is the lowest wage, and then how many times bigger can you
make the highest. That's how they do it in Sweden.

What do you think of the continuing pressure for wage
rises? Some say that their wages ar€ below average so they
demand parity, others say that maybe they are above the
average, but if they don't get a rise there will be a flow of
people opt of their trade. ln the end we're dividing up little
worthless bits of paper.

Ciernie, ki: Do you understand Solidarity's basic policy on
wages? believe everyone should get a rise because of the
increase the cost of living, but-the rises should be equal, or
those wh arn less should get the biggest rises, never the other
wa roullu. in mining we have got a rise in wage rates, but a very
small rise in earnings, because it depends on the number of days
worked and that has decreased

But we are not just concerned with the miners! Do you not
think that too much has been promised on a national scale?
Perhaps the qucstion of rises should be renegotiated?
Rozplochowski: That may not be impossible, but we must know
more. We approached the then minister, Mrs. Milczarek, otr 18
November to give us an account on the l gth ...

You give short deadlines, it must be admitted
Rozplochowski: But they have these things in the ministry! A
list of where, in which branches, the negotiations have already
taken place, where they are in progress and where they have yet to
begin. Because it's not true that new demands keep being made.
Often it's just the same things, giraranteed by the agreements
rirade on the coast. Madame Minister did not give us a reply,
perhaps that's why she is no longer a minister. We want to unify
and level the wages system, so that the strongest sections do not
pull the greatest rises for themselves, leaving nothing in the kitty
for the weakest.

Would you accept the setting up of a mixed Commission,
composed of Solidarity and Government representatives ...

Rozplochowski: No, not a mixed commission.

And who is to put forward the proposats that have to be
accepted by the community and digested by the treasury.

Rozplochowski: It's the Government who started the race to the
kitty. Lublin struck back in July -- and got some, then in the
August the coast struck - and got some, in September, Silesia :
and again they talked of wage rises

The .old management attempted to buy off the pressure
with banknotes, and it didn't work. We ask you, is a re-
negotiation of the Gdansk agreement on the question of
wages possible, or is it holy untouchable writ?
Cierniewski: We can discuss it, but only in the framework of a
general restructuring of the wages system. First of all, a plumber
working for PGR cannot earn a different wage from a shipyard
plumber. Secondly you have to delimit how much the top salary is
going to differ from the bottom.

Rozplochowski: Let us build such a wages structure, we'll add
something for harmful conditions, changing the gang-wage

agreements. I.t, please, we'll talk about that sort of thing.

Waliszewski: But that won't be so simple. Those that have
already got substantial rises will not be keen to give them up.

Precisely! And who will tell them that they've got to give
them up?

Rozptochowski: That is a matter for the future. For the time
being let the Government honour its pledge rnade in point 8 of the
Gdansk agreement, and we will approach the government with
proposals when the new round of collective bargaining begins
next year.

Will our crumbling market last till next year, behind the
fragile line of defending Turkish tea, vinegar and macaroni?

Cierniewski: How can we help, when we don't know what the
situation is?

Switon: We have the ability to help, but only if the Government
stops getting in our way. If we are to take control of the wave of
wildcat demands, we have to organise ourselves, to recover our
balailce, to have access to the media - &Dd not be continually
treated as the fifth wheel on a cart !

Are the fears of the Government to let you have access to
the media totally unjustified? lt must be asking itself: who
will be the editor of your paper, Switon or Kuron? Will it be
a union organ or a political one?

Cierniewski: Why have the attacks on Kuron stopped ever since
he sat at the presidium table at the National Co-ordinating
Committee of Solidarity?

You've answered-your own question. lt's because he sat at
the praesidium table. The authorities are trying to avoid
conflict with Solidarity, but that does not mean that they
have made their peace with Kuron. Who sits on the
praesidium is a question for your side.

Switon: I think it was either stupidity or provocation. We
demonstrate that we are an apolitical union and then we allow a
person who is manifestly potitical to sit on the praesidium

Rozplochowski: Nevertheless my opinion is that the main
reason for making access to the media difficult for us is the fear
that if we were to have our own way - we would unmask all the
wrongdoings and mistakes.

The foreign press says that the situation in Poland is
dangerouC. Do you share this view?
Rozplochowski: Yes, it's grave because of the fault of the
authorities. There are still many people there who don't want to
do what's right, even at the cost of chaos. Solidarity's line is
based on the whole community, while these people have a line
based on their fear of losing their positions.

Perhaps not only that. Perhaps there are also international
agreements, and our duties towards our allies?

Rozplochowski: But we have no desire to touch them. If we are
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to seek a compromise, who is to make the concessions? The
overwhelming majority or a few individuals?

Cierniewski: If we could, we would prove the accusations that
Solidarity is against Socialism to be totally baseless - because
such accusations arb being made, even if they are wrapped in
cotton wool. If we could, we would prove that we only want a
better socialism.

Hozplochowski: The communitj' only rejects the kind of
socialism representgd by the old regime.

When you decide on large-scale actions, do you consider
how they must look from outside, from the capitals of our
alliesT

Rozpiochowski: What are they afr,aid of? We're tidying up our
own back yard, in our sovereign state.

Cierniewski: After all we also want to be governed by
communists. Communists, but not pseudo-communists, who hide

(The following article owes a great deal to a
talk with Jan ,Litynski, KOR member and
founder and editor o/ Robotnik, to whom
the official media of Eastern Europe poy
tribute for his vision and determination
over recent years in helping to keep alive the
idea of independent trade unions by
vilifying him and his fellow KOR members.
Needless to say he is not responsible for any
of the opinions expressed here.)

Walbrzych is the capital of the province of
the same name in the region, known as

Lower Silesia. [t has a population of some

their own private.interests behind the party banner

Switon: But I agree up to a point, that if we are to pass for an
apolitical union, political activists should not enter our governing
bodies.

Neither the Soviet Union, nor Czechoslovakia, nor the GDR
care if we confiscate corruptly obtained villas. But they do
care if the execution of certain agreements made with the
Government is called into question. lf you demand of the
Government that it is responsible, surely it ought to
concern you as well.

Waliszewski: And are we not concerned? When we struck at the
FSM; did we not listen to persuasion that it might turn into
something more serious?

Rozplochowski: We don't want to arouse any fears, but nor do
we want to abandon the work we have undertaken.

Miners on strike at the Maurice Thorez Mine in lValbrzych.

Building Solidarity in Walbrzych: Problems of Working C1ass Unity - By Oliver MacDonald

WALBRZYCH

!50,000 but the region around it includes l'.lHr.oo*n 
to dig the extremelv narrow

Swidnica, 25 tms 
'*u, Y,i'I^P-.'^ry ,ryT_t: ti. ".." is also a centre of rhe production

and many other towns of between l0 and oi'"p..-tau.l.ated parts for rhe building
30,(x)0, alt heavitv industriarised 

r"o,L"r. i,i";;,d'd;";k;r,,r. rr""ir"E

rn warbrzych itserr there are rhree coa, llr'Xil,X'",*rtil1ff?.:":::il'.il|&H
mines and there is a fourth in Nowa Ruda uUouii,OOO or-3,@0 workers and the oihei

;:ffi3,J'Tx:il;ffifi,.s*:,"fliT#jl li-,"utt .o*n, typically centre on factories

difficurt mining conoitions'jr';:: fi'.ffi involving between 800 and l'000 rvorkers'

Europe. The 
-coal is very hig;h quality One special feature of Walbrzych is the fact

anthracite but special geological conditions that many of .the miners came. there from
make extraction very difficult and also very France and Beftium after the war and those
dangerous: often the miners must work that came were very largely either
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sympathetic to the demanding that it be handled in an official in negotiations
the popglation way. But the main demand was for higher

carne from' the former Poli.sh territories wages. The factory was part of a l4rger
in the East, now incorporated in the USSR. enterprise with its headquarters in Wroclaw secretary for propaganda
These social factors are said to have given and a mass meeting was held after with the

local manager and also the chief manager The miners' first demands were for an endfrom Wroclaw in attendance. For the first
time ever, the workers were able to speak

to Sunday working with no loss of pay, an

up and'denounce the local manager who, increased food supply, the ending of the

worker in Walbrzych, very tense,
workers by

hit back attacking individual four-brigade system. Then , &t a rnass

j oined the paper's name. Some of the workers meeting of miners in Septernber, the

editorial board and distributed the paper
locally with a small group of comrades. But
they remained fairly isolated - there was,
for example, some unrest and even strikes

retreated in the face of his threats, others regional party secretary was violently

came forward with very sharp, strong attacked. The meeting was in particular

criticisms of him. Meanwhile the Wroclaw
given details of his involvement in the

chief was very friendly and 'reasonable' -
ordering or materials, charged to the

upheaval which the a typical scene in many factories where the
Thorez mine, for use in building private
villas. A tape recording was made of the

not learn about. workers were first gaining strength. The discussion and was circulated to workers'

with the MIKZ - talks were
carried on instead with the deputy regional
secretary, Josef Nowak, and the party

strike ended after two days with the meetings throughout Walbrzych
workers gaining a small wage rise and a

al

.,] i

mlners were
l

in a very good material position compared promise to meet their other demands. In The party leadership locally banned theto other 'sections' of workers. But more
recently this superiority
Mipers' wages: good

has been eroded"
this as in other cases the MKS leadership circulation of the tape but the battle

wages for face was directly involved in assisting the strikes continued and becarne interwoven with the
workers 12-14,000 zlotys, for surface and the negotiations October 3rd one-hour national strike by
workers 8-9,000 zlotys. Jurek Szulc, During these struggles in Septernber the

Solidarity in its campaign for legal
Chairman of MKZ, is a miner. His monthly miners' problems loomed large. First of all, recognition. The Thorez miners wanted to
wage packet was 10,000 zl. for 31.3 hours. there was the A-brigade system of work, a

system involving six days

use the occasion to launch an unlimited
A textile worker in the area'on the other rotating shift strike and it was only with difficulty that
hand would get 7-8,000 zl. work a week at irregular tinles of the day or ' the MKZ leadership checked them on the

The movement began in Walbrzych on 27 night. It involved the miners having rest morning of 3 October the local vice-

August, zt the height of the Gdansk correspond to those of president, Stanislaw Wrobel, krimself from

struggle. Miners in one of the two coal friends. When this is the mine had to rush there to dissuade the

struck, both in added to the fact that the miners in practice miners from taking action.

for their own had to work 7 days a week, w€ find a The October 3rd strike lyas a completenext day there was nightmarish cycle of labour
success in Walbrzych and the surrounding

the regionalLinked to an ever increasing work pressure towns. And as a result of it,
in the last few years, there has been a Solidarity won a number of imnnediate
collapse of safety standards: there simply concessions: they were provided with an

to use the initials. Workers in was no adequate time allocated'for safety electric roneo machine, a cat, some extra
in the in the region procedures and the miners' equipment also offices, a weekly column in the local daily

r"nessages of solidarity was not kept in proper repair. New paper and also a verbal assurance that

In the 1960s and early 1970s the

strike

period which didn't
their families and

gifts
workers but tended not machines were being wasted, and the for Solidarity frorn western trade unions

organisation of work was not being would be allowed through customs. And
stopped on adequately carried out. Materials needed two days later, a mass meeting on the

were not available and others materials corruption issue was held in the Solidarity
were lying around unused. The mines have headquarters The rneeting was attended by
had two plan targets: a coal production the local prosecutor and the deputy regional
target and a scrap metal target" Equipment governor.
that should have been used in the mine was
tossed into the scrap metal plan target.

And this situation was closely connected to
corruption by party officials, up to and
including the city and regional party
secretAries. Materials allocated to the mines
were being used by officials to build'villas
for themselves and other materials were
being ordered from abroad and charged to
the mines while going straight into the
officials' private building activity.

So the miners confronted a cruel contrast:
in the last years of Cierek they were being
pressed for more and more output and even
finding that their traditional l3rh and l4th
month bonuses were being cancelled for
absence from work, including for sick
leave, while the resources of the mines, the
product of their own labour was being
squandered in waste and corruption. More,
the speed- up itself was directly linked to the
vicious, circle of declining safety standards,
disorganisation
equipment and

of production, waste of
increased possibilities of

from the very start of the ltrho .h q, Lilt
they could' not be involved

' l. 
a.

corruption
I *ari*Artverj

fu*epam,thitt
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The meeting ranged widely over the entire
history of the area during more than a
decade. One target of attack was the
Walbrzych party secretary in the 1960s,
Barlicki, who had been very active in the
party drive against students and
intellectuals in 1968. Workers explained
how he had ordered truncheons and-shields
to be produced in many factories and
had paid miners to go on the rampage
against the striking.students in Wroclaw.
This was one of a number of provocations
organised by Barlicki who, after the August
crisis, had taken over as head of national
radio and TV from Maciej Szczepanski,
arrested on charges of massive
corruption. The accusations against the
current regional party secretary,
Groczmalicki, were repeated and dozens of
other officials from plant directors to
officials from the economic ministries and
from the judicial administration were
implicated.

Soon afterwards both the City Party
secretary and Groczmalicki were removed
and significantly Nowak, the deputy
regional secretary who had been handling
the negotiations with Solidarity, was made
regional secretary. Nowak had shown
himself to be a very skilful operator in
handling Solidarity: always solicitous and
friendly, prornising many things, explaining
all sorts of difficulties and above all keeping
an unending - and largely inconclusive -dialogue going. In comparison with
Wroclaw, relations between the Walbrzych

Y*, and the Party leadership were good.

As the workers won concessions and the
strikes and ferment of the previous two
months subsided in mid-October, a whole
set of new problems quickly confronted the
Solidarity leadership. While the Seprember
battles were otr, there had been a high
degree of unity and enthusiasm for the
struggle, and the Presidium of the ldKZ
worked extremely hard and effectively. But
as relations with the authorities stabilised,
the problems of establishing a firm,
permanent organisational structure and
administrative apparatus came to the fore.

In the field of administration, many of the
regional MKZs have been provided with
assistance by the local radical intelligentsia
from the university or colleges in the area.
Their voluntary efforts have helped to
establish and run the l/'KZ office, handling
a lot of the paper work, typing, servicing
the local bulletin and generally organising
an office administration. But in Walbrzych
there was no such local intelligentsia and
the MKZ had a 1ot of difficulties in the
administrative field, resulting at times in
political tensions and difficulties. I n
addition, th:re was the inevitable problem
that those most capable and active in
leading a strike movement may be less
temperamentally suited to the routine tasks
of union organisation.

Jacek Pilchowski, the secretary of the MKZ
and long-standing member of the editorial
board of Robotnik, asked Robotnik's
founder and editor, Jan Litynski, to come

building of the union. Litynski, just out of

jail, went to Walbrzych in September and
has been assisting the MKZ there ever since.
But.he has been very determined not to try
to substitute himself for the workers,
leadership in any field: thus, although he is
on the editorial board of the Solidarity
bulletin, he refused the suggestion that he
should actually edit it. His task has been
that of doing educational work on trade
union problems for the MKZ, , giving
courses to rank-and-file workers.

But the main problem that the Walbrzych
Solidarity has faced has been . that of
establishing a stable organisation of the
workers. The overwhelming majority of the
workers in the region have joined Solidarity

administrative staff, remained in the old
official unions, and these in turn changed
their names to NSZZ trade unions (ie.
'Independent Self-Managing Trade
Unions'), the name Solidarity has itself
adopted.

By mid-October, Solidarity had 120,000
members in the province, drawn from 361
enterprises. The }y'rKz was meeting every
Thursday, with hundreds of delegates of all
ages coming from all the different factories
to discuss the main problems. The meetings
were prepared by the MKZ Presidium. On
23 October, for example, the NIIKZ
assembly discussed the following main
topics: a report on the problems of
registering Solidarity at the Warsaw Court;
the project of a national strike ori 27
October in the event that the court refused
to register the union; a report by the
miners' leader Bogdan Kocik explaining
why, . for technical reasons, it was
impossible for the miners to strike on the
27th, followed by a lengthy discussion; a
report on the hunger strike by railway
workers in Wroclaw in their battle for
higher wages and better conditions; a report
on the establishrnent of a commission for
workers in the transport sector (where
previously the workers had been attached to
particular enterprises with no unified body
to deal wittr their particular problems); a
report on the organisation of a lecture
programme on the history of trade
unionism and the development of the trade
union movement.

For hundreds of delegates from vastly
different plants and background wifhout
any previous collective traditions or
experience to decide such major issues
within the space of a single evening, this is
an extraordinary demonstration of the
unity and awareness of the new movement
in Walbrzych. At the same time;
considerable tensions arose between the
leadership of the miners and leaders of
other sections of workers.

Within Solidarity locally there is a special
miners' commission such .branch

commissions' as they are called, exist for
various branches of industry within the
regional structures of the union. The
miners' commission in Walbrzych has
about 20 members, representing the various
mines. About one third of all workers in the
mines in the region are party members, and
the proportion is espeCially high among

administrative workers in.the mines. Both
the strikes in the mines and the miners,
commission itself are led by these
supervisory staff in the party. As a result of
this the miners' commission has had a very
specific atmosphere and does not
necessarily closely reflect the attitudes of
.the coal-face workers. This gap has been
enhanced by the lack of many mass mee-
tings of the miners themselves.

The Walbrzych miners' leaders were from
the start in contact with the miners'
leadership in Jasztrebie and, in September
they actually went to Warsaw with
the aim of registering their own separate
miners' union. In the end they decided
against doing so and withdrew their
registration papers, but established a link-
up with Jasztrebie through a confederation
of mine workers, loosely coordinated and
transcending the regional Solidarity
structure.

In considering the problems between the
miners' leadership and other sections of
Solidarity, it should also be remembered
that the miners' relatively high pay and
other material benefits has created .the
danger of sectional tensions and envy of the
miners.

The miners' conditions of work were a
fundamental issue in the first weeks of
Solidarity's, existence in Silesia.
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Against this background a crisis erupted in

the I/IKZ in late October. The miners'

leadership attacked the secretary, Jacek

Pilchowski, because of his links with KOR,
the focus of unremitting attack in the

party press, and because they said he had

held a meeting with the regional governor

without authorisation from the Presidium.
As a result of this attack he decided to

withdraw from the' Presidium while

remaining a member of the MKZ itself and

being in charge of its publishing operations.
In this way he hoped to avoid a sharp split

between the miners' leaders and the other
members of the Presidium.

But the conflict between the two wings

continued. And at the end of November
Pilchowski was thrown off the }/.KZ itself.
Factory representatives protested very
strongly on his behalf, and people attending
the meeting demanded a vote. But the
chairman ruled this out of order, .

apparently on the grounds that before the

union elections there was no responsible
body that could take a vote. Pilchowski
himself decided not to continue the battle
for re-instatement. After his dismissal,
police gave an order that he should not be

allowed back in his old job at the

electronics factory, but the workers there

voted to strike unless he was immediately
re-instated and the police backed down.

The miners' leadership did not stop at
Pilchowski's removal. At the instigation of
the JastrzebieMKz leadership they planned

to pull the *,r.:9 of the watbrzych
N.4IKZ altogether and to directly affiliate to
Jastrzebie. This proposal could have led to
a decisive showdown with the miners'
commission which would have had to have
a mass meeting of the miners themselves. At
such a meeting it could not be ruled out that
the miners would withdraw their support
altogether from the commission leaders.
Such considerations may have weighed with
the miners' . commission because after a
two-hour discussion they decided not to try
to break away and join Jastrzebie.

During this crisis there was a real threat to
the existence of the,Walbrzych MKZ. Some
of the workers from the towns around
Walbrzych were so disturbed by the conflict
that they considered linking up with
Wroclaw MKZ.

Throughout the conflict matters were made
worse by a tendency among the factory
workers to identify the miners themselves
with the actions of the miners' commission.
But the crisis was overcome, the N'{KZ
remained united and in December the union
elections began in Walbrzych. These have
provided the basis for renewed unity in the
organisation. The compositibn of the plant
cornmittees is being substantially altered
through the elections which have resulted in
the replacement of about half the former
delegates. It seems that some of those who
have been replaced had been talkers rather
than doers. What is not clear is whether the
new committees are more radical than the
old.

Jan Litynski, the Robotnik editor and KOR
member has found that amongst the
workers themselves KOR is very popular, .

mainly because of the Party's propaganda
against it. The workers have shown a strong
religious attachment. The miners' saint i St. ,

Barbara and her saint's day, 4 December,
has always been a miners' holiday. This
f,tme, instead of official speeches, medal
presentations and banquets, 4 December
was marked by a mass celebrated by the
Archbishop of Wroclaw, who invoked the
steadfast 'Solidarity' of St. Barbara who
was ready to die rather thqn abandon her
faith. Religion is seen by the workers as a
symbol of their freedom.

At Christmas 1980 one Western visitor
considered that the Walbrzych workers'
readiness to back Solidarity's actions on
issues like political prisoners or censorship
was less strong than it had been at the start
of the movement. The Solidarity
organisation had gone through a difficult
period with its unity sorely tested. But by
March Walbrzych was gain showing its
strength and unity. When members of the
KOR were threatened with prosecution, the
Walbrzych miners threatened to strike in
their defence. The miners were in action
again in defence of the Bydgoszcz workers
on 27 March. Walbrzych's workers are in
the forefront of the movement.

reform the Party Statutes, to democratlse
the Party, and to prevent such a breech with
the workers ever happening again.

The Kania group at first tried to oppose a
speedy Congress, claiming it would be wbn
by the confrontationist wing of the Party
anyway. But in the autumn, the Central
Committee 

. 
finally agreed to an

extraordinary congress, while
simultaneously Kania denounced the
construction of hori zontal links at the base
of the Party as a violation of democratic
centralism. On 24 November, the Toruq
Party Control Commission expelled
Iwanow from the Party on the grounds that
he had challenged the Marxist-Leninist
World Outlook (they had a picture of him
taking communion at the factory gate
during the August strike) and also on
grounds of factionalism.

But this didn't stop the struggle. Iwanow
continued to function as if he was a Party
member, and the horizontal movement, by
now called the 'Anti-Apparatus'
movement; spread to other centres.
Amongst the first were nearby Bydgoszcz

One of the most crucial questions in the current crisis is whether
the radical currents seeking democratisation at the base of the
Communist Party will be able to create strong links with
Solidarity on the basis of respecting its aims and its autonomy.
lVe pubtish below an article on the anti-apparatus movement,

Amongst the places where Party mennbers
led the strikes in "August, one of the most
significant was Torun. The M.KZ there was
led by a Party member from the Towimor
ship-machinery plant called Zbigniew
Iwanow, who has subsequently, become
famous. throughout Poland as the founder
of a new movement for democratic change
and working class control within the
Communist Party.'When the August strikes ended, Iwanow
was elected First Secretary of his Party
organisation in the factory. He and his
comrades then launched a movement which
subsequently spread to at least 17 provinces
throughout the country. They established
what they called a Consultative
Commission, deriving the idea from the
MKS established in Torun during the strike.
'Instead of the exclusively vertical links from
basic Paity organisations upwards to the
higher Party committees, they were to build
horizontal links between . rank-and-file
organisations through the Consultative
Commissibn. The sole precondition for
affiliation to the Commission was that the

Party organisation should have
democratically elected its olvn secretary (the

PARTY

equivalent rule for the MKS was that the
factory had first to strike before it could
affiliate). Very quickly one party
organisation after another in Torun
affiliated to the Commission, and by early
this year 7,000 members out of a 17,00b
total in Torun city were affiliated to the
Consultative Commission. The body has
become in effect an alternative leadership
to the City Committee.

The consultative commissions were built in
the battle by rank-and-file Party members
for an extraordinary Party'Congress. (The
last Congress had taken place only in
February 1980, and they normally take
place every 5 years.) Thls demand was in
turn linked to the membershiP's
determination to prevent the leadership
attacking the workers and ,their
organisation Solidarity in the name of the
Party itself. The Party rank and file had
gone through a profound crisis in August as

they saw the Gierek government seeking to
break the mass strike and threatening to
open an irreparable gulf between the Party
rank and file and the mass of non-Party
workers. So the demand for the Congress
was linked to a campaign to radically

followed by an interview with its founder, Zbigniew lwanolv, and
articles from Party members in two key centres of the movement,
Torun and Lodz. Finally we publish the first full picture of the
Polish nomenklatura to have been published.

The Anti-Apparatus Movement :- By pettir Green
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and By beginning, of March, the factory Commission for the
Congress are apparatusBy

Preparatory
Extraordinary

anti-apparatus
of all officials
them;
shop

November (according to Le Monde), people.
Radom, Katowice and Krakow had become were planning to hold a delegate conference
involved. The motement also spread to in Torun in response to the Party The following demands loom large in the

Party organisations around the country
involved in the anti-apparatus movement

members have twice
by participating in

Party had already suffered too
deadly.

movement: accountability
to the organs that elected

election of all secretaries from the
floor; abolition of the

Gdansk, Szczecin, Pulawy, Poznan and leadership's
(which was
but is now

postponement of the Congress
Pabianice by early l98l scheduled for March

The characieristic components of the due ln July). In the end they

have been the large industrial decided not to call the conference on the special
on the

career

the universities and colleges. In grounds that it could have laid thery open grade of apparatchik; limits length
to expulsion for 'factionalism'. But during of tenure of secretariat posts; voting by

officials; athe early months of 1981, the movement secret ballot; the recallability of
has deepened and widened as Party free choice of candidates at all levels; at

defied the leadership least a 10090 increment of candidates over

big Solidarity strike posts at local level, and 50Vo at higher

important ideological influence within the actions. By the end of March no fewer than levels. ,Further points are that all persons

,trnovement has been the thirteen or fourteen thousand individual holding high office must have been

Warsaw-University-based Sigma Club and
proposals for changes to the Party statutes democratically elected and that there

its bulletin Common Discussion. (This had poured in from the membership; while should be a right to hold no-,confidence

bulletin has reprinted many texts from the Higher Party School itself (linked to the votes which, if carried, require the defeated

Torun and other centres, organising written Central Committee) has now published its official to resign. After Party conferences,

discussion on changes in the statutes with own new draft statutes, involving, amongst the delegates elected to them will retain

regard to Marxism and Catholicism, the
other things, the legalisation of horizontal their status until the next confgrence,

social character of the Polish state, and so
links at the base. This swelling tide has enabling the membership to swiftly

on.) Sigma developed as a semi-official club
produced a hysterical reaction from reconvene the conference, so that delegates

"in Warsaw University during the 1970s. One sections of the Party apparatus, with would in effect be able to act as watchdogs

venture that it was associated with in 1979 Kociolek, the Warsaw Party Secretary, over the people they elected to higher posts.

was a drahatised performance of the lOth declaring that 'an attack on the apparatus is

Party Congress in the Soviet Union, which an attack on the, Party' a precisely Changes such as these, if combined with the

a watershed formulation of the average consciousness of right to form political tendencies within the

Torun a philosophy lecturer from the
University,, Z9-year-old Lech Witkowski,
played a leading role along with Zbigniew
Iwanow. University branches were also
involved in the other centres, and an

many Sigma members regard as
in the history of the Bolshevik

.l

Party. The the apparatchiks.
the entire functioning of the

script was a verbatim transcript of the According to George Kolankiewicz (from
deal of the information in this

system. But at the salne time, the fate of the
Congress debates: the audience had to join whom a great struggle inside the Party depends above all
faction caucuses in the interval - Workers' article comes), during the last 10 years 7090 on the continued strengthening
Opposition, the Trotsky-Bukharin group of Central Committee members have been Solidarity and upon a growing organised
and the Lenin group - and then vote on. drawn from a band of Party secretaries and support for Solidarity within the rank and
the different lines in the trade union debate economic managers who, in terms of file of the Party. It was from the workers'
at the end of the performance! Sigma is 'occupation,'account for only 4.390 of the mass action that the anti-apparatus
quite a strong influence among the Warsaw Party membership. This statistic alone gives

movement grew, and it is by its assistance to
students, and members of the Club have some idea of the weight of the apparatus in the needs of independent mass movement
founded a women's movement (see the the leading coirncils of the organisation. that the anti-apparatus movement will
pection on Warsaw in this issue). Over 8090 of the membership of the ultimately be judged.

We realised that the most important thing was to organise really
democratiq elections within the Party. In spite ofitre opposition of the par-
ty leadership in the town and the region we were able very quickly within
our factory to 'arrange democratic elections after 15 August using Party
rules which said that there must be a vote if 30 per cent of the militants de-

Party, would bring about a major change in
political

Now we have 32 organisations,in the commission. [t has no leader.
There is a weekly meeting. Each time somebody else chairs to avoid one
person dominating. AII documents drawn up by the comrnission are eir-
cularised in the rank and file Party organisations where they are
see if they meet with approval. The basis of those discussions

'The most anti- socialist group in Poland is the
party political bureau'

(The following interview with Zbigniew lwanow, leoder of the 'onti-
apparatus movement'
the French journol of

in Torun, was carried out by o correspondent from confidence in anything the authorities said. They were and did
the Fourth Internotional Inprecor from which we nothing. The people 'up there' were compromised. end of

have token this translotion.)
September, at the start, there were 8 Party organisations in the commis-

really deriocratic elections and toWhat happened in the Communist Party within the factory? sion. The first aim was to organise
It began with the strike. Most party militants in our factory, Towimor, outline a programme, really originating in the rank and file, for the Farty
were for the strike. Some were on ttre strike committee. Stanichevsky was Congress. The commission was not warmly received by the
our delegate to Gdansk. After the strike, we soon realised that Solidprity

But we owed it to ourselves to'seek
authorities (laughter). They sensed themselves to be in danger

was a safeguard for the people.
safeguards within the Party, because the
many crises and one more more might be

is what the
militants want and ask for. We concentrate on problems such as how do we
see the Party evolving in the future or how to work with Solidarity?

mand it.
We have outlined two key issues: changing the Party constitution and

the role of the Party in society
. After the new vote members of the strike committee were elected to the

Towimor Party leadership. The first phase of our work was to help We will now explain to you the naturd of the conflict between us and
Solidarity because we knew it was important that the union grew the Party leadership. We are workers, not diplomats, wedo not mince our

words in the meetings. When we think someone is a thief or a gangster we
say so.

The people who do not want a regeneration of the Party listen without
pleasure because they are not used to it. They. think we should always
plaud the First Seiretary's speeches without questioning if it is

is an idiot or that he tells\ We saw, very quiekly, that the changes we had instigated in our Party
in the factory were insufficient. Thus we sought contacts with likeminded

of other Party organisations. The quickest response came from

would not shout in the hall that he
right. They



appealed in writing but it is three months later and stili no reply - it is true
that the commission must have lots of work to expel other militants who
are bigger fish than me!

Today the Party control commission is coming to discuss my case
(laughter), It is a ploy to win time because this commission can do nothing
to reverse the decision. It is playing for time. I am doing nothing else. Just
continuing my work.
How can you impose democratic elections at alt levels before the
iongress?
In the present Party rules there are several points which are undemocratic
and we whnt them changed. The number of candidates is limited - that
cannot continue. Votes can be manipulated because everybody is not a '

delegate.
Here, in our discussions, we have gone still further. We think that the

Party authorities at all levels should be elected by direct suffrage.
For example, in a Party meeting to elect a secretary there would be

several candidates, each outlines their programme and finally there is a
knowledgeable vote. Everybody, by voting for his or her candidate, would
feel responsible for the candidate of her or his choice.

Also we have considered the role of the Party. Until now our Party has

played a role that it should not have: it doubles with the functions of the
state (administration, police). This is why we think that this duplication of
state apparatus in all fields of the Party apparatus, this bureaucracy, has to
disappear.

We must also consider the role of the CP in the factory and what it
should be. [t must be a force making positive proposals on all the problems
and not an instrument of government. I would like a Party like that in our
country. To join this Party one should wait ayear or two in order to show
what you can do, to get some quality not quantity
Will the debate continue after the Congress?

Of course.
You have spoken about self-management in the factories but how
do you envisage it in society as a whole so that the workers really
decide?
Now, you say that the factories belong to us. Not true. They are in the
hands of the government. The government is led by a very limited group -not even all the Political Bureau of the Party - but only a few of them.
' It is they who decide. Society has no influence and it bears the conse-

(This orticle is an introductiqn to a set of documents from Torun
published by the Sigma Club.)

Three months have passed since agreements were signed 'in
Wybrzez and Slask. The situation iir the country is far from being

stabilised. We must not delude ourselves into thinking that the

registration of Solidarity automatically guarantees peace in the
country. The spectre of confrontation still haunts us. Conviction
that the changes are temporary is hitherto as strong in the centres

o,f power as among the public which is full of fearful doubts.

It has become clear that breakthroughs in the unions are not
enough. Only changes in lhe PUWP can lead to definitive
progi.rs in Poland. Only if the Party can regain the confidence of
its members, as well as that of the people as a whole, will the

haunting prospect of confrontation cease. The Party holds power
today (though somewhat eroded - fortunately for us all) but it
has no authority. The significance of Party leaders' actions
between August and November has not been at all clear to the
public and everything points to the Party's crisis of credibility
deepening. The hopes one might have had in the n€w Party
secretary, having seen his performance marked by a reasoned

approach, are dashed by the day to day practice of Party officials
in the provinces.

We have before us (and when I write 'us' I mean the public as a

whole) the task of reforming the Party, the task of achieving
proper representation for workers in the Party. The decisive

sources of this social crisis (and of previous ones) lie in the Party's
method of exercising power.

Not everyone is convinced now about the wisdom and possibility

of pursuing reform in this organisation. Much hope _has bee-n-

invested in Solidarity; I would say too much. Independent trade
unions are an achievement in our society, but they do not have the

power to attend to everything that needs attention. So.it is wrong

quences of their decisions. That is why we want to make this reform as
quickly as possible. How to achieve this reform? To clean up Poland ....

I think that the factories must have greater autonomy and the ultimate
aim is to let the workers decide. I see that as a series of councils of all the
workers from all parts of the factory. They could not be bought. Otherwise
the one with more money would win.,

The workers would decide how to develop the factory, how to share
things, how to recruit, that would be a reform of all the factory administra-
tion. Marketing would be developed.
Do you have contact wlth organisations in other towns who agree
with your projects? What type of contact do you have?

Yes, we are particularly in contact with Gdansk and Krakow. We send
our material. We meet them. But what we propose meets strong opposition
because such a reform would severely limit the administration, especially
in Warsaw.
Don't you think that the Government, already confronted by
Solidarity, and seeing people like you question them will react
violentlyT

We have no choice. We must see as many people as possible who think
like us, educate them and inform them. But we are already doing that. We
have many meetings where they discuss with us. It is necessary that the peo-
ple cease to be frightened.
How do you see collaboration happening between Party radicals
and Solidarity?

There are many areas where we think along the same lines especially on
social politics. Neither the Party nor Solidarity can be isolated from the
problems of the moment. In the present circumstances to say, as the
Government suggests, that Solidarity should only concern itself' with
economic problems is impossible. What distinguishes us from Solidarity is
international politics. We are in very specific conditions. Unfortunately in
our country we have better conditions. Obviously I am speaking of the
weather. (Laughter)

(At this moment the interview ends as the Porty control commission arrives

in the Porty offices in the factory. The Porty control commission upheld'
lwanow's expulsion from the Party.)

for so many groupings - including those within the Party - to
concentrate their energy exclusively on the trade union moement.

The level of consciousness in the Polish working class is such that
however well Solidarity copes with matters concerning trade
union representation, sooner or later workers will realise the need
for political representation. If the PUWP is not recognised by the
working class as its proper means of political representation,
whatever the declarations, intentions and promises, then we shall
have to support the emergence of a workers' political party from
union organisation.

Taking up the struggle now for workers' representation in the
PUWP is the shortest and least costly route to ensure workers'
power and to assure the triumph of socialism in Poland.

Campaigns to reform the PUWP, to re-establish links with the
masses, have been undertaken several times in the history of this
organisation. Each time the Party declared it had iegained
authority in society it always turned out that any gains were
partial and superficial. We must understand the reasons for
failures hitherto if we are to make the most of this opportunity to
reform the PUWP. All the more so, as many are oiit. opinion
that the organisation won't be given another chance to ,re-

establish links with the masses'. The community has a memory -a mistake may be made more than once, but can't be repeated
indefinitely.

Hitherto, after each episode of workers' unrest, there came a new
team full of good intentions, which tried to build links with the
rnasses. After a time the links were severed. On what grounds? I
am convinced that such severing of links was inevitable. Why?
The Party's functioning has hitherto depended essentially on the
intermediate levels in the hierarchy in their widest sense. The
principle on which this apparatus worked was always
uncompromising domination of the Party executive over the rank
and file. The executive rnediated in contacts between the 'top' and
the 'bottom'. Individuals within the apparatus ,became the real

The struggle for the political representation of the working clas
Likelihood barriers methods
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force behind mechanisms adopted until now, and their personal
interests outweighed those of the Party AS a whole and of society
as a whole .u.rv time.'I

Party reform can only meet with success if there is thoroughgoing
reconsideration of the role of the Party's intermediate tiers and
the way they operate

. For this to happen, two conditions must be futfilled:

2) far-reaching'changes in the functioning of the apparatus, as

, regards recall and accountability

The NEW apparatus must.face NEW tasks, to be carried out
under NEW circumstances, characterised by the executive

: carrying out the will of the Party as a whole, or to put it another
way, with the 'base' of the Party controlling the 'top'. Reform
thus understood would signify genuine change in the class

composition of the PUWP

,, Evidence from previous attempts at Party reform (and reform of
i, other organisations in society) indicates that it will be

,,i implemented only if forced to a conclusion by the rank and file.
. The rank and file can only force reforms and concessions from

those in power when it is organised. That is why it is an urgent
: task to organise the mass of Party members so that they force an
' extraordi,nary conference and it be won by the working class.

A precondition for winning the confidence is to win the campaign
for election of delegates. If the delegates chosen are tainted,
people in whom there is no confidence, then the conference , far
from regaining authority for the PUWP, could be a nail in its
coffin. '

We must take up immediately the struggle to smash the Party
executive's monopoly power over personnel and policies. This can
only be done with organisation among the 'grey' masses of Party
members.

Below /in the'texts to which this is an introduction/ is material
based on the possibilities of such rank and file organisation
among Party members in the Torun region. (We shall ignore the
middle tiers.) The aim of such activity is to struggle to ensure links
are forged in workplaces, ending the isolation that made
opposition to manipulation from on high impossible"

Even the most sincere undertakings given by the Party meant
nothing if the paperwork got buried as it was being processed by
higher authority" Mutual support and dissemination of eSsential
information is most important.

A few words of warning on the material below" Evidence from
Torun indicates that this type of activity can meet with
disinclination or opposition from higher authorities" There are
often accusations of fractional activity, uJrrepresentative activity,
ill-considered action or unconstitutional behavlour. It is possible
that there will be attempts to characterise such rank and file
movements as anarchic. Concerns in which action is taken
without waiting for official guidelines and democratic elections
and whose new workplace comrnittees undertake activity in urban

or regional districts must account for their actions to the area and
regional commission controlling the Party.

There may be a blockade on .inforrnation about the work of the
commission. To overcome this some establishments belonging to
the Torun commission have suggested eirculating information at
branch level. The organ of the Torun KK FOP. is still the
temporary presidium, alongside which the editorial group works
to ensure the flow of information among the members of the
commission.

Evidence from setting up the cornmission indicates that to ensure
contact between" Party workplaee organisations it was often
necessary to act through the level of divisional Farty organisation,
where the, workplace committee machinery obstructed the
organisation of elections and access of workplace organisations to
participation in the commission's work.

What is to be done?
(This is an article from a porty niember involved in the inner

. Party struggle in Ladz.) : tackle the pr-oblem. Today the Party ought to become the hLad
:, The events which have been taking place in Poland since and driving foree of the revolution, if iiis not to end up in the
i mid-1980 have a revolutionary eharacter. Workers in big rubbish-bin of history. It must therefore take action with a view
, indu$tryaretheinitiatorsandchief drivingforceof theprocess. to redistributing personal income and privately-owned.goods:

I ffrey .1rave Ueen joined by ever broader circles of sociity as a those who are too rich should quite simply lose a significant part

, whoiel Thr .or.-.nt tends to rejeit once ahd for all the present of their wealth for the benefit of the poor. Unless it lowers the; ;fi; ;il;;;rlriig rrl"li*a it. ..ir,oas of building ro.iulirtn highest incomes and taxes the possessions of the best-off sroups,
now in force. Iis iirn ir tt ut the dictatorship of the proletariat the government wilt only fuel inflation and the 'black market'

, r should no longer be a dictalorship over the iroletariai, and that through the wage rises it has introduced. And in that case.it is the

iir. rigr,li"l"piession shouid be guaianteed ior the broad masses poor who will pay the costs of the crisis' The growth in the mass

. Uottr'in law and in reality.'Utuntil now, the hypertrophied ofmoneyonthemarketwouldbosmallerifadecisionwerernade

r apparatus of state, party and eionomy has forced the nation to to decapitate the wage pyramid in the sthte sector and to limit the

I iifi;il it;;;i;dt ;ra iru:.ctiuiit dicisions. But it is no incame of the private sector. In order to consummat.e the

I fo"gu. p"5iUf.-1" goul.n in that way, since it deprives people of revolutionalY process, it is also necessary to severely punish'ihose

tneir dignity and turns them into an instrument for achieving who have illegally enriched themselves, and to use their wealth for
.. goals thit haue nothing in common with their class interests. aid to the poor. To this end an extraordinary comrnission should

be set up, consisting of representatives of'solidarity', other trade
. " The.revolutionary process that.we are witnessing is' of a unions and organisations, the militia, tfr. HiJfr.i A;;il;i

spo.ntaneous nature. The Party and sta-te do not control it, but are Control, and the National Coordinatory Commission. Its ta$k: onhing dangerously in the face of m-ounting demands. It is the should be to seek out and rnut. puuri. ai-.uro of excesiivi
: " organs of the self-managed independent union 'Solidarity' which ,"ii.fr-"rt. 

-fi-*"rfO 
thereby make it possible to check on .

.'arebowingiothepressureofneedsandtothestateofmindofthe

., i ;;rt*.ffth""orii.ioutntttofsociety,'solidarity'representsall Thepresentpartyleadershipisactingmuchtooslowly:eitherit ,

,i those who define.themselves as 'we'against a Party and state undeiestimatesttregravlttoitfr"rliruti*,-oiliOo"rnothavethe .

i , defined as 'them'. 'A 
system of dual Bower is gradually emerging, necessary political -competence. It is scandalous and disturbing

,, . in which the Party, and especiallyits leading bodies, finds itself tnat a pieiaratory comirisrion tur rtifinoi-U.r, established for
i, . on'the wrong side of the feqce" It,is,necessary that the Party' thePartyiongresi, andthattheses fortheextraordinarycongress
,, together with 'solidarity' and the otlrer organisations of society, have not been published. A lot of time has already b."n *ult.d.

should clearly place itself on the side of 'us'. Otherwise, the' The decisions bf tne 6th Plenum were a late and inadequate

l', ' existence and leading role of the Party lose all significance' response to the situation in the country. The extraordinary

i , ' So, what is to be done? Whqf I ple the burning questions of our and should seriously analyse ,the crisis and *iflji",fi., 
'rJiVJ 

.iimovement? resolving it. The ,"ou-i#*i;; #;;; i,;ru.r.., i, the electionr' It,is this Leninistsounding question that provides the means to of a new and genuinely competent leaderstrip, whose membels

i.
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should be known to the nation as judicious people of integrity. In
particular, they should have the mentality of leaders rather than
hired employees. The Party now needs men of the masses who
iepresent the workers' interests, and above all the interests of the
least favoured layefs of sgciety. The new leaders should go to the
masses, and not rest content with meeting middle cadres.

The extraordinary congress cannot be prepared by those who
have always use4 now-rejected methods and are only ready to
Change them under pressure. The congress preparatory
commission should appeal to militants who have had the cou.rage
and imagination to oppose subjectivism and totalitarianism and
,have thernselves taken part in the 'Solidarity' workers'
movement.

The congress ought to rnake real changes in the mode of
organisation of Polish communists. The Polish United Workers'
Party (PUWP) is so compromised that, unless it is changed from
top to bottom, it will be unable to regain the confidence of the

misses. We propose that the PUWP should be transformed into a
new party: the Polish Socialist Workers' Party. As its name

suggests, it would be a pdrty with three essential characteristics:

l) 'Polish ' - that is, independent, born out of the expe-

rience, tradition and history of the Polish nation; geared in
its programme and practice to the specificity of our culture;

*oiLirrg to achieve our-national interests in the best possible

way.

Z),socialist' - tfrat is, with the goal of constructing a so-

ciety based on social ownership of the principal means of
.prod.rction, and the on the principle of redistributing goods

in accordance with the quality and quantity of the work per-

formed; with the goal, too, of strengthening links between

Poland aiiO the socialist countries, and of supporting left-
wing governments and movements

3) .Workers' 
- that is, representing above all the section of

the population that lives from wage labour: the working class

and intelligentsia.

The polish Socialist Workers Party would link itself above all to
the great tradition of two parties: the Polish Socialist Party and

the polish Workers Party. Hence the two epithets 'socialist' and
.workers'. The name Polish Socialist Workers Party would be

identical to that of the party of Hungarian Communists. Their
HSWP created in 1956 was also the expression of a renewal

process, and linked itself to the tradition of the Socialist Party.

Acceptance by the PSWP ol the models of action associated with
the PPS and PPR rvould. enable it to get over the disease of the

PUWP (and, in pdriicular, of its leading structurggt 
^ramely,

'sectarianism'. This disease was inherited by the PUWP from the
.minority' wing of the communist Party of Poland. It is

expressed in the following symptoms: lack of confidence in its
own people; inability to accept the autonomy of any organisation;
the ciroiie for leadership posts of incompetent and docile people

enjoying the leaderihip's trust; manipulation of information; the

. rearit ior a clais enemy behind every criticism; a panic fear of
any form of opposition; the attempt to gather all power and all

initiative in a single hand.

The PSWP would have to Qe a mass party, but no! like the

PUWP has been in the last beriod. At the present time, it is

enough that one in ten should be communist among the twelve

rnillion wage-earners of the socia-lised sector. The Party should

select its members with such caie that it appears as the moral
vanguard of the nation. Ttrus the exchange of PUWP for PSWP

cards would be the occasion for an examination of the Party

membership. We may expect that persons who voluntarily'make
this choice will really be genuine communists. For, as Lenin

rightly said, the most precious members join the party when it is
in a bad way.

_.r

The PSWP would regroup the honest, active and modest

supporters of socialism, independently of their religion. It is

necessary to break with the dogma, still to be found now and
again, according to which atheism alone can be a source of
sociq[ist inspiration. In Marxism it is not atheism but humanisgq
rvhich iounts: that is to soy, faith in humanity and social progress.
Vanous members of the party who lacked this ideal, and who
used it as an instrument for their own career, have already caused
us enough harm.

The PSWP should exercise a leading role in the state: not alone,
however, but together with parties representing the other two
classes of our society, the peasantry and the petty bourgeoisie. At
the 'same time it would be necessary to rebuild the peasant
movement, as well as the movement of artisans and traders. These
three parties - of the workers, peasants and petty bourgeoisie -might form a people's bloc in the Diet and within the national
councils (that also include people who do not belong to any
party). Each of these parties would have its own autonomous
youth organisation.

The PSWP should be a less costly and less bureaucratic party than
the PUWP. It should base itself more on the devotion of its
militants, restricting the apparatus of paid functionaries to the
minimum necessary. Members of the central and regional
leadership ought to belong to workplace cells not just in a tormal
way but in actual reality. It should be obligatory for them to take
part in all cell meetings, being subject to control by the cell and
giving it an account of their activity. This would be an antidote to
the chronic lack of ties between leadership and rank-and-file. An
end qnust be made to the classroom-type lectures which turn
meetings and plenums into exalted church services. For such a
style does not facilitate the exchange of opinions or the making of
criticism. Instead of reports read out at the meeting, there should
be seriously prepared written material that everyone can read in
advance and so form an opinion of his own. Instead of the system
whereby privileges are given to certain contributors by virtue of
their place on the presidium - a system which serves to underline
their power - there should be an undifferentiated 'round-table'
structure whereby everyone can take part in discussion on a basis
of equality.

In the present situation, it has now become urgent to hold
elections at every level of the Party and to elect delegates for the
extraordinary congress. It is especially important that these
elections should have a democratic character, that the mass of
members should be completely free to vote for the people they
trust.

We hope that the independent, self-managed trade union will be a
factor standing in the way of the degeneration of the Party and
the state power; and that it will prevent Party bodies from
breaking their ties with the masses and obstinately maintaining a
bureaucratic routine. The Party ought to respond, through
general directives for the government and state administration, to
the needs and interests of working people who should be able to
express themselves in a spontaneous and unfettered way. The
leading role of the Party cannot be based only on constitutional
and administrative guarantees. It must base itself above all on real
authority. To govern against one's own people is not a long-term
possibility. The task is to win its support and confidence, showing
that the Party is a revolutionary comb at party which represents
the poor and oppressed.

Members of leading bodies find it very hard to grasp all thei
truths and demands, apparently failing to understand the roots of
the present conflict and the need to take rapid action. They have
no links with the mass of members, and are not aware of their
state of mind. In such a situation, only firm, resolute pressure
'from below' can.save the Party and country from catastrophe.

B. Rogowski
Lodz 14 November 1980
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Apparatus Power: the Nomenklatura

(This detaited iist of nomenklatura appointments k a inique dogy7tent: the tefifrom the French journal on Eostern Europe ond the fuviet Union, ,

thenomenklaturahashithertobeenocloselyguardedsecretwithi!1.t!leL,Alternative.,,|
Porty opparotuses of all the Eost European countries. We ore reprintinC
List of posts falling under the nomenklatura of the Party Central Committee, regional committees
and district (town and neighbourhood) committees

A. Nomenklatura p@sfs of the Party Central Committee

l. Party functions: personne! politically responsible for Party bodies and publications;
secretaries of Party committees

l. Heads of Central Committee departments, their deputies, the inspectors, main instructors and
political reporters of the Central Committee.
2. The first secretaries and zonal secretaries of regional Party committees.
3. The rector, vice-rectors, institute (group) directors, and scientific workers at the Academy of
Social Sciences.
4. The chief and deputy editors of Trybuna Ludu, Nowe Drogi, Zycie Porti and Chlopska
Droga.
5. The directors of the Bydgoszcz and Katowice Party schools.
6. The first secretaries of Party committees in the ministries and central State administration.

ll. High state functions: the administration of state and economy

l. The president and vice-presidents of the Diet of the People's Republic of Poland,
2. The president and deputy-presidents, the secretary and members of the,Council of State.

3. The president and vice-presidents of the Council of Ministers.
4. The president and vice-presidents of the Supreme Chamber of Control.
5. The president and vice-presidents of the Council of Ministers Planning Commission.
6. Ministers, vice-ministers and directors-general..
7. Chairmen of the presidia of regional people's councils
8. Ambassadors and plenipotentiaries, embassy and legation advisors, consuls-general.
9. The presidents of the Supreme Court and regional tribunals.
10. The public prosecutor of the People's Republic of Poland, his deputies, and regional public
prosecutors.
I l. The president and vice-presidents of the Polish Academy of Sciences, the administrative
secretary and his assistants.
12. The headof the Diet Chancellory and the Council of State Chancellory.
13. The commander-in-chief of the polic; force, and his deputy.
14. Regional commanders, their first deputies charged with state security, the first deputies
charged with the police.
15. The chairman and vice-chairmen of the National Raw Materials Board,
16. The chairman of the National Mining Board.
17. The presidents and vice-presidents'of the State Administration.
18. The president and vice-presidents of the National Bank of Poland, and the directors of central
banks.
19. Delegates of the government of the People's Republic of Poland.
20. The chairmen and vice-chairmen of the central, regional and sectional boards of the Co-
operative Unions.
21. Members of the secretariat of artisan organisations.
22. The directors-general of nationwide induitrial unions and of the central management and
offices of domestic trade.
23. The regional directors-general of the Polish Railways and of National Telecommunications.
24. The directors-general of the regional unions of Public Works.
25. The commander-in-chief of the Fire Brigade.
26. The directors-general of public institutions (Lot, Orbis, Wars, etc.).
27. The deputy to the permanent Comecon representative of the People's Republic of Poland, the
deputy to the Comecon secretary-general nominated by the People's Republic of Poland.
28. Directors of the various Polish offices abroad; the departmental heads of the Comecon
Secretariat and UN Secretariat nominated by the People's Republic of Poland.

lll. Functions in social organisations

l. The president, vice-president and secretary of the Polish Committee of the National Unity
Front.
2. The presidents, vice-presidents and secretaries of the'Central Trade Union Council; the
presidents, vice-presidents and secretaries of the Trade Union Federations.
3. The president, secretary-general and secretaries of the Association of Fighters for Freedom and
Democracy.
4. The presidents, vice-presidents and secretaries of the youth organisations.
5. The president of the National Women's Council, and the president of the League of Women.
6. The presidents and secretaries-general of the Higher Technical Organisation and the Polish
Economic Society.
7. The chairman of the Higher Council of Cooperatives.
8. The president, ex oflicio vice-presidents and secretaries of the Polish-Soviet Friendship
Association.
9. The president and secretary-geleral of the Society of Polish Journalists.
10. The president and secretary-general of the Union of Polish Writers.
I l. The president and secretaly-general of the Association of Polish Jurists.
12. The president of the Higher Lawyers Council.
13. The president and vice-presidents of the Union of Agricultural Circles.
14. The president and vice-presidents of the Union of Agricultural Producer Co-operatives.
15. Full-time presidents, vice-presidents and secretaries of social and cultural associations.
16. The president of the National Defence League.
17. The president and vice-presidents of the Volunteer Firemens Association.

lV. Functions in the Army
l. The head and deputy-head of the General Staff.
2. The head and deputy-heads of the political directorate of the Army.
3. The inspector-general of Home Defence.
4. The inspector-general of (military) instruction.
5. The Senior Commissariat officer.
6. The inspector-general of the Engineering Corps.
7. The commanders of military regions and their assistants responsible for political matters.
8. Commanders of the Armed Forces and their deputies responsible for political matters in: a) the
air force, b) the navy, c) aerial defence, and d) military defence of the frontiers.
9. The head of the Internal Military Corps.
10. The head of the personnel department at the Ministry of National Defence.
I l. The head of the (Military) Instruction Inspectorate.
12. The head of the Home Defence Inspectorate.
13. The head of the directorate of the Second General Staff.
14. Persons proposed for the rank of gederal.

V. Functions in the mass media, publishing houses and scientific institutiqns

l. The chairman, deputies and directors-general of the Radio and Television Board.
2. The chairman, vice-chairmen and directors of the 'RSW-Prasa' Board.
3. The chief and deputy editors and the directors of: the Polish Press Agency, the Polish
'lnterpresi' Agency, the Central Photographic Agency, drtistic and Craphic Publications, the

Society"for Documentary Film Produciion, and Polish Film News
4. The director of the publishing co-operative Ksiazko i Wiedzq. ' ' ;

5. The chief editors of ldeologia i Polityka and Zagadnienia i Materialy.
6. The directors and chief editors of scientific and literary publishing houses.
7. The chief editors of national circulation dailies, weeklies and monthlies.
8. The directors-general of Polish Radio and Television.
9. The directors.of specialised national institutes of scientific research.
I0. The directors of the foreign broadcasting service of the Polish Academy of Sciences.
I l. Departmental secretaries and assistant secretaries, as well as directors of the Bureau of the
Polish Academy of Sciences.

B. Nomenklatura pogfs of regional Party committoes

l. Party functions: personnel politically responsible for Party bodies and publications;
the secretaries of Party committees

t. The , first secretary and the secretaries of various sections of the district, town and
neighbourhood committees.
2. Personnel politically responsible for the regional Par(y committees.
3. The chief and deputy editors and the secretaries of the regional committee press.

4. The first secretaries of Party committees in higher education; the first secretary of Party
committees in the presidia of regional people's councils; the first secretary in the regional police
directorate.
5. Full-time secretaries of Party committees in enterprises and combines falling under the regional
committee nomenklatura, including all those placed under Central Committee management.

ll. Functions in government bodies, regional administration and the economic apparatus

l. The vice-chairmen and secretaries of the pre5idia of regional peoplb's councils.
2. The chairman of the Regional Economic Ptanning Commission, and regional school inspectors.
3. Heads of departments of the regional people's council presidia (as estimated by the executive
committees of the regional Party committee).
4. Deputy regional commanders (except the first deputies responsible for State Security and for the
Police)
5. Heads of departments of the regional police force (as estimated by the exectrtive committees of
the regional Party committee).
6. The vice-presidents of regional tribunals.
7. Deputy regional public prosecutors. i

8. The directors of regional penal institutions.
9. The chairmen of (regional) delegations to the Supreme Chamber of Control, the regional
inspectors of P.I.H. and O.K.R.
10. The presidium chairmen of district, town and neighbourhood people's councils.
I I. District police commanders and their deputies responsible for State Security.
12. The presidents of district tribunals.
13. District public prosecutors.
14. The presidents of regional administrative tribunals for social insurance.
15. The chairmen of regional arbitration commissions.
16. The directors (presidents) of regional economic organisations, industry unions, regional
organs, and regionally administered co-operatives and enterprises (except the chief director of the
regional union of Public Works).
17. Regional branch directors of the National Bank of Poland, the Agricultural Bank, the Polish
Savings Bank, the State Insurance House, and the Social Insurance Department.
18. The directors-general of key combines and enterprises (and deputy directors if so decided by
the regional Party committee).
19. Regional commanders of the Firertsrigade.
20. Directors of medical establishments and of the social serVices.
21. Leaders-of the regional delegations of the General Office for the Supervision of Press,'
Publications and Public Performances.

llt. Functions in social organisatigns

l. The presidents, vice-presidents and secretaries of regional committees of the National Unity
Front.
2. The presidents, vice-presidents and secretaries of the regional trade-union councils.
3. The presidents, vice-presidents and secretaries of the regional leadershipg of youth
organisations.
4. The president and (full-time) members of the regional leadership of the Association of Fighters
for Freedom and Democracy.
5. The ihairmen, vice-chairmen and secretaries of the regional teadership of the Union of
Agricultural Circles.
6. The presidents of the regional womens council and of the regional League of Women.
leadership.
7. The presidents, vice-presidents and secretaries of tt,. ,egilnal leadership of the Trade Union
Federations.
8. The regional presidents and full-time leaders of artistic, social, cultural, sporting and para-
military association3, as well as professional bodies such as the Higher Technical Organisation and
the Association of Polish Jurists.

lV. Functions in the mass media, publishing houses and scientific institutions

l. The chief and deputy directors of Polish Radio broadcasting stations and qf Polish Television
centres.
2. The chief and deputy editors of the main local dailies and cultural and social magazines.
3. The chief and deputy editors of regional press and book publishing houses.
4. The rectors and vice-rectors of higher education establishments.
5. Theatre managers and artistic directors.
6. The directors of (regional) museums.

C. Nomenklatura posfs of district (town and neighbourhoodl Party cornmittees

l. Functions in the Party: personnel politicatly responsible for Party bodies; secretaries of
Party committees

l. Those politically responsible for district (town and neighbourhood) committees.
2. The first secretaries of town committees (not integrated into a district) and of rural communes.
3. The (full-time) secretaries of Party base committees and organisations in enterprises coming
under the district nomenklatura. *
ll. Functions in government bodies, local administration and the economic apparatus

l. The vice-presidents and secretaries of the presidia of district, town and neighbourhood people's

councils.
2. The chairman of the District Economid Planning Comrnission, and the departmental heads of
the district people's council presidia (as estimated by the executive committee of the district Party
committee).
3. Primary and secondary school inspectors, the heads of secondary technical colleges.

4. The vice-presidents of district tribunals.
5. Deputy district public prosecutors.
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6. Assistant district police commanders (not coming under the regional Party committee
nomenklatura).
7. The chairmen of people's councils in towns not integrated into a district.
8. The chairmen of commune people's councils, and commune heads.

' 9. Commune police station chiefs.
10. District commanders of the Citizens Volunteer Militia.
1i. District commanders of the Fire Brigade.
12. The directors of state farms, both integrated and autonomous.
14. The directors (presidents) of district economic organs.
15. Branch directors of the National Bank of Poland, the Agricultural Bank, the Polish Savings
Bank, the State Insurance House, S.O.P., at the level of one or more districts.
16. The directors of industrial-commercial enterprises for public workers and the supply of
services (not coming under the regional Party committee nomenklatura); the chairmen of co-
operatives.
17. The directors (heads) of important medical establishments (hospitals, sanitoria).

(This article first oppenred in Robotnik No. 68-9 in the winter of
1980. It coused considersble controversy when it oppeared in
Poland.)

What are the limits to our freedom at the moment? How far can
we go forward before what happened in Czechoslovakia in 1968
happens here?

People are always afraid that some specific event, e.g. a decision
of 'Solidarity' about a strike, will perhaps overstep that limit.
Now, the idea of looking at reality in this way, that intervention
will f'ollow because an anti-Soviet slogan is raised or someone
from the KOR has some sort of function in Solidarity is complete
nonsense.

And so to the first point. I think and I'm not alone in this
opinion, that intervention in Poland would cost the Russians a
great deal and they really don't want this at all.

Firstly they kirow - and this is the general feeling of the society
that the situation here would appear different from that in

Czechoslovakia; that here it would lead to war.

Whether the Russians, will invade or not depends on their
possibility of intervening as well as on their judgement of whether
Poland is slipping away from their sphere of influence.

Secondly, the mere fact of war in Poland would set in motion
various centrifugal forces in the Soviet Union. Already various
things are happening there strengthening nationalist conflicts,
and the economic situation is worsening.

Thirdly, I deeply betrieve that a War in Poland would evoke
tremendous support from public opinion for the governments of
the West, and they would have to apply an economic blockade
against the USSR. This would greatly encourage the Chinese, who
have their own scores to settle with the Soviet Union, and
who would gain considerable help from the West and would in
effect form a new front in the Far East.

So by invading the Russians would most certainly lose the
possibility of conducting their imperialist policies in Asia
expansion in the direction of the Indian Ocean. Perhaps, as the
result of a military policy which would necessarily lead to the
cutting off of Western aid, this would lead to the revolt of various
countries in our camp, or'which the cost of the armaments would
fall. And this could mean the end of the Soviet Union.

I think that the Soviet leadership is becoming aware of all this and
as long as it' does not become necessary will refrain from
intervention. But when would it appear that they really have to?
When they recognise that Poland is slipping away from their
sphere of influence? One would have to be Brezhnev to know
this, and I don't expect that even Brezhnev would know this just
now. Moscow has no fixed nules for. invasion. I tirink that in the
present situation it is disposed to accept various things as long as
its control iS not generally threatened

Even so, such a generai threat has nothing in common with the
gestures lnade or stances taken or the words that are spoken.

{f someone considers that ritual gestures are necessary here, let
hinr make them. It doesn't seem that the great Soviet Union is
very keen on this. There's an old saying: 'Moskwa slowam nie
dowieriajet'. It's true that Moscow has no faith in words, either

18. The directors of enterprises forming part of a combine; the directors of factories forming part
of a multi-factory enterprise.

lll. Functions in social organisations

l. The presidents of district committees of the National Unity Front.
2. The presidents of district trade-union commissions.
3. The presidents of the district leaderships of the Association of Fighters for Freedom andDemocracy. , i: i
4. The presidents of the district leaderships of youth organisations.
5. The presidents of the district leaderships of Agricultural circles.
6. The presidents of the district womens council and pf the district League of Women leadership.
7. The presidents of district physical culture committees.

Warsaw, October 1972

affectionate or full of hatred. It must make sure, and making sure
here means the army and the police.

As long as the Communists have the army and the police and, of
"course, the central administration, Moscow can still count on
better times coming for them and on taking away everything from
us. We are counting on even worse times coming for them and
then they'll give back even more to us.

In Poland today a great social movement is being born - many
movements, as there are others, not just trade unions. The
people, having taken the hitherto-prevailing policies of the
authorities to the limit are now taking their fate into their own
hands. And nobody can stop them. It's possible to cry that they
should stop, but that won't help at all.

And anyway to stop now';;;r,l';;iri to condemn themselves to a
catastrophe, as if the central steering system had already broken
down and nothing new put into its place.

So we have on one side these great social movements, independent
and self-governing, in variouS spheres of life; but on the other
side the need to preserve the so-called 'leading role' of the party,
in other words its control over the central administration, the
police and the army. It is necessary to reconcile both these things.
We must do this. We must form a completely Rew model resting
'on a compromise.

The point is that everything which,determines the internal politics
of the state should be settled by negotiation between the self-
governing and independent organisations of society and the state
authorities. The new model of social relations is in fact the
institutional form that these negotiations take.

Such a model can't be thought out at adesk. It must be worked
out through all these movements and through discussion. There
will certainly be many ideas and they will be controversial. Only in
this way can a model which becomes the property of the whole
society be formed.

The process of the formation of these movements, the working
out of the new model, is at the same time a process of wresting
power from the communists in succeeding areas of social life.
Such limitations on the power of the communists can lead to their
losing it completely. tt is in this sense that we must risk invasion
by Soviet tanks.

we'do not want this, neither do we want to-weBut because
cannot- cross the boundary which is the overthrow of central
communist authority. We will not go this far only while we are
building the irrstitutions for negotiation. Without this each
successive and unavoidable coriflict threatens to explode and thus
creates the risk of the unintentional overthrow of the government.

I am convinced that intervention will not happen. This is no
irrational faith. What has happened up until now, what we have
succeeded in obtaining so far, shows clearly that there exists in
our society the strength, the talent and the possibility to organise
ourselves and achieve the necessary reforms without disturbing
the borders watched over by Russian tanks.

THE THREAT FROM OUTSIDE

Is There a Threat of Intervention? By Jacek Kuron
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Disorganisation of Reservists in Ukraine By David Satter

(This article lirst oppeared in the F-inancial jobs in the event of a new call_up, and to
T_imes o/ 13 Februory under the title, put all .gars and lorries belongin!'to each
'Soviet resemists on Polish bordei, sent enterpriie but reserved foi e-mergency
home after'5 months'. we republish the militiry use in good worting Lrae;.-''---'
complete text below. It was written by
David Satter in Moscow.)

The mobilisation was described as routine
The Soviet union has demobilised all 're-training' although it affected all
reservists in the strategic Trans-Carpathia reservists under the age of 35 in the Trans-
area near the Polish border. However, they Carpathians. A new call-up would be
have been warned that they may be recalled i necessary at some time in the future, it was
at any moment, according to reliable said, because of the disorganisation lastre,orts' 

f]"',H';Il3'ffi:1ri::1,','.':?'TJ:J,::
The demobilisation took place in early . desertions which took place on such a scale
December, after reservists had been on i that it was impossible to punish individuals.
active duty for more than five months. It The statutory time limit for 're-training' in
was still in effect at the end of last month the Soviet Union is three months and its
despite periodic crises in the Polish extension without explanation Ied to severe
situation. There was no certainty when the demoralisation among reservists. Many of
reservists would be recalled, but the heads them are of polish, -czech or Hungarian
of all enterprises in the Trans-Carpathians descent, who believed they were leing
were sent specific instructions for mobilised for a poSsible invasion of poland.
facilitating rapid mobilisation if necessary.

At first, they were told they would remain
AccordrpB to reports, the call-up of on duty until the beginning of 1981. The
reservists in Trans-Carpathia in August decision to, demobilise may have reflected a
proceeded amid scenes of near chaos. Soviet view that an invasion of Poland was
Residents of the area were dragooned on not imminent then. It was not known
the street, cars were commandeered on the whether Soviet troops along other parts of
roads, and reservists deserted the assembly the polish border had also been
points en masse. demobilised.

Because of this Mr Yuri llnitsky, the party
First Secretary in the Trans-Carpathians,
lost his post in early December, according
to the report. So did regional party
secretaries with responsibility for
organisational matters and regional military
commissars responsible for mobilisation.

After the order to demobilise, directors of
factories and organisations were instructed

. to verify the addresses of their employees,
to prepare for them to be replaced in critical

A number of members of the KPN are
being held in jail. Four of them have been
given serious charges for anti-state activity.
A socialist is also in jail though not yet
charged. His name is Krzysztof Bzdyl, aged
30, from Krakow. An economist, Bzdyl is a
member of a group called the 'Movement to
Co-ordinate the Polish Socialists'. He
participated in the Foundation of the KPN,
was arrested on 6 December 1980 along
with others associated with the KPN and is
being held in jail in Warsaw.

The KPN is a nationalist organisation
founded in the autumn of 1979 by Leszek
Moczulski. The initials stand for the
Conference for Potish Independence. It
urged all Poles who support the struggle for
independence to subordinate all their
differences on other questions such as

social programmes to a united struggle for
independence. On this basis Bzdyl and his
socialist group joined the organisation.

The KPN was not a large organisation and
not very important for example, in
relation to the KOR - before August 1980.
But since the arrest of its leader and other
members it has become very widely known.

The desertions of reservists, many of whom
regularly left assembly points to sleep at
home with their families, were said to
reflect the low morale of people in the area
who 'are well informed about events in
Poland and sympathise strongly with the
Poles. The mobilisation greatly strained the
area's economy and led to bureaucratic
confusion since there were no local
provisions for paying reservists for more
than three months on what was officially
described as 're-training'. It seems

Political Prisoners

however, that in view of the long period of
mobilisation, &try new call-up of reservists
in the area will signal that an invasion is
.almost. underway.

News of the demobilisation coincides,
paradoxically, with a growing feeling
among Western observers in Moscow that
the danger of a Soviet invasion of Poland
has increased. Soviet officials have hinted
that Moscow's patience is wearing thin and
Literaturnaya Gazeta, the Writers' Union
weekly, said on Wednesday that the Polish
question would be decided in the 'near
future'. Past experience in the Polish
situation has shown, however, that Soviet
propaganda has often intensified after the
immediate crisis had already passed and
official statements can be a very poor guide
to the Soviet leaders' real intentions.

Intensification of the Soviet press campaign
over Poland in the past two weeks is a
source of psychological pressure on the
Polish free trade unionists and it prepares
the Soviet people for a possible invasion.
However, it commits the Soviet authorities
to nothing, and could be quickly drqpned
with no lasting consequences.

l-Far more important rnay prove to be the
Soviet leaders' reading of the future of
detente and arms control, the likely policies
of the new US administration and their own
chances in such critical areas as the Gulf.
The Soviet Union is beginning to achieve
military superiority in selected areas and
will be reluctant to make any move which
would automatically create powerful public
support in the West for a massive military
build up. Moscow made far greater strides
in building up its forces relative to the West
during the period of detente than it could
have done under conditions of cold war.

Leszek Moczulski at the funeral of a pre-war
Cavalr3' commander in Warsaw in the late 1970s.

Leszek Moczulski is an historian and
journalist who in the West could be
described as a right-wing nationalist. He
was charged with telling s Der Spiegel
correspondent that his aim was to
overthrow the Polistr Communist Party.
Moczulski has heen in jail since last
September.
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The people in jail are being charged for
their political beliefs and are political
prisoners. The fact that Solidarity disagrees
with their views does not prevent it from
demanding the immediate release of all
KPN members.

POIONIA SEIVIPER EIDELIS
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. Talks between Yatican
(The foltawing article appeared in the German news weekly Der
Spiegel in the first week in Januory.)

Eyer since early September 1980 there have been secret contacts
between the Soviet leadership and the Vatican. The aim has been
to find a method of damming up the revolt in Poland which has

been inconvenient for both sides. One of Moscow's first
emissaries to Rome was one of 'the directors of the foreign
department of the CPSU', who in September met the Vatican
representative responsible for Eastern policy together with
Cardinal Agostino Caseroli, Secretary of the Curia. The official
reason for the meeting was an exchange of views on the
forthcoming Madrid Conference. In reality, as stated by a
Vatican source, the secret talks were mainly concerned with the
situation in Poland. Caseroli assured the Moscow representative
that Pope Wojtyla and.the Vatican would do everything 'to ward
off the misfortune facing Poland'.

Naturally such an assurance was somewhat unclear for the

Adam Michnik on Church

(The following ore extracts from a speech and question-and-
answer session given by Adom Michnik at a large meeting in the

Large Lecture HaU of Warsaw (Iniversity. Michnik, one of the

main KOR theoreticians, gove o survey of Poland's post-war
history and current situation. The extract is taken from the

French journal on Eastern Europe L'Alternative./

How shoulcl we now interpret the Church's determining role,

which is not clirectly linked to the election of Wojtyla as Pope or

his trip to polancl? Actually I shall try to formulate the question

in a clifferent way. The Church's role can be both difficult and

complex. But an observer of social phenomena is led to conclude

that, in the long term rather than the immediate future, the

Church offers , a perfect model of coexistence between an

inclepenclent social entity ancl the government. This model brings

togeiher two crucial factors: a thorough awareness of existing

,.iliti.r, ancl constant pressure on the-government. Although in

the last few ciays this attitucle has certainly been exposed to some

stress, the really vital question remains that model of behaviour in
a situation not of one's own making. It is a model from which we

must still draw all the various lessons. The Pope's visit revealecl.

that poles now have a new attitude going beyond a confessional

framework. The question we must ask today is: what type of
modus vivendi is the Church seeking with the government? will
it try to build arouncl itself a monolithic political institution
uncler its own clirection? Would w€, in that case' have the

situation fearecl by Western observers: a kind of lranianization
of Polancl, with a Shah who can barely manage to prop himself

and Kremlin

Moscow leadership in the long run. In early December,
immediately after the lEastern summit' in. Moscow, another
Soviet mediator left for Rome. This time it was a man of much
greater political calibre: 53-year-old First Deputy of the CPSU
Central Committee Department for International Affairs, Viktor
Zagladin, an experienced Soviet choice for delicate missions to
the West. Qfficially this trouble-shooter met leading Italian
Communists, including Enrico Berlinguer, during the feverish
crisis week. But on the sidelines of this meeting, the family visitor
from Moscow also had contacts with the Curia. In the opinion of
the Turin daily La Staffipa, these unusual talks signified that the
Soviet government would put back the possibility of invasion if
the Church 'acted to dampen the strong revolt of the striking
Polish workers'.

The Vatican did not wish to officially confirm Zagladin's
confession, but nor did it deny it.

up, ancl a powerful Ayatollah who thinks only of toppling the

regime? (Noises in the hall.) I can clearly see such tendencies in
our Church. And I can also see others: especially a tendency to
Faxisation (l), in which the Church would have great

confessional freeclom at the price of.a new-style alliance between

the altar ancl the government. A very clear answer can be read in

the homilies of the Pope ancl the priests close to Solidarity. Their

aim is an open Church in a pluralist society - a Church which

cloes not wish to be authoritarian, but defends its own rights as

part of the overall rights of humanity. I stress once again,
'ho*.u.r, 

that this is not the only tendency that people are trying

to impose on the EPiscoPate.

Why is KOR's attitude to the Church more and more
critical? Why is Cardinal Wyszynski being criticised}

First of all, I am not up with KOR's criticisms of the Catholic
Church. If you are referring to the Trybuna Ludu article

(laughter),let's be clear that that is just a pack of lies. I know you

ii".f that ctifficult to believe. But I, too, founcl it difficult to

believe when I reacl in the article that KOR was founded in

Geneva in tg75... As for KOR's attitude to the Church, such

clocumentshaveneverexistecl.AndifCatholicorclericalKoR
members hacl ever toyed with such ideas, the lay wing of KOR

woulcl have helcl them back. We continue to support the current

formecl arouncl the Primate of Poland. Personally, I think it right

that the Carctinal shoulcl wish to collaborate with the government.

If I have unclerstoocl him, the person who asked this question has

a negative view of such collaboration, referring to the example of
pax or of the Orthoclox Church in the Soviet Union. But that is

absurcl. What is true is that the Primate has always been very

pruclent ancl responsible in his behaviour, taking into account the

hung.r from abroacl. Ancl in that respect I completely identify
with him. Quite another matter is one's view of his August homily
given cluring the strikes which, &S you know,-- was ...qt by

Ielevision. (2) No one in KOR has every taken a public position on

this affair, iirA it's a pure lie to suggest otherwise. Still, I have no

intention of cloclgingltre issue. And, well, speaking for myself, I
clicln,t like that fiomily. I think the Primate made a mistake in
giving that homily which was not understood by the bulk of the

iopufution. But I clon't think we can reduce the ideological
^poiition of the Primate ancl the Episcopate to that single

unfortunate homilY.
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The French, Italian, American, British and Vatican press have

simultaneously noted that at a press conference given on 13

December, the spokesman of the Polish Episcopate, Father

Orszulik, took a critical view of precisely such provocative

statemqnts / made bY the KOR /
At this press conference, in front of Western journalists,
particular stress was placed on the necessity to limit 'the activities
which could inflict great damage on Polish interests'. 'Noisy and
irresponsible declarations which were direced against our

Abbot Orszulik Attacks KOR

Protest by 48 priests

Eastern neighbour' were also criticised. The Western press states
that what is intended here is a critical appraisal of the KOR and
Mocz'ulski's KPN /Qonfederation for an Independent Polond/.
The British BBC have identified Jacek Kuron as a proclaimer of
these provocative slogans while the Paris Le Figaro of 13
December explains that it is intended to conflemn 'those within
the KOR anh the dissident milieu who are unable to show a sense
of responsibility'.

(The following letter of protest from 48 priests in So_ut.h-East

Poland has been translated from NTO, the Warsaw Solidarity

'-;r:-':itu*rsed to the Priest Director of the Press Bureau of the

Polish Episcopate in Warsaw, Priest Director Alojzy Orszulik-
Przemysl, 16 December 1980. 

s

The recent appearance of the Priest Director in his role as press

spokesman for the Polish Episcopate (and also a number of other

appearances) has produced, enormous amazement and

indignation among the clergy and the faithful. In his statements

the Priest Director openly attacked the democratic opposition
circles and, indirectly, NSZZ Solidarity accusing them of
inappropriate. actions. This was echoed by numerous radio and

press commentaries in both the East and the West. Interested

iircles in society read this as an official condemnation by the

Episcopate of the opposition in Poland. The naming of people

anO inititutions is a slraightforward denunciation which could
have fatal consequences U&tr for those people and for the Church
whose mission sliould make it steer very clear of such behaviour.
People and institutions who have performed great services for
both the workers and the entire naiion, have been wronged. In
this way the Priest Director, consciously or unconsciously, has

added his voice to the barrage of propaganda instigated by our
neighbours, ,'worried for our fate'. We do not consider that the

.ori.rpondents have misinterpreted the intentions of the Priest

Director. In that case an official explanation 'should have

appeared a long time ago. Presumably the Priest Director forgot
about this.

Presumably the Priest Director forgot about the fact that when
making public statements he is not stating his own personal view
but.is speaking on behalf of the Polish Church. Yet its view is
diametrically opposed to his statement. The Church in Poland
owes its present status not to the policy of flirtation with the
atheist circle ruling our country whose aim is the destruction of
our country (of which presumably the Priest Director is very well
aware) but to all those right-thinking members of the Church and
nation who, for the past 35 years, have paid a high price for their
continual attempts to wrench the Church's right to exist in the
present situation from the hands of the authorities.

With complete firmness we declare that if the Priest Director, for
purely personal reasons, is not able to state what is really the
Church's position today, then he has no right to represent that
Church in this office. This office is intended for a person of
unshakeable character and civil courage. [n relation to the above,
we consider that in the future the Director of the press bureau of
the Polish Episcopate should weigh each word spoken to the
press.

Each one of us wants peace in this country. Each one of us
depends upon peace in this country and a correct solution to all
our problems. But the methods used by the Priest Director do not
further this aim.

Signed by 48 priests in Przemysl anq the Przemysl diocese.

Kuron's response

KOR and me personally. In this statement there is, I believe, an

enormous misunderstanding. We should not identify the

Episcopate with the 
'Church, nor should we say that Father

Orszulik's statements are representative of the positions of the

Episcop ate. We should also not limit the role of the Church to
that of a political institution and extend the enormous authority
enjoyed by the Church to a few sentences by the Director of the

Episcopal press bureau

(The following ts an extract from on interview given by Jacek

Kuron to L,e Monde and published on 9 January.)

In December there was a lot of talk about the statement made by
Father Orszulik, Priest Director of the press bureau of the Polish
Episcopate. Is it the case that the Church itself is against you?

Kuron: You have included the Church in the forces attacking

Meeting with Cardinal

(The following is a report published in the Worsaw Solidarity
Bulletin NTO.)

Statement by the Press Spokesperson of MSZ Solidarity,

Mazowsze region, J. OnYskiewicz'

On 5 January l98l Cardinal Stefan Wyszynski met a delegation

from MSZ Solidarity, Mazowsze region . "

The Mazowsze representatives exchanged views with the cardinal

concerning the piess campaign agaiJrst persons connected with

Solidarity-- u.u*paign to which some people have recently tried

to add the authoiity of the Church. The will to defend all

members and collaborators of the union was also emphasised ...

In the final part of the meeting the cardinal stressed the support

which the polish Episcopate gives to Solidarity. Any attempt to

break this support will not be successful'
Lech Walesa with members
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When talking about the East European regimes'
responses to Poland one has to distinguish
between their public response and what one cdn
surmise they are thinking in private the
reaction of one set of Communist Party leaders
to what looks frighteningly like the imminent
dethronement of another.

The basic element of this private reaction is the
fear of 'an independent trade union movement.

.Such a movement is an alternative power base;

whatever legal limits may be placed on its
freedom of action it has the potential to
overthrow the regime. As Solidarity has

developed, the governments of other East
European countries have become increasingly
nervous. For, after all, what has been happening
in Poland is not specifically Polish. Such a revolt
from below could equally well happen in any of '

the so-called workers' states arid each of them
has reason to fear that it might be the next in
line.

The Method

How do they try to play down this possibility in
public? The first premise of their propaganda is

that the crisis must be shown to .be specific to
Poland. It is portiayed as the result of errors
within the system, perpetrated either by
individual people who can be identified and got
rid of, or by groups of people who were infected
by the atmosphere in which such errors/crimes
were tolerated. The line is that there were many
people within the Polishr Party who were aware
of what was happening, but they were not
listened to. If their views had been heeded the
crisis could have been averted. Either way, the
crisis is not a crisis of the system as a whole but a
crisis of popular confidence; this confidence can
be restored with the help of a purged and
invigorated Party.

Having thus disposed of the causes of the crisis
the East European countries then go on to deal
with its consequences in a similar way. They
divide the nmovement of renewal' (the official
Polish phrase for what has been going on since
August) into two camps. On the one side there
are' the goodies, and on the other the 'anti-
socialist forces'. As the crisis has developed
different groups have been identified as falling
into these two categories. At first the Party was
good and the strikers were bad; then it became
clear that not all Party members were good and
that some of the strikers might not be as bad as

others. Now commentators attempt to
distinguish between'ordinary workers' (good)
and 'extremists' (bad) members of KOR and
Solidarity leaders fall into the latter category.
The Party has got back into the 'good' Iist,
although one'may speculate that future purges or
failure to deal with the 'anti-socialist' forces may
again introduce an etrement of uncertainty.

To make them seem more threatening the 'anti-
socialist forces' are portrayed as having close
links with forces outside Poland who are seen to
be wanting Poland's destruction. These shadowy
elements, subsumed under the all-purpose labels
of qimperiglist subversion' and 'West German
revanchism' have been invoked by all the
Communist leaderships, the Polish one included,
in an attempt to explain away Solidarity's
continuing radicalism and success.

As a background to their tales of alarm about
subversion and reaction the East European
propagandists lay considerable emphasis on the
danger of Poland's imminent economic collapse.
This serves several purposes: it shows up strikers
in a bad light as people who are uRconcerned that

By Susannah Fry

they are leading Poland to the brink of the abyss;
it highlights the economic aid bcing given to
Poland by the other CMEA countries and
therefore - hopefully - makes the people of
these countries hostile to the Poles, who they see

as wasting their money; and it enables the East
European governments to make propaganda
points about the slowness/rapaciousnesi/
political motives of Poland's West European
creditors.

Bulgaria

Each of the countries of Eastern Europe fas
given a different emphasis to Polish affairs in its
own media. At one end of the spectrum - and at
the other, end of Europe - Bulgaria and
Romania have given them as little attention as
possible. Until the crisis in February Bulgaria
was careful to take no independent stand. Major
events wQre described using Polish, Soviet and
other East European reports; any comment.was
simply re-hashed from these sources. Until the
strikes at the end of January and the beginning
of February such connnent was, in any case,
minimal, These strikes, howevpr, made all the
East European countries extremely nervous and
this was reflected in Bulgaria's increased
coverage of and hostile comment on the events.
Jaruzelski's appointment as Premier clearly
assuaged the regime's fears; a week later the
Bulgarian Party paper, Rabotnichesko Delo was
talking of the 'optimistic situation', even
thinking in terms of a rapprochement with
Solidarity.

'We must remember that more than one million
members of the PUWP are members of
Solidarity too. In other words, not all members
of these trade unions can be put in the same
category.'

(Rabotnichesko Delo, 20 February l98l).
Romania

Romania has given its population even less in the
way of hard news. The Romanian people has
been informed about some of the major events in
Poland by means of factual reports from Polish
government sources. Comment on major events,
however, is Ceausescu's prerogative, and he
would prefer to ignore Poland as much as
possible. In his first major pronouncement on
the situation, last October, he attempted to show
that the crisis was the result of a specifically
Polish situation - the continued existence of
capitalist modes of production in agriculture -and, of course, the weakness of the Polish Party.

'We do not wish to interfere in any way in
Poland's internal affairs, but I must say, for the
knowledge of our Party, that had the country's
development problems been solved together with
the working class, with the people, had proper
action been taken against that state of affairs in
time, and had a firm attitude been taken against
the anti-socialist elements and forces, these
events could not have happened ... All this
powerfully proves that any violation of socialist
rules and principles, failure to understand the
contradictions and solve them in time can.bring
highly;onsequential events. It is obvious..that as
long as there are Classes, economic sectors whose
basis differs, class struggle phenomena will
continue and will always show in one way or
another.'

The strikes pose quite a problem for Romania in
every sphere. As far as foreign policy is
concerned Ceausescu has strenuously tried to
distance himself from the Warsaw Pact and
pursue ah independent line - he didn't allow

Romanian forces to be used in the invasion of
Czechoslovakia in 1958 and has expressed
opposition to the invasien of Afghanistan. One
of the planks of his foreign policy - for Western
consumption, anyhow, is opposition to
'interference in the internal affairs of other
countries', and he voiced this, with reference to
Poland, in a speech to the Central Committee on
26 March, On the other hand, he has every
reason to be worried ,about working-class
discontent and opposition to his policies. This
flared up in the miners' strike iir the Jiu Valley in
1977, and. it might well do so again, since the
economic situation seems to be getting steadily.
worse.
Domestic developments since August indicate
that at least the more superficial Polish lessons
have been taken to heart: laws have been passed

obliging Party and state officials to declare their
personal wealth, forbidding them - apparently

- from owning houses while in office,
regulating the construction of holiday homes and
pioviding for more worker participation in local
government. The head of the trade unions has
been sacked, and replaced by a former Minister
of State Security; the agriculture minister has
also been removed and it has been publicly
admitted that Romanian agricultural policy has
been wrong. Though observers may draw their
own conclusions, the regime is taking care not to'
be seen to attach too much importance to the
Polish events. While they weie obviously enough
of a threat to Ceausescu to force him back into
the fold of the Warsaw Pact in December, little
has been said about them since and it remains to
be seen how Romania's attitude will develop. '

Hungary

By contrast the Hungarian media, which was one
of the first to say there were strikes in Poland,
hds given extensive coverage of the official
Polish version of events. The Hungarians are just
as anxious as all the other countries that
working-class discontent should not get out of
hand. There is evidence that the Polish events
have found an echo in Hungary - the trade
union leader Sandor Gaspar admitted as much in
the autumn - but the leadership has tried to pre-
empt such actions by reminding Hungarian
workers how lucky they are. The equivalent of
the Hungariari TUC Congress, which was held
just before Christmas, provided plenty of
opportunity for the regime to emphasise the
rights and the independence which the
Hungarian union possesses - including,.
apparently, the right to strike. The leaders have
bent over backwards to assure the workers that
they are the ones that count, that their grievances
are nearly always justified and will receive
sympathetic treatment. Some legal measures
have also been taken to democratise the trade
unions, while a five-day week has been
introduced ahead of schedule. The regime's
nervousness is, however, modified by the
knowledge that Hungary's economic problems
are not nearly as'bad as Poland's..

Hungarian rbporting of events has beenthe most
even-handed of all the East European countries;
those of the workers' demands which have'
reached the official Polish media have been
reported in Hungary. Similarly, comment has
been fairly well-informed and not malicious.
There has been criticism of the 'extreme', ,anti-

socialist' elements, which are portrayed as
preventing honest workers from working and
genelrally stirring things up, but there hav; been
few personal attacks on Solidarity leaders or on
oppositionists. By contrast with the other
countries, Hrrngary factually reported the strike
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at the end of January and the beginnin! of
February; however, the Hungarian media now
appears to bb simply keeping quiet. When the
February strikes ended and Jaruzelski was

appointed Premier, the Hungarian regime

defined its attitude to Solidarity much more

. clearly. The strikes were now said to have been
instilated by elements similar to those which
were active in HungarY in 1956 and

Czechoslovakia in 1968, who wanted'to turn the
working masses against socialism'
(Nepszabadsag, 15 February l98l). While not
dismissing Solidarity out of hand, they
emphasised that 'one must try to distinguish
between its leaders, certain spokesmen and

representatives, and the masses of Polish
workers, who are fighting for the purification of' socialism, for Poland's socialist prosperity'.
(Janos Berecz, Politburo member, 19 February
1981) The crisis in Bydgoszcz has been given

much less attention than previous events; and

comment has tended to be more critical.

East Germany

The attitude of the GDR, as reflected in the
media for domestic consumption, has diverged
somewhat,from the consistently hard line one
might have expected. The fact that most people
in the GDR can recelve West German television
produced a curious situation at first, with the
regime apparently unsure about how to react.
The media played down the crisis for days and
then, on 24 August, suddenly broadcast the
whole of Edward Gierek's speech to the nation' live on television. If the people of the CDR had
really been relying on their own media to tell
them what was happening in Poland they would
have been puzzled at this apparent over-reaction;
however, they knew - and the government knew
they knew - exactly what was going on. It was
not until long after the agreements - in fact,
after the one-hour strike on 3 October - that the
GDR leadership took a public stand. Honecker
made an important speech at Gera on 14 October
in which he said that Poland was an important
link in the socialist community, and the GDR
would make sure it stayed that way. The impact
of the events in Poland could be inferred from
the rest of the speech and the concomitant
measures to isolate the GDR from the West (by
increasing the minimum currency exchange
requirement for visitors from West Germany)
and from Poland itself (by severely restricting
cross-border travel). Subsequent statements' 
emphasised that Poland could sort out its own
pioblems, while drawing attention to the
economic assistance the GDR was providing to
enable it to do so.

Until the end of January East German coverage
of Polish issues was not particularly detailed,
and the public was provided with little informed
comment from correspondents in Warsaw. The' media generally repeated Soviet or Czechoslovak
stories and accusations, or they quoted criticisms
by leaders of other CPs - the USA and
Denmark, for example. This low-key approach
may have been valuable in that when the GDR
did deliver a very tough line on the subject - as
it has done since the end of January - this has
been noticed.

Czechoslovakia

Czechoslovakia, by contrast, has taken such a
tough line from the start that its only possible
next step would be to demand that the Solidarity
leadership be shot at dawn. It is probably the
more vulnerable of the two countries internally,
with a highly unpopular leadership, and the
post-68 economic recovery now disintegrating.
Its population may not have access to Western
media in the same way as the GDR,s, but they
are not completely isolated from it either.
Czechoslovakia also has a small polish
population near Ostrava - just across the
border from Katowice - which has, apparently,
caused some trouble. One could list many

reasons why the Czechoslovak leaders should be
nervous, but their own anti-Solidarity
propagrnda campaign provides the most telling
evidence.

The official Czechoslovak line took shape only
slowly. At first people were told as little as
possible about what was actually going on; what
the strikers were demanding, what the
agreements consisted .of. After the agreements
were concluded, it appeared that the new trade
unions were here to stay. At this point the
Czechoslovak leadership seems to have decided
that since people were going to get information
from somewhere, they might as well be offered
something which at least masqueraded as

information on their own television and radio.
The basic element of this propaganda was an
attack on what were described as 'the so-called
free trade unions' (though how they had come
into existence and what they stood for was never
explained). They were categorised as 'anti-
socialist', and great stress was laid on their links
with oppositionists in Poland - the KOR and
the KPN - and with forces like the AFL-CIO
and 'West German revanchists' outside the
country.

By late November, early December, when East
European anxiety about the situation was visibly
increasing, these criticisms of Solidarity were
extended to include comparisons between Poland
1980 and Czechoslovakia 1968. The line was that
'anti-communist centres', who were
manipulating the Polish situation from abroad,
had profited ' from their experiences in I 968.
Now, in Poland, they were gging ih for 'gradual,
discreet and unprovocative destabilisation', but
their goal was clear: 'to set in motion and
accelerate some sort of anti-socialist aggressive
trade unionism'. (Rude Pravo, 27 November
r e80)

Another frequent point of reference was
'Marxism-Leninism'. In East ' European
communist jargon this means party orthodoxy: a
divergence from Leninist principles though
what these are is never stated - is, in effect,
heresy. The Czechs have suggested, though never
openly stated, that independent trade unions are
not quite Leninist. (The Poles, for their part, are
trying to pretend that they are and that in fact the
process of renewal marks a return to Leninist
principles.) The new year, ushered in by the
confrontation over the five-day week, saw
Czechoslovak propaganda become even more
strident. References tb the discreet
destabilisation of anti-communist centres were
replaced by shrill comments on the 'chaos and
anarchy' new prevailing, stirred up by the
'counter-revolutionary Walesa's trade unions'
(sic) at the bidding of the Vatican, KOR, Leszek
Moczulski, the AEL-CIO and West German
revanchists. Czechoslovakia is the only East
European country to have attacked the Vatican
in these terms for its influence on Solidarity; this
hysteria is probably directed more at Catholics at
home, where the regime has recently been trying
to crack down on the Church, than at Catholics
in Poland. Although the situation in Poland is
now immeasurably calmer than it was in January
these vicious attacks are still continuing.

The Soviet Union

The Soviet Union has been the least willing of all
the East European countries td mention the
existehce 'of Solidarity. Throughout, it has

concentrated its propaganda attack on the twin
and largely interchangeable bogies of

Western interference and anti-socialist forces in
Poland. Moscow has also put a great deal of
emphasis - more than any other country - on
the economic aid which it's giving Poland and,
by iryplication, the goods which this is depriving
its own population af . As the situation has
developed the vague talk about subversive
centres in the West who were somehow

fomenting revolution in Poland became more
concrete. First the Soviets revealed that there was
a trade union called Solidarity; then that
organisations like the KPN and the KOR, people
like Moczulski and Michnik, were working from
within it, concealing their counter-revolutionary
intentions with statements about the good of the
workers. Finally, by rnid-January it was being
dismissed as an organisation; it was said to be
.'not interested in normalisation' and to have
ambitions to become a political force. By
comparison with that of the other countries,
however, Soviet anti-solidarity propaganda has
been fairly restrained. Personal attacks on
Walesa and the dissidents have been left to'
Czechoslovakia, the faithful lizutenant. The
Soviet Union is clearly, much happier when its
propaganda can follow the familiar lines
European security, detente and peace and
when it can attack 'familiar targets like world
reaction, imperialism and Radio Free Europe. It
finds it hard to strike the right balance when
these forces of ieaction appear inside a fraternal
socialist country and its concept of European
security is really questioned.

Inside the country ttrb regime has responded to
the Polish events by clamping down on all
opposition movements, completing the process
which began earlier in the year after the invasion
of Afghanistan and the Olympics. There is really
no way of knowing whether people sympathise
with the Poles, whether they are hostile or simply
indifferent - or, indeed, how much information
they have about what is going on. One report
that government call-up of reservists in the Sub-
Carpathian region (on Poland's south-east
border) at the end of last year had to be
abandoned in the face of non-cooperation and
indifference, indicates that there is some
sympathy with the Poles, since these reserves
were presumably called up in case there was an
invasion. (Herald Tribune , 14 February l98l)
(However, it also begs the question of why the
Soviet government would call up reserves from
that particular region to perform such a sensitive
task.)

Yugoslavia

Yugoslavia, not being a member of the Warsaw
Pact, is different; becausq it is on the sidelinep
invasion rumours can be freely discussed,
speculation about what will happen next is
perrnitted. However, although strikes are by no
means unknown in Yugoslavia the Polish crisis
does touch a raw nerve. Commentatbrs have
been at pains to point out that the Polish workers
are going a bit too far; they portray ' the
government as being willing to do its best to
honour the agreements whereas Solidarity
members are seen as at best unrealistic, at worst
maximalist. Howevei, at least one member of the
governmenr Dusan Dragosavac, has criticised
current cove iage of the situation as being biased
in favour of Solidarity against the PUWP. The
Yugoslav leadership is also being hypersensitive'
to any manifestations of internal dissent at the
moment, although this may be only partly a
reflection of the fears which the Polish crisis has
provoked.

The Crises

Since August, three major crises have erupted in
Poland, each time raising the possibility of
Soviet intervention. The first was in December,
and culrninated in the Warsaw Pact summit; the
second took place in January and'February over
the free Saturdays issue; the third, over the
Bydgoszcz events, is still in progress.

In the case of the first two criqes, the East
European countries responded to events which
they thought were getting out of hand, but
revealed comparatively little to their own
population about what was happening. The
Bydgoszcz events are rather different, since they
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fuelled Western suspicions that intervention was

in the offing: Czechoslovak-Polish border traffic
was stopped, western nnilitary observers were

barred iio* the border area, and the Polish
leaders wer€ summOned to a conference in
Moscow. The communique issued frorn the

December

alarmed the East EuroPean

regime, wtrich saw them as a threat to the

operation of the security forces and the Warsaw

Pactis defence system. They prompted the most

ominous stiitements so far from Czechoslovakia
* where the situation was'compared with 1968

- &Dd the. first really direct warning from the

SOviet"Union. Cgncrete steps were taken which,

meeting, however, merelY reiterated the line that
, Poland could solve its own problems, appearing

,' tO'i$d.icate ttrat no steps would be taken yet.

lhings ealrned down for a while over Christmas;
but as soon as the free Saturdays issue came up'
ihe,'East rEtiropean iegimes were back on the

offensive, describing Solidarity as an
, organisation, s heltering co&nte1-1evolu1i onaries'
(Ru,Oe,Pravo) aaq constantly elaborating on its
anti-soeiqtist end,,destructiVe nature-. But it was

world; it is also a guarantee that the Polish
people can itself master the present critical
iit,rition, as stated by the Polish leadership and a

, number of officials from other cauntries. We
fully share this point of view, and are-therefore
all the more alarmed at attitudes suggesting an

intention to intervene from outside in the Polish
situation.' The positions put forward in the

' Czechoslovak media, which they describe in
some detail, 'disorients our public opinion,

, the' eontinuation rrf strike$ ;after the, 
- 

fr-ee

Saturdays issue -had been 
- settled ; &ftd the

profouncily 'subversive' demands of the strikers

Eastern Bloc regimes. The GDR and Bnrlgaria

now also began to echo the increasingly frequent
Soviet complaints about the chaos and anarehy
prevailing in Poland. A new and disturbing
ilement was the description of Solidarity as a
potential force of political opposition. It began-

lo look as if both the Polish regime and those of
its neighbours were moving towards
confrontation:

This crisis was defused by the appointment of
Jaruzelski as Premier. It's hard to tCll whether

the increa$ed tension was genuine or whether in

fact,it was carefully stage-managed,with the aim

of bringing about a change of leadership (and, if
this iS ltre case, whether' it w.as, Pinkowski or

Kania who was to be got rid of),. However, even

if the relief expressed by the East European

countries at. 
. 
Jaruzelski's app_ointment 'was

genuine, their support was and still is conditional
on his doing something about Solidarity.

' The third crisis, fotiowing the events in

Bydgoszcz, was m fact a direct
authorities. It

hard-line forces withirl the Party and the
government took the initiative; and it is probably

Correct to assume that they have at least tacit
support from the Soviet Union. Brezhnev's
speeeh at the Soviet Party ,Congress was perhaps

misleadingly conciliatory. The example of
Poland, he said, showed how the Party must
'lend a sensitive ear to the voice of the rnasses'

struggle resoltltely against all manifestations pf
burJiucratisrn and voluntarism, actively develop'

sbeialist democracy and' pursue a well-thought
out and 'realistic policy in foreign econornic
relations,'

Subsequent developments, however, rather belie

thiS irnpression. When the Polistr and Sovi*
Ieaders met after the Congress, they said that
atternpts to weaken the socialist c.ommunity must

be given a 'firrn and resolute rebuff': Polish
conimunists had it in them to 'turn the course .of

events' and remove the dangers hanging over the
statement implied thatPolish people. ' This

changes would have to be made, and some

people in the'Polish leadershiP clearlY thought it
gave them a green Soott afterwards anlight.

rallyanti-semitic was held in Warsaw

:.t;Y
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extensive coverage onlY bY
result, of a Czechoslovakia), and this was followdd bY the

openly
(given

provocation by the appe-ars that events in Bydgaszcz.
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Charter Support for Solidarity
Events 'iii' Foland; and the Husak regime's harms the

violent attacks on SolidaritY, have'produced a and is in
concerned reaction among suPPorters

rnovement well aware of theCharter 77

signiftcance for Eastern Europe' Thus a Charter'
statement of 14 December 1980, signed by
spokespersons Marie Hromadkova and Miios
Rejehrt and by- Ladislas Lis on behalf ' of ttre
Prague.spokepersons''cslldctive, makes a strong
appeal igainst any outside intervention in
Poland. 'The way in which things have so far
,developed in Poland,' they 

, 
write, 'is 

^u-n:eneouiagernent for all those'seekil-e a ,peaceful,

democratic 'solution. ts t.lre prohlcr,ns of our

of the norms and bases of international relations ... ln response to the mounting attacks on KOR,
broader Our public opinion is afarmed at those troop three Charter spokespersons, laclav Maly,

movemenfs on Poland's borders which
official statement has tried to explain. In

no Bedrlch Placak and Jaroslav Sabata, addressed a
this letter of solidarity to KOR on l0

friendly relations between our peoples"
blatant contradiction with the ethical

events in Poland"'

context, our public opinion is beginning to fear 'W€ consider it our duty,l they
that 'Czeehs and Slovaks will have
own blood and that of their Folish

The Charter statement
about the cons€quences

r 980.
send'

you this expression of our solidarity. You and we
are linked by a common task - to join forces in
creating a just society in which the interests of all
witrl eoincide with the free deve'lopment of every
individual's potential. The beginning of the road
you have taken was marked by a noble act - the

February
write, *to

to spill their
brothers.'

ends with a warning
of intervention. ''The

historical experience of our peoples shows that a
violent outside intervention does not solve the defence of persecuted workers. Your efforts won

you respect and natural authority in the whole ofcountry's internal'problems, but on the contrary
deepens and exacerbates them, producing
feelings of hatred and guilt as a weight upon later
generations . .. For this reason we believe that the

Polish society. You have since then inspired and
effectively supported civie initiatives beyond the
frsntiers of your corrntry. Your selfless, n"oble

officials of the Czechoslovak state would hdp to and courageous work cannot be demeaned by
calm' our public opinion, sustain the positive slsnder or by violence.

continu€,'ts rneet with
and further the of
objectives.'

hopes and developments in Polish soeiety, and
deepen the friendShip between our peoples, if
they were to clearly indicate that Czechoslovakia
will in no way interfere in the free course of

MESSAGE OF GREETINGS TO
THE POLISH WORKERS FROM

BEIJING APRIL FIFTTI If Edmund Baluka Needs to o..i;"
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